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Bio-patterned surfaces have enabled the exploration of a wide range of cellular 

activities. The surfaces described in this work have contributed to the understanding of 

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and IgE receptor (Fc!RI) regulated signaling 

processes as well as mechanisms underlying microglia and macrophage mediated 

amyloid-" degradation. 

Through standard photolithographic techniques and a polymer lift-off method, 

receptor ligands, including growth factor, IgE hapten, or fibrillar "-amyloid, may be 

patterned on selected substrates. Cells settle on these surfaces, and fluorescence imaging 

(confocal or TIRF) can be used to visualize specific cellular components concentrating at 

regions of patterned ligand. A novel radial fluorescence analysis method quantifies the 

intensity of labeled cellular components at patterned features to evaluate distributions of 

recruitment across different cell areas (e.g., the cell middle vs. cell periphery). 

In NIH-3T3 cells stably expressing EGFR, we find EGFR recruitment to patterned EGF 

is accompanied by stimulated tyrosine phosphorylation while F-actin and endogenous "1-

containing integrins also concentrate, but with differential spatial localizations across the 

cell compared to EGFR. F-actin accumulation depends on phosphatidylinositol 4,5-

bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2): pharmacological inhibitors of PI(4,5)P2 synthesis and acute 



 

recruitment of phosphoinositide 5’-phosphatases to the plasma membrane reduce F-actin 

concentration with EGF patterns. 

Prompted by our earlier studies with the actin cytoskeleton and focal adhesion 

proteins, we now demonstrate that !1- and !3-containing integrins co-cluster with Fc"RI 

in RBL mast cells at patterned antigen surfaces. Additionally, we find important IgE 

receptor downstream signaling molecules, including Syk, PLC#1, and LAT, recruited to 

these same sites in a spatial arrangement determined by the form of antigen presentation, 

as part of either mobile lipid bilayers or immobilized protein. F-actin polymerization 

further regulates the extent of clustering for these signaling molecules at different 

patterned antigen surfaces. Stimulated intracellular trafficking of integrins and H-Ras 

with mast cell recycling endosomes is also demonstrated. 

Taken together, our work with patterned ligand surfaces has allowed for 

systematic study of spatially regulated EGF and IgE receptor signal transduction with 

new insight on the role of the actin cytoskeleton and integrins within these systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Integrating bioengineered technologies and novel microscopies 

Nanofabricated technologies have become significant tools in the study of cell 

biology. A greater understanding of the complexities involved in many cell processes has 

prompted the development and widespread application of these technologies. Carefully 

engineered materials, surfaces, and devices are aiding in the investigation of cellular 

behavior on the smallest of scales with the promise of insight into molecular mechanisms 

beyond the scope of conventional methods. 

Originally developed for the semiconductor industry, micro- and nanofabrication 

techniques offer a number of important advantages in the study of biological and cellular 

systems. Some of these techniques include photolithography, soft lithography (e.g., 

micro-contact printing1), electron beam lithography, thin film deposition, and molecular 

self assembly (e.g., DNA origami2) among many others.3 These nanofabrication methods 

are enabling researchers to prepare everything from polymeric biomaterials4 to well-

controlled, two- and three-dimensional microenvironments,5 all with significant 

applications that range from advancing tissue engineering to recapitulating physiological 

conditions (reviewed in reference6). Microfluidic technologies, for example, are one 

branch in this area that have shown considerable promise for improving diagnostics and 

biological studies.7 Lithographically engineered and subsequently endothelialized 

microfluidic channels can be used to establish physiologically relevant geometries, such 

as bifurcations and junctions, within a matrix scaffold permissive of remodeling, 
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investigation via microscopy, and 3D cell culture.8 Further, surface nanotopography, 

substrate stiffness, ligand presentation, and fluid dynamics are just a few of the key 

parameters easily controlled and assimilated in these types of platforms.  

Nanofabrication approaches have become invaluable to furthering our 

understanding of how different chemical and physical cues may orchestrate complex 

biological processes and guide cell behavior. These methods are facilitating the 

development of cell-based biosensors and portable devices capable of monitoring 

exposure to a variety of natural and synthetic factors.9–11 Motivated by the impact of 

infectious disease on global populations, there exists a serious need for sensitive, rapid, 

and reliable detection through devices like these.12 The ability to miniaturize already-

existing macroscale systems, incorporate electronics for measurement and manipulation, 

and provide for high sample throughput has made microfabrication techniques a powerful 

addition to basic, clinical, and translational research.  

Alongside advances in microfabrication, a number of optical methods have also 

been devised to help interrogate the dynamics and organization of biological systems. 

Some of these new microscopies feature enhanced resolution in either, or both, lateral 

and axial dimensions in the tens of nanometers - an important consideration when 

probing for molecular transport and transient interactions of plasma membrane 

components.13,14  

A prominent near-field microscopy approach in cell biology utilizes the effect of 

total internal reflection (TIR) at high incident angles at the glass-medium interface for the 

selective illumination of fluorophores.15 Exponential decay of an evanescent field of 

illumination reduces excitation to a thin region extending only ~ 100-200 nm into the 
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sample, effectively improving the signal-to-noise ratio as out-of-focus, axial fluorescence 

is minimized. TIR fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) has become a valuable and 

relatively easy-to-implement method in the fields of cell biology to readily study surface 

structures and dynamics (e.g., exo- and endocytosis and receptor-ligand interactions). 

Another technique also ideal for high-resolution imaging in this area, and making use of 

TIR, is the recently developed scanning angle interference microscopy (SAIM).16 Here, a 

sample, placed on or against a reflective substrate, is sequentially scanned and imaged 

while varying the incident angle of laser excitation. From this sequence of images, the 

positions of fluorescent objects can be reconstructed with 5-10 nm precision along the z-

axis. While both TIRFM and SAIM excel at imaging specific membrane activities and 

surface localized events, much of the cell interior remains out of reach. 

The ability to probe deeper into a biological sample, and with additional resolving 

power, has been readily achieved through several other optical approaches. Individual 

fluorophores throughout a cell can be localized with subdiffraction precision using 

(f)PALM17,18 and STORM,19 or through structuring the illumination light, as with SIM,20 

(or ‘instant SIM’21) to prepare small, subdiffraction regions of fluorophores in an 

emitting or non-emitting state (GSD,22 STED23). The development of photoactivatable 

fluorescent proteins24 and photoswitchable fluorescent dyes25 give superresolution 

techniques such as these significant versatility in acquiring detail on membrane and 

cytosolic protein distributions with information on specific signaling activities.26,27 

Single-molecule measurements have greatly benefitted from these approaches and, with 

help of microfabrication, additional methods have emerged for defining small excitation 

volumes and reducing the number of molecules simultaneously illuminated.  
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Optical nanostructures and isolated metallic apertures, for example, have 

demonstrated their utility in furthering the capabilities of various microscopy techniques. 

Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) can achieve as low as 12 nm 

resolution28 using fabricated, glass aperture probes that are positioned in close proximity 

(< 20 nm) to a sample surface.29 Details may be acquired on surface heterogeneity and 

topography as this technique has helped characterize both model lipid bilayers30 and live 

cell membranes.31 Another fabricated approach for highly sensitive fluorescence 

detection relies on the diffusion of target molecules or lipid membrane deformation into 

the bottom of hollow apertures within planar metallic films. These ~ 100 nm diameter 

apertures, or zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs),32 are capable of monitoring physiological 

concentrations of labeled components at the single-molecule level, and have even enabled 

the investigation of live cell membranes extending into these openings.33 Most recently 

this technique has been modified, filling in these apertures with glass (to create 

PANOMs34), such that a confined, near-field illumination profile is still possible but 

without concern for probe-to-sample distances, as with NSOM, or complicating effects of 

membrane curvature, as with ZMW surfaces.  

Another nanostructured approach uses vertically aligned glass nanopillars to 

achieve subdiffraction-limited observation volumes, both in vitro and inside live cells.35 

These randomly distributed nanopillars protrude from a metallic substrate and, in 

generating an evanescent wave along their vertical surface, they can selectively excite 

fluorescent molecules within the vicinity of the nanopillar.  

Finally, microfabrication has helped advance selective plane illumination 

microscopy (SPIM),36 a relatively new optical method offering noninvasive sectioning 
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and fast, 3D high-resolution imaging of thick biological samples. (Superresolution 

imaging is also possible here with appropriate fluorophores37). Typically, SPIM uses a 

complicated two-objective-based setup with one objective illuminating a single plane of 

the specimen (a focused light sheet) while a second objective collects the fluorescence 

emission for camera detection. In work presented by Galland et al. however, a 

microfabricated array of 45° micromirrored wells can be prepared to allow both the 

excitation beam and fluorescence signal to pass through a single objective lens 

(soSPIM).38 This combined approach offers increased imaging throughput with single-

molecule detail from the cellular level to the size of entire embryos. 

Microfabrication technologies have also provided a number of versatile tools for 

effectively discriminating between chemical and mechanical factors in regulating cell 

behavior. Several approaches have become widely used to estimate the forces that cells 

generate on their surrounding environment, including traction-force microscopy39,40 and 

elastomeric micropillars or microneedles.41 Optical microscopy can track substrate 

deformations through these methods to create detailed lateral force maps across entire 

cells. Yet, quantifying substrate deformation is usually indirect and the inherent bulk 

nature of these methods may obscure the temporal and spatial details of tension directed 

responses. Consequently, novel techniques have been developed to further characterize 

mechanotransduction signals and among the most sensitive are molecular tension sensor 

(MTS) surfaces.42,43 Cell adhesive ligands on MTS surfaces, attached to gold 

nanoparticles patterned using block copolymer micelle nanolithography (BCMN),44 

reveal that cell tension depends on the size of the adhesion complex and that the spatial 

arrangement of presented ligand can guide adhesion processes.45 
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In parallel to mechano-chemical signaling lies the spatial and temporal targeting 

of signaling molecules in the regulation of cellular responses. If the cellular environment 

is engineered, then it becomes more straightforward to investigate spatially coordinated 

responses to defined stimuli and changes over time in selectively labeled cellular 

components. Surface patterned approaches readily lend themselves to the study of 

signaling events like these, which may involve the lateral organization of specialized 

plasma membrane domains,46,47 stimulated trafficking of intracellular contents,48,49 and 

ligand-dependent clustering of surface receptors.50–52 One patterning technique, with 

multiple biological applications53 and described/used in further detail in this thesis, makes 

use of an effective polymer lift-off method. Notably, this parylene polymer patterning has 

been applied to improve nanoscale arrays of printed biomaterial,54 create assays for 

monitoring membrane binding,55 and prepare spatially defined regions of ligand to 

explore key features of signaling cascades in mast cells56 and in fibroblast cells.57 

Detailed cellular responses to specific environmental factors have been previously 

difficult to study. But, now with new tools based upon microfabrication technology, 

materials science, and fluorescence microscopy, a better understanding of and control 

over the complex interplay of events and interactions occurring within living cells is 

possible. 

 

1.2 EGF, IgE, and integrin receptor mediated signaling 

Cells respond to chemical stimuli (e.g., growth factors, antigens, and cytokines) in 

their environment via specific cell surface receptors. These receptors are embedded in the 

cell's plasma membrane and biophysically connect external cues to the inside of the cell. 
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More precisely, receptor-ligand binding stimulates transmembrane and intracellular 

signaling events in downstream protein networks that lead to specific cellular responses. 

These responses depend on the particular receptor but, of the universal outcomes, cells 

will know whether to grow, survive, or initiate apoptosis. While receptor mediated 

signaling directs a substantial number of positive cellular responses, dysregulation in the 

mechanisms behind these responses are associated with a variety of pathologies and 

malignant phenotypes, including autoimmune diseases and cancer.58 Illuminating the 

molecular mechanisms that direct signal transduction has become integral to 

understanding healthy cellular function and the development of new drug targets in 

efforts to cure disease. 

In the early 1980s the ErbB family of receptors were first implicated in cancer 

after the avian erythroblastosis tumor virus was discovered to encode an aberrant form of 

ErbB1, better known as the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR).59 Since then, the 

ErbB family has grown to include four members and, as part of the larger family of 

receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), they have become the subject of intensive study in both 

basic and clinical research (review of RTKs in references60,61). This ardent focus is the 

result of substantial advances made in understanding the key roles RTKs play in 

governing fundamental cellular processes, some of which include proliferation, 

migration, metabolism, differentiation, and survival. RTK and ErbB receptor activity in 

resting, normal cells is tightly regulated. However, with mutations or over-expression, 

RTKs and ErbB receptors can become potent oncoproteins involved in the development 

and progression of many human cancers.62 
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The ErbB family of receptors, and the EGF receptor in particular, serve as 

invaluable models of RTK signaling. Extracellular binding of growth factor and 

subsequent receptor dimerization initiate this process. The trans-autophosphorylation of 

specific tyrosine residues, found on the C-terminal tails of each EGF receptor monomer, 

establishes an active dimer capable of organizing the many downstream signaling 

cascades. A hallmark of signaling with ErbB receptors is their ability to form hetero- and 

homodimers; these dynamic receptor associations have broad biochemical and 

biomedical significance, with the ErbB2-ErbB3 dimer representing some of the most 

potent oncogenic signaling identified.63 As illustrated in Figure 1.1, major EGF receptor 

signaling pathways that are activated with ligand binding include those through 

extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) via Ras and Akt via phosphatidylinositol 3-

kinase (PI3K). 

With the increased prevalence of techniques and technologies described in the 

previous section of this introduction, renewed attention has been given to the EGF 

receptor. Engineered approaches have enabled further insight into a wide range of 

receptor activities, including the effects of growth factor on modulating cell contact 

inhibition,64 differences in cell survival with surface tethered versus soluble EGF,65 the 

efficacy of EGFR targeted drugs,1 and the molecular mechanisms underlying specific 

signaling steps.57 EGF patterned surfaces, in particular, have helped provide closer study 

of how ligand density and ligand-bound receptor diffusion influence the degree of 

receptor activation.66,67 Work carried out by Stabley et al. with nanopatterned diffusion 

barriers demonstrated that stimulated EGF receptor clustering can elicit phosphorylation 

levels inversely proportional to receptor cluster size (clusters < 1 !m2 are more 
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Figure 1.1 EGFR signaling pathways. Activation of EGFR signaling is initiated upon 

binding of growth factor ligands, including EGF, that leads to receptor dimerization and 

phosphorylation of kinase domain tyrosine residues. These phosphorylated tyrosines 

serve as the docking sites for downstream signaling partners. Important signaling 

pathways include PI3K-Akt, Ras-ERK, PLC!-PKC (protein kinase C), and JAK-STAT 

(Janus kinase-Signal transducer and activator of transcription). These pathways are 

critical in regulating many cellular responses that may involve cell growth, 

differentiation, proliferation, and/or apoptosis. 
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readily phosphorylated), and that receptor dynamics depend on actin cytoskeletal 

interaction.50 Additionally, recent optical-based methods and single-particle tracking 

(SPT) experiments have also proven effective for capturing receptor dynamics and 

uncovering details on fluctuations between monomer and dimer states.68–71 Clearly, an 

expanded set of tools are available for studying the EGF receptor system with important 

cell signaling events depend significantly upon the activities of the EGFR at the plasma 

membrane. 

Described in chapter 2 of this thesis, substrates photolithographically patterned 

with immobilized, covalently attached EGF stimulate growth factor signaling in 

fibroblast cells. This surface patterned ligand approach and fluorescence microscopy 

highlight key features in the formation of macromolecular signaling complexes consisting 

of EGF receptors and downstream partners at or near the plasma membrane. 

Another receptor system of significant interest, responsible for mediating many 

forms of allergy, is found in mast cells with the surface receptor Fc!RI. This receptor 

(also known as the IgE receptor) binds with high affinity to the Fc region of individual 

IgE antibodies, and, in turn, these antibodies bind allergen (antigen) epitopes with 

specific Fab binding sites. Physiologically, mast cells are sensitized by various IgE 

antibodies72 that are distinguished through binding site specificity (e.g., epitopes on 

pollen or mites). IgE-Fc!RI crosslinking by multivalent antigen initiates transmembrane 

signaling that prompts cellular biosynthesis of leukotrienes and cytokines, as well as the 

release of secretory granules (degranulation) containing histamine and other chemical 

mediators of inflammation and anaphylaxis.73 The medical importance of IgE-Fc!RI has 

motivated extensive research on the mechanisms by which antigen-crosslinked receptors 
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can induce global cellular responses of local or systemic - sometimes life-threatening - 

allergic reactions. In addition to its central role in coordinating inflammatory and 

autoimmune responses, Fc!RI can mount host defense mechanisms against parasite 

infections74 and is a key target of various therapeutic approaches.75,76  

Similar to the EGFR system, spatial regulation arises early in this signaling 

process, beginning with antigen induced IgE-Fc!RI cross-linking, and followed by the 

selective targeting of downstream signaling proteins to these activated receptors (Figure 

1.2). Among the techniques used here to explore the organization and dynamics of Fc!RI 

and its signaling partners upon antigen binding, scanning electron microscopy (SEM),77 

SPT,78 and localization microscopy79,80 have helped to resolve a number of details. One 

approach facilitating a more systematic study of spatial and temporal characteristics of 

IgE-Fc!RI signaling has involved the application of surface patterned arrays of 

antigen.47,56 Providing enhanced control over the size and location of receptor clusters 

while preventing internalization, micron scale IgE-Fc!RI signaling complexes form at 

surface patterned antigen (i.e., 2,4-dinitrophenyl (DNP)) sites and fluorescence 

microscopy enables direct visualization of specific interactions. DNP patterned surfaces 

have shed light on many important Fc!RI mediated signaling steps in rat basophilic 

leukemia (RBL) mast cells. A few of these insights include: the recruitment of early 

signaling components (e.g., Lyn kinase) depend on the actin cytoskeleton,47 focal 

adhesion proteins such as paxillin cluster at patterned antigen,81 and recycling endosomes 

will traffic preferentially to these activated receptor sites.48 Information gained from this 

patterning technique, along with more biochemical studies,82 has begun to establish a  
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Figure 1.2 Fc!RI signaling pathway in RBL mast cells. The !-chain of Fc"RI binds 

IgE at a ratio of 1:1. Multivalent antigen cross-linking of IgE-Fc"RI complexes results in 

signal initiation via Lyn kinase phosphorylation of immunoreceptor tyrosine-based 

activation motifs (ITAMs) on Fc"RI # and $ subunits. This activates spleen tyrosine 

kinase (Syk), which in turn recruits and subsequently phosphorylates PLC$. PI(4,5)P2 is 

hydrolyzed by PLC$ at the plasma membrane to generate inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3 

binds its ER receptor to initiate calcium (Ca2+) mobilization) and diacylglycerol (DAG) 

for activating PKC. This leads to further downstream signaling events that culminate in 

the exocytosis of secretory vesicles, a process known as degranulation. 
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clearer picture on how structural and dynamic events in Fc!RI signal transduction may 

correlate with distinct functional responses. Work presented in chapter 3 of this thesis 

uses patterned DNP antigen surfaces to examine different aspects of Fc!RI signaling, 

including the effects of ligand presentation on receptor clustering and the actin 

cytoskeleton dependence of recruited signaling molecules. 

In addition to the biochemical activities of receptors, including the EGFR or 

Fc!RI, mechanical and force sensing interactions between cell, ligand, and substrate are 

also involved in vital cellular functions, ranging from migration to signal transduction.83 

These physical interactions are largely governed by another group of cell surface 

receptors known as integrins. Integrins are transmembrane receptors that mediate cell-to-

cell and cell-to-extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions. Integrin activation can be 

induced either by cytoplasmic events (termed ‘inside-out’ activation) or by extracellular 

factors (termed ‘outside-in’ activation). Ligand binding triggers integrin clustering and 

connections to the cytoskeleton. Illustrated in Figure 1.3, integrins may be classified by 

their ECM ligands as well as their ability to mediate the assembly of protein-specific, 

multimolecular signaling and force sensing complexes. 

While the effects of micro- and nanotopographic structures on cells has long been 

recognized, it is only relatively recently that the full strength and depth of cellular 

responses to nanotopography has been appreciated.84 In light of the nanoscale 

organization of the ECM, these findings are not unexpected; the combined 

immobilization and spatial organization of ECM molecules provide cells with an 

environment that ranges in stiffness from soft to rigid and a complex mixture of ridges, 

pores, and protrusions. Thus, a wide spectrum of cell-matrix interactions are possible and 
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Figure 1.3 Integrins are mechanoreceptors. (A) Integrins are heterodimeric cell surface 

receptors consisting of an alpha (!) and beta (") subunit, for which there are 18 !- and 8 

"-subunits in mammalian cells. These numbers give rise to 24 different heterodimeric 

receptors and this diversity is important as cells are exposed to various ECM components, 

including fibronectin (RGD), laminin, and collagen. (Image reproduced from reference85) 

(B) Integrin clustering and activation promotes the development of multimolecular 

signaling complexes that allow cells to recognize and respond to physical features with 

their microenvironment. Force transmission through these adhesion complexes 

establishes cellular mechanotransduction with reiterative processes that range from cell 

polarization and cytoskeletal remodeling to adhesion and migration. (Image adapted from 

reference86) 
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integrin signaling depends heavily on the nature of these interactions.87,88 

Building off of this level of organization is a growing body of work implicating 

integrins in the regulation of responses from other receptors, and vice versa. Studies have 

shown that integrins can modulate EGF receptor,89–91 as well as IgE receptor,92,93 

responses for the production of robust cellular signals. Integrin ligation appears to 

establish maximal activation of growth factor receptors for cell survival and 

proliferation94 while, integrins in mast cells seem to play an important role in Fc!RI-

mediated degranulation.95 

In the following two chapters of this thesis, integrin responses in connection with 

EGF or IgE receptor signaling are described. Important results highlight the clustering of 

integrins to surface patterned sites of EGF or DNP, in fibroblast cells and in mast cells, 

respectively. Additionally, in Appendix 2, MTS surfaces developed by the Salaita lab are 

used to offer further insight on the mechanical forces involved in Fc!RI and integrin 

signaling in mast cells. More details on results presented in this thesis are covered in 

section 1.5. 

 

1.3 Alzheimer’s Disease: amyloid degradation by secreted lysosomal enzymes 

Alzheimer’s disease is one of the most common neurodegenerative diseases 

worldwide, affecting 10% of the population over the age of 65 and 50% of the population 

over the age of 85 (up-to-date information can be found on the Alzheimer Disease & 

Frontotemporal Dementia Mutation Database).96 Clinically, this disease is identified by 

the presence of extracellular amyloid plaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles, 

resulting in neuronal dysfunction and cell death. Central to this disease is the differential 
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processing of the integral membrane protein amyloid precursor protein (APP) from the 

normal to disease state. Favorable processing and trafficking of APP is associated with 

normal synaptic signaling and healthy synaptic plasticity, learning and memory, and 

neuronal survival. In the disease state, however, APP is cleaved via a !-secretase and 

neurotoxic fragments of the peptide can accumulate in the brain to form the amyloid-! 

(A!) protein plaques characteristic of Alzheimer’s disease.97 

Microglia cells, found in close proximity to theses plaques, are proposed to play 

an important role in the removal of A! fibrils and plaques.98 Small fibrils (~ 100 nm in 

length) can be internalized and degraded by receptor-mediated endocytosis. However, it 

is unclear how microglia, and macrophages, in the brain can proteolytically degrade A! 

fibrils and plaques significantly larger than the cells themselves. A possible mechanism 

proposed in a previous study by the Maxfield group shows that macrophages are capable 

of degrading large aggregated low density lipoproteins (agLDL) via an extracellular, 

acidic compartment, termed the ‘lysosomal synapse’, into which lysosomal contents are 

secreted.49 Thus, large A! aggregates may be initially digested extracellularly, in a 

process referred to as ‘exophagy’, for the removal of A! plaques from patients with 

Alzheimer's disease. This may serve as a particularly important area of therapeutic 

intervention for this disease. 

In the appendix of this thesis, results are presented as part of a collaboration with 

the Maxfield lab to examine the interactions between surface patterned fibrillar A! 

peptide and microglia or macrophages. Localized secretory events and changes in pH are 

studied to better characterize the formation of the lysosomal synapse. 
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1.4 Microfabricated surfaces to study DNA-protein interactions 

The direct visualization of individual proteins interacting with DNA has been 

crucial to exposing many biological mechanisms previously obscured in bulk studies. 

Characterizing naked DNA, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and optical and magnetic 

tweezers remain invaluable. These methods have translated well to the study of protein-

DNA interactions, yielding insights into the dynamics of translocases99 and even complex 

processes like transcriptional motion in the presence of nucleosomes.100 Other methods 

affix DNA to microscope slide surfaces, and buffer flow may be used to extend the large 

macromolecules. These methods have helped describe the motion of transcription 

factors,101 the loading and mechanisms of repair proteins,102 and the motion of viral 

replisomes.103 The diversity of these approaches reflects how specific questions on the 

nature of protein-DNA interactions are well suited to single-molecule techniques.  

One new technology, originally developed in the Greene lab,104 allows for 

thousands of DNA molecules, tethered to a lipid bilayer and placed under hydrodynamic 

flow, to co-align perpendicular to nanofabricated barriers on a glass surface. 

Fluorescence microscopy is used for direct visualization of individual DNA-protein 

interactions with this ‘DNA curtains’ approach as statistically significant information can 

be obtained from a large number of molecules. 

New proteins binding DNA are still being discovered105 and elucidating their 

interaction with host transcriptional machinery and DNA-bound structure are important 

next steps in defining function and utility. One relatively new example are the 

transcription activator-like effector (TALE) proteins from the plant pathogen genus 

Xanthomonas with specific DNA sequence binding.106 Each base in the DNA target 
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sequence is determined by a pair of amino acid residues in a series of tandem repeats in 

the TALE protein. The flexibility to select target sequences makes designer TALEs, or 

dTALEs, especially useful in locating and editing sites of the genome. With further 

investigation of the mechanisms behind DNA-TALE interactions, using new techniques 

like DNA curtains, potential applications for dTALEs will expand to the study of cellular 

transcription and the targeting of genetic diseases. 

In the appendix of this thesis, results are presented as part of a collaboration with 

the Zipfel, Lis, and Bogdanove labs in the development of microfluidic devices optimized 

for studying DNA-protein interactions. Present work with this DNA curtains technique is 

aimed at visualizing DNA-dTALE binding as well as the activity of native chromatin, 

and transcription factors, gathered from Drosophila S2 cells. 

 

1.5 Scope of this thesis 

There remains a large potential for further progress in the application of 

nanotechnology to the study of cell biology. There is no doubt that future research will 

progress in the direction of more precise manipulation of cell responses and detailed 

analysis of cell function with the growing availability of nanoscale tools. Cell biologists, 

biomedical scientists, and bioengineers may utilize such advances to establish a better 

understanding of cell behavior and disease mechanisms, and uncover those pathways and 

targets that may be best exploited for clinical interventions and drug design. 

In the following chapter, surface patterned arrays of EGF are used in the 

activation of EGF receptor signaling in NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells. Details are provided on 

the preparation of patterned EGF surfaces and experimental results are presented on the 
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clustering of the EGF receptor and F-actin to patterned EGF sites. Further, evidence is 

provided for the dependence of F-actin on phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate 

(PI(4,5)P2) at the plasma membrane and, in addition, the downstream engagement of !1-

integrins with patterned EGF is discussed. 

In chapter 3, surface patterned arrays of DNP are used in the activation of Fc"RI 

signaling in RBL mast cells. Details are provided on the preparation of patterned DNP 

surfaces and experimental results cover Fc"RI responses to differences in ligand 

presentation and the F-actin dependence of downstream signaling molecules, including 

phospholipase C gamma 1 (PLC#1). Finally, a discussion of integrin participation in 

Fc"RI responses is included. Results are presented on antigen stimulated trafficking of 

$4-, !1-, and !3-containing integrins, and are supplemented by results on tension 

generated integrin responses as visualized with MTS surfaces (Appendix 2, Figure 

A2.11). 

An appendix is also included, covering additional findings and work in 

connection to chapters 2 and 3 as well as separate appendix sections presenting 

collaborative, ongoing work. The first of these collaborative sections presents results 

toward the study of A! peptide directed responses in macrophage and microglia cells 

using a patterned surface approach. The second gives details on the preparation of 

patterned surfaces for the study of DNA-protein interactions at the single-molecule level. 
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CHAPTER 21 

EGF Receptor Clustering at Patterned EGF Mediates  

Actin Cytoskeleton and Integrin Receptor Responses 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a cell surface transmembrane 

glycoprotein and one of four members of the ErbB/HER family of receptor tyrosine 

kinases. EGFR binding with its cognate ligand initiates receptor dimerization, or 

stabilizes already present dimers.1,2 Intracellular conformational changes follow with 

induced trans-autophosphorylation of specific kinase domain tyrosine residues. These 

events establish an active receptor dimer and expose docking sites for enzymes and 

adaptor proteins with phosphotyrosine binding domains (PTBs), including Src homology 

2 (SH2) domains.3 Direct, or indirect, adaptor protein interactions with EGFR give rise to 

major downstream intracellular signaling pathways, including those that proceed through 

extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) via Ras and Akt via phosphatidylinositol 3-

kinase (PI3K) activation (see Figure 1.1).  

Signal transduction from the receptor and these downstream proteins is well 

documented in cellular processes ranging from proliferation and differentiation to 

motility and survival.4–6 Activation of EGFR has been identified as an essential step in 

embryonic growth,7 tissue homeostasis,8 and wound healing.9 Notably, various cancers 

are characterized by overexpression of this receptor and/or mutations that hyperactivate 

or alter its cellular localization.10,11 (See references4,12 for review). Thus, a complete 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
" Some of these results, including Figure 2.3A, Figure 2.6, and Figure 2.10B, are 
presented in our recent paper, Singhai et al. Biophys. J. (2014).29 
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picture of how EGFR and its signaling partners function has widespread implications for 

developmental biology, tissue repair, and cancer research. 

EGFR mediated signaling is precisely regulated in both space13 and time14 as 

numerous, dynamic interactions exist between the receptor and its downstream 

effectors.15,16 These important cell signaling events are recently shown to be highly 

dependent upon the spatial organization and activity of the EGFR at the plasma 

membrane.17–19 Emphasizing this fact, EGFRs are observed to assemble into a range of 

cluster sizes following ligand binding and tyrosine kinase activation.20 Additional lines of 

evidence come from single molecule tracking experiments,19 super-resolution imaging,21 

and FRET-FLIM data.22 Despite the extensive number of studies on EGFR, limited 

information describes the structural basis for the formation of these receptor-signaling 

complexes, as well as the sequelae of signaling molecule recruitment to activated 

receptors. 

To offer new details on the EGF receptor system, the work described here 

expands on a patterned surface technique, developed in our laboratory,23 to present 

spatially defined arrays of EGF. Patterned growth factor stimulates EGF receptor 

signaling in NIH-3T3 cells. Receptor endocytosis is prevented and receptor signaling 

complexes are allowed to form at these patterned sites. Previous data provide evidence 

for phosphoinositides, dynamin-2, and the actin cytoskeleton in stabilizing EGFR 

signaling complexes (Amit Singhai, PhD thesis24). Results presented here offer additional 

support for phosphoinositide (PI(4,5)P2) and actin cytoskeleton participation in EGFR 

signaling. Further, differential clustering of !1- and !3-integrins to EGF patterns is 

demonstrated and this appears to depend on actin cytoskeleton polymerization. 
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2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Materials 

All cell culture reagents, A568-streptavidin, A488- and A647-phalloidin, A488-

labeled goat anti-rabbit, A488-labeled donkey anti-rat IgG, A633-labeled goat anti-mouse 

IgG2b (!2b), A647-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG, and N-terminal-labeled biotin-EGF were 

purchased from Invitrogen. Rabbit anti-C-terminal EGFR, mouse monoclonal anti-

phosphotyrosine clone 4G10, and FITC-labeled rat anti-"1-integrin were obtained from 

Millipore Corp. Rabbit anti-phospho-Y1068-EGFR, anti-phospho-Y1173-EGFR 

antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Corp. FuGENE HD came from Promega. 

Quercetin and phenylarsine oxide (PAO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Cytochalasin D and rapamycin were purchased from Calbiochem (EMD Chemicals).  

The EGFR-EGFP cDNA construct from Dr. J. Koland has been previously 

described.10,25 The L10-Inp54p and S15-Inp54p cDNA constructs were derived from the 

L10-GFP-Inp54p and S15-GFP-Inp54p vectors.26 GFP was removed from each vector by 

recloning and ligating either targeting sequence (L10 or S15) with that for Inp54p, as 

described previously.27 Plasma membrane-targeted CFP-FRB domain (PM-CFP-FRB) 

and mRFP-tagged FKBP12-5-phosphatase (mRFP-FKBP12-5-ptase) cDNA28 were 

provided by Dr. M. Korzeniowski (Cornell University). The mRFP sequence was excised 

using PCR. The "3-integrin-mEGFP cDNA was a gift from Dr. A. Kusumi (Kyoto 

University). 

Fused silica 100 mm diameter wafers of coverslip #1.5 thickness (< 200 #m 

thickness) and silicon 100 mm diameter wafers of standard thickness were purchased 

from Precision Glass & Optics (PG&O). The 35-mm imaging dishes with coverglass 
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bottoms (14 mm well) or without glass (10 mm hole) were obtained from MatTek Corp. 

(Ashland, MA). The (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS) and N-(!-

maleimidobutyryloxy)succinimide ester (GMBS) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  

 

2.2.2 Fabrication and chemical modification of parylene-patterned surfaces 

The preparation of parylene patterned silicon surfaces has been previously 

described by our lab23,29 as based on a polymer lift-off technique.30 To highlight the 

specific process used in this work, fused silica (glass) or silicon wafers were first coated 

with a ~ 1 µm thick layer of parylene-C (diX C parylene dimer (Kisco) and SCS 

Labcoter® Parylene Deposition System), then a ~ 40 nm thick layer of anti-reflective 

coating (AR3 DUV Anti-Reflectant (Shipley) and CNF Gamma tool), and finally a ~ 1 

µm thick layer of photoresist (UV210 (Dow Chemical Co.) and CNF Gamma tool). 

Using a pre-designed photomask and exposure to 248 nm light (CNF ASML tool), 

multiple patterned arrays were created in the photoresist layer. An oxygen-based reactive 

ion etch (CNF Oxford 81 etcher) transfers the features from the patterned photoresist to 

the underlying parylene layer. Through this etching step, exposed regions of substrate 

masked by the parylene are made available for chemical modification and the 

presentation of selected biomaterial, including receptor ligand. Parylene-patterned wafers 

were stored in a desiccator until ready for chemical modification. 

Several key innovations in this work enabled the adaptation of the traditional 

parylene polymer patterning of silicon wafers to the patterning of glass wafers. Parylene 

deposition is a highly conformal process and dense, pinhole free coatings with single 

nanometer thicknesses are achievable.31 To prevent parylene from coating both sides of a 
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glass wafer, standard dicing saw tape was directly applied to an entire face. After 

parylene deposition, this tape was carefully removed and an identifying mark was used to 

note the single side with the parylene layer. Automated fabrication tools are not always 

amenable to thin (< 200 !m thick) glass wafer handling, as the detection and movement 

of wafers in processing equipment typically relies on optical or capacitive sensors. An 

effective and simple method to solve this problem was used by sealing the glass wafer 

with a thin film of water atop a silicon wafer. In addition to serving as an opaque surface, 

the silicon wafer acted as a support for the safe loading and detection of the glass wafer 

inside the deep UV (DUV) exposure equipment (Figure 2.1(2)). Finally, careful 

separation of the two wafers enabled subsequent cleanroom processing (Figure 2.1(3)-

(5)). 

Completed parylene patterned wafers were brought from the cleanroom to lab 

where a glass scribe (Techni-Tool® retractable diamond scriber) was used to cut 

individual parylene patterned chips (" 1 cm squares) for experiments. Parylene patterned 

glass surfaces were typically attached to MatTek dishes (10 mm hole) after this step; see 

Appendix 1, Figure A1.1 for details. 

To prepare the parylene glass and/or silicon substrates for surface 

functionalization (Figure 2.1(6)), individual patterned chips were sequentially rinsed with 

acetone, isopropanol, and water and dried under nitrogen. A brief (~ 30 second) oxygen 

plasma cleaning (Harrick Plasma Basic Plasma Cleaner) of the patterned substrates was 

immediately followed by treatment with 4% (v/v) MPTS in toluene for 30 minutes at 

room temperature. Substrates were then washed with absolute ethanol (3x) and incubated 
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Figure 2.1 Patterning EGF surfaces. (1) Parylene C polymer is deposited on glass or 

silicon substrates and coated with DUV photoresist. (2) Photoresist exposure, followed 

by (3) photoresist development, yields multiple patterned arrays. (4) An oxygen-based 

etch transfers the features from patterned photoresist to the underlying parylene layer. (5) 

Removal of any remaining photoresist leaves a parylene-patterned surface as confirmed 

with SEM imaging. The patterned parylene serves as a mask for (6) depositing 

biomaterial on the exposed regions of underlying substrate. Surface functionalization 

with a silane and a cross-linker allows fluorescently labeled streptavidin (SA) to be 

covalently attached. Incubation with biotin-EGF and physically peeling off the parylene 

layer establishes (7) patterned ligand surfaces ready for (8) cell experiments. (EGF 

structure adapted from Protein Data Bank 1JL9 and streptavidin structure adapted from 

http://www.streptavidin.org/).
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in 2 mM GMBS in absolute ethanol for 30 minutes at room temperature. These steps 

were similar to previous work with these surfaces.32 Note: after rinsing with absolute 

ethanol several times, patterns may be stored at 4˚C, in absolute ethanol inside a dish 

sealed with parafilm (up to several months), for future use. Continuing with the protein 

attachment, each patterned substrate was quickly rinsed with PBS (pH 7.4), placed on 

parafilm, and incubated with 50 µg/mL of fluorescent streptavidin (SA) for 2 hours at 

room temperature, or overnight at 4˚C. The substrates were then rinsed with PBS and 

allowed to incubate with 500 ng/mL of biotin-EGF for 30 minutes at room temperature. 

Rinsing again with PBS, the parylene was peeled away using tweezers and rinsed 

subsequently with more PBS to remove any pieces of unattached parylene, yielding 

patterned EGF surfaces ready for cell experiments (Figure 2.1(8)). Patterns can be safely 

stored in PBS with 0.01% sodium azide at 4˚C until future use. Note: patterns 

functionalized with EGF and carefully stored for more than 1 year at 4˚C have 

successfully been used in experiments. 

 

2.2.3 Cell culture and transfection  

NIH-3T3 cells stably over-expressing wild type EGFR, established by Kirsten 

Bryant, were cultured as monolayers in DMEM containing 10% (v/v) calf serum and 0.5 

!g/mL puromycin (as described previously10). For chemical transfection, a complex of 1-

2 µg of cDNA with 8 µL FuGENE HD in 100 µL of Opti -MEM was added to plated cells 

in 1 mL of Opti-MEM per MatTek dish. After ~ 3 hours, cells were returned to full serum 

medium for overnight culture or ~ 24 hr culture for "3-integrin-mEGFP cells. Cells were 

serum starved for ~ 14 hours prior to harvesting and subsequent use in experiments. 
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2.2.4 Cell incubation on patterns, immunolabeling, and fluorescence microscopy 

NIH-3T3 cells were harvested and resuspended in balanced salt solution 

(BSS)/BSA at ~ 0.5 x 106 cells/mL. (BSS-BSA: 135 mM NaCl, 5.0 mM KCl, 1.8 mM 

CaCl2, 1.0 mM MgCl2, 5.6 mM glucose, and 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, with 1 mg/ml 

BSA). EGF functionalized surfaces previously blocked with 1 mg/ml BSA were washed 

several times with BSS/BSA, and cells were added and allowed to settle on the patterns 

for ~ 40 minutes at 37°C. After this incubation, cells were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde in PBS for ~ 10 minutes followed by multiple washes with 1 mg/ml 

BSA in PBS. For immunofluorescence, cells were typically labeled with primary 

antibody (5-10 !g/mL) at room temperature for ~ 1 hr in PBS with 10 mg/mL BSA. If 

cytoplasmic labeling was needed, 0.1% Triton-X100 was added with the antibody. After 

additional washing, fluorescent secondary antibody (5-10 !g/mL) in PBS with 10 mg/mL 

BSA was added to the samples at room temperature for another ~ 1 hr. A final series of 

PBS washes were used before storing samples in 2 mL of PBS with 0.01% sodium azide 

at 4˚C until taken to the microscope for imaging. With F-actin labeling, fixed cells were 

incubated with 5 !g/mL A488- or A647-phalloidin in PBS (10 mg/mL BSA) with 0.1% 

Triton-X100 for ~ 20 min at room temperature before rinsing with PBS. 

Silicon chips with adherent fixed cells were inverted in a coverslip MatTek dish 

for imaging. Samples were imaged on a Zeiss LSM 710 inverted microscope with a 

motorized stage using a 63x Oil Plan-Apochromat objective lens. A DF 488/561/647 

filter set was used to perform sequential 1/2/3 color imaging of the samples. The area of 

the focal plane was adjusted for optimal image quality. 
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Due to variation in fluorescent protein expression, specific criteria were set to 

provide more consistency in the imaging of cells expressing a target molecule. Cells were 

not imaged if the target protein was visibly localized to endoplasmic reticulum structures 

or clearly over- or under-expressed (either of these conditions will be seen throughout the 

cytoplasm or on the plasma membrane) and further determined by saturating or weak 

fluorescence intensity, respectively, at low laser power. Importantly, cells showing very 

little or no protein recruitment were imaged as long as they did not exhibit any of the 

qualities just described. 

 

2.2.5 Quantification of cell and patterned surface colocalization 

Recruitment of fluorescently labeled cellular components to micron-sized 

patterned features were quantified using either one of two methods. A more complete 

comparison of these is provided in the Discussion section 2.4.1. 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients (PCCs) were determined on a cell-by-cell basis 

using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) code as described previously.32 A mask is 

first drawn around the edge of the cell of interest, and PCC values are calculated 

according to the equation: 

 

Here Ai and Bi are the pixel intensity values for the two color channels being 

compared, and Aave and Bave are the average values of Ai and Bi in the respective 

channels. Coefficient values range between !1 to 1, where !1 indicates a complete 

PCC =
(Ai ! Aave ) " (Bi !Bave )

i#
(Ai ! Aave )2 " (Bi !Bave )2

i#i#
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negative correlation, 0 indicates no correlation, and 1 indicates a complete positive 

correlation between the pixel intensities of the two images.  

An alternative, ‘radial analysis’ approach is also used to quantify cell responses at 

specified EGF patterns but with direct information on the spatial distributions of 

fluorescently labeled cellular components. Shown in Figure 2.2, a series of image 

operations were performed using Matlab code. First, a polygon region of interest (ROI) 

drawn around a single imaged cell excludes any adjacent cells as well as any partial 

patterns found at the image border. This same ROI was applied to the pattern image (A) 

and then used to localize the centers of each patterned EGF feature. Pattern features not 

in contact with the cell and any patterns not within the predetermined region of analysis 

(Entire Cell, Cell Middle, or Cell Edge) were manually selected for exclusion at this step 

(red slashes). Each localized patterned feature was then grouped together to generate an 

Average Pattern image (B). Using the now known pattern locations, the same operation 

was carried out on the Cell Response image (C) to establish an Average Cell Response 

image (D). Next, the pixel intensities for each of these average images are plotted (E and 

F) as a function of the distance from the pattern center (small blue circle in B and D). 

Finally, to prepare the [average] Cell Fluorescence value (G), the mean intensity of the 

On Pattern region (green line in F) is divided by the mean intensity of the Off Pattern 

region (red line in F). This set of image operations is repeated for multiple cells, and the 

quotients are averaged into an overall mean to generate histograms as shown in Figures 

2.3, 2.4, and others. Additional details on pattern localization and analysis steps are 

provided in Appendix 1, Figure A1.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Individual NIH-3T3 cell radial fluorescence analysis. Image processing as 

described in section 2.2.5 allows specific cell responses at patterned sites to be readily 

quantified (specific patterns at the Cell Middle in this example). Matlab code offers an 

interactive method to localize pattern features, radially plot fluorescent intensities as a 

function of distance, and prepare a single ratio intended to represent the extent of 

concentrated fluorescence at patterned sites with a single cell. The NIH-3T3 cell in this 

image is expressing EGFR-EGFP and, as shown, the [average] Cell Fluorescence value in 

(G) indicates that EGFR-EGFP is recruited ~ 6 times more strongly to patterned EGF in 

the middle of the cell compared to the fluorescence of the rest of the cell. Scale bar 10 

!m. 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 EGF receptor recruitment and activation at EGF patterns 

NIH-3T3 cells endogenously express low numbers of EGFR and do not readily 

respond mitogenically to epidermal growth factor.33 To more clearly visualize EGFR 

recruitment to patterned EGF, NIH-3T3 cells stably over-expressing EGFR were used as 

supplied by Kirsten Bryant.10 All experiments were carried out with these cloned EGFR 

expressing NIH-3T3 cells to minimize overexpression artifacts. 

Surfaces with biotin-EGF and A568-streptavidin, covalently attached to silicon or 

glass substrates, were prepared as described in the Materials and methods section. Figure 

2.1 illustrates the fabrication steps in patterning parylene and subsequent cell association. 

NIH-3T3 cells were typically incubated ~ 40 minutes at 37°C on patterned surfaces, after 

which time the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. To label the EGF receptor, 

cells were either immunolabeled with an anti-EGFR and fluorescent secondary antibody 

(Figure 2.3A) or transiently transfected with fluorescent EGFR-EGFP prior to incubation 

on patterns (Figure 2.3B). Receptor colocalization with micron-sized EGF features was 

imaged via confocal fluorescence microscopy and quantified with Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (PCC) or radial analysis (Figure 2.3C). As explained in detail in the Materials 

and methods section 2.2.5 and the Discussion section 2.4.1, the PCC is intended to 

evaluate the spatial coincidence of pixel intensities between two different fluorescent 

labels while the radial analysis approach also captures the extent of colocalization but 

uses an on-vs-off pattern pixel intensity ratio to quantify fluorescent distributions for 

individual cells. 
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Under the same incubation conditions as just described, tyrosine phosphorylation 

also appears with concentrated receptor in a process dependent upon EGFR kinase 

activity and subsequent signaling events. As shown in Figure 2.3A, EGFR clustering and 

enhanced protein tyrosine phosphorylation requires EGF be present at patterned features. 

This tyrosine phosphorylation can be detected as early as 10 minutes after plating, in > 

90% of the imaged cells, using a 4G10 anti-phosphotyrosine antibody and fluorescent 

secondary antibody, with the pattern localized intensity increasing up to ~ 40 minutes 

after incubating cells at 37°C (data not shown). 

In addition to EGFR receptor recruitment, phosphorylation of specific EGFR 

tyrosine residues are also observable following immunolabeling of NIH-3T3 cells after 

fixation and permeabilization. EGFR kinase domain tyrosines, Y1068 and Y1173, were 

antibody labeled and confocal imaging of individual cells shows prominent accumulation 

of these activated EGFR sites in response to patterned growth factor (Figure 2.4A and 

2.4B). These particular tyrosine residues are responsible for initiating major downstream 

signaling from the receptor. The phosphorylation of Y1068 primarily facilitates the 

binding of the SH2 domain of growth factor receptor-bound protein 2 (Grb2),34 resulting 

in activation of the Ras-ERK pathway.35 Phosphorylated Y1173, on the other hand, 

interacts with Shc and PLC! for important signaling cascades and further with the 

phosphatase SHP-1 for the attenuation of EGFR activation.36 Radial fluorescence 

analysis of the concentration of anti-pY1068-EGFR and anti-pY1173-EGFR labeling at 

EGF patterns shows a nearly homogeneous intensity colocalizing with all sites in contact 

with the cells (Figure 2.4C). 

Taken together, these results demonstrate that surface patterned, immobilized 
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Figure 2.3 EGFR and phosphotyrosine strongly cluster at EGF patterns. (A) NIH-

3T3 cells, stably expressing EGFR, adhere to EGF patterned surfaces (red). Fixed cells 

are immunolabeled with an anti-EGFR primary antibody and an A488-tagged secondary 

antibody (green). Total cell protein tyrosine phosphorylation can be observed with an 

anti-phosphotyrosine 4G10 antibody and A647-labeled secondary antibody (blue). 

Patterns without EGF show no concentration of receptor or phosphotyrosine labeling. 

Scale bar 10 !m. (Reproduced from reference29). (B) NIH-3T3 cells transiently 

transfected with EGFR-EGFP (green) show a similarly clear concentration of fluorescent 

receptor to patterned EGF as EGFR antibody. Scale bar 10 !m. (C) The Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (PCC) provides a quantitative assessment of receptor and 

phosphotyrosine colocalization with EGF patterns. Surfaces without biotin-EGF (bEGF) 

show little antibody labeled receptor and protein phosphotyrosine recruitment to patterns. 

Radial analysis confirms EGFR-EGFP recruitment relies on bEGF, and this receptor 

recruitment is largely uniform at patterned EGF across individual cells, with nearly ~ 4 

times the fluorescence on patterned EGF as compared to the rest of the cell found off 

patterned EGF. N = 30 cells from 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. 

**** p " 0.0001. 
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Figure 2.4 EGFR tyrosine residues 1068 and 1173 show concentrated fluorescence at 

patterned EGF. (A) NIH-3T3 cells shown are labeled using a rabbit anti-pY1068-EGFR 

antibody or anti-pY1173-EGFR antibody and A647-labeled secondary antibody (blue). 

Prominent association of phosphorylated EGFR tyrosines at patterned EGF sites is clear 

for > 90% of imaged cells. Scale bar 10 !m. (B) Radial analysis on multiple cells for 

pY1068 and pY1173 labeling supports imaging observations of a largely even 

distribution of label for all patterned sites in contact with the cells. N = 24 cells from at 

least 2 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. 
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Figure 2.5 F-actin co-redistributes with clustered EGFR at patterned EGF. (A) NIH-

3T3 cells expressing fluorescent EGFR (green) and A647-phalloidin (blue) labeling 

display receptor and actin cytoskeleton colocalization at patterned EGF features. Scale 

bar 10 !m. (B) EGFR-EGFP cells are also treated with 2 µM cytochalasin D (CytoD) and 

incubated on patterned EGF. (C) PCC analysis shows a strong association of F-actin with 

patterned EGF and a similarly enhanced association of F-actin with EGFR. The addition 

of CytoD shows a significant reduction in F-actin recruitment to EGF patterns. N = 25 

cells from 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. 
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EGF binds and clusters EGFR at the plasma membrane of NIH-3T3 cells, while receptor 

activation and consequent tyrosine phosphorylation are observed in support of EGFR 

kinase activity. 

 

2.3.2 F-actin colocalizes with EGFR signaling complexes  

The actin cytoskeleton has been found to reorganize with EGF receptor clustering 

in response to surface patterned growth factor stimulation.18 We have previously 

observed F-actin colocalization with surface patterned antigen for IgE receptors on RBL 

mast cells.23 Here, we find in NIH-3T3 cells that F-actin is strongly recruited to patterned 

EGF in > 95% of cells expressing EGFR-EGFP. As shown in Figure 2.5A, this F-actin 

association was visualized with A647-phalloidin labeling and quantified through PCC 

analysis (Figure 2.5B). 

F-actin concentration at EGF patterns was observed as early as ~ 10 minutes after 

plating the cells and became maximal after ~ 30 minutes (data not shown). Moreover, 

inhibition of actin polymerization with 2 !M cytochalasin D (CytoD) results in a 

considerable reduction in A647-phalloidin signal with patterned EGF (Figure 2.5B), 

while EGFR recruitment remains unaffected. The process of F-actin clustering appears to 

be dynamic, suggesting that connections to the cytoskeleton are based on signaling 

complexes forming stably with activated EGF receptors. 

An interesting observation in the distribution of F-actin recruitment to patterned 

EGF becomes apparent through radial analysis, but is obscured with PCC quantification. 

Comparing the Cell Edge to Cell Middle average fluorescence ratios in Figure 2.7C (i.e., 

control cells), F-actin does not uniformly localize to EGF patterns associated with the 
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cells. Rather, it preferentially associates with the more peripherally located patterned 

features. This distribution is associated with a ~ 28% difference in fluorescence intensity 

between the Cell Middle and the Cell Edge, a distinction that does not appear through 

PCC analysis of these same middle and edge regions. Further, this asymmetric 

concentration of F-actin appears to correlate with integrin receptor clustering as 

demonstrated in section 2.3.4. 

 

2.3.3 F-actin clustering at EGF patterns depends on PI(4,5)P2 at the plasma 

membrane 

Phosphoinositides (PIs) are some of the most functionally important lipids found 

on the plasma membrane and on different intracellular membranes. While these 

specialized lipids only constitute a small fraction (< 1%) of total cellular phospholipids, 

they play essential roles in many fundamental biological processes.37,38 Operating as 

precursors of lipid second messengers,39 modulating lipid distribution and metabolism,40 

and coordinating organelle function41 are a few examples from the immense list of 

processes regulated by PIs. 

One of the most widely studied PIs is phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate, or 

PI(4,5)P2. Located primarily on the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane, PI(4,5)P2 acts 

as a gatekeeper for cell signaling and molecular trafficking.42 PI(4,5)P2 achieves direct 

signaling effects through the binding of its negatively charged head group to cytosolic 

proteins or cytosolic domains of various membrane proteins. More specifically, it is the 

pleckstrin homology (PH) domains of these proteins, including actin adaptor proteins, 
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like N-WASP,43 or the large GTPase dynamin,44 that bind PI and PI(4,5)P2 phosphates 

with micromolar affinities.45 

A number of strategies have been effectively used to target PI(4,5)P2 at the 

plasma membrane. These include pharmacological inhibitors of its synthesis 

(phenylarsine oxide (PAO) and quercetin),46 sequestration via the myristoylated alanine-

rich kinase C substrate (MARCKS) protein,47,48 PH domain binding with phospholipase 

C (PLC)!1,49,50 and targeting of PI(4,5)P2-specific phosphatases to the plasma 

membrane.26,28 

From experiments using some of these approaches, our results support the 

conclusion that F-actin recruitment to patterned EGF depends on the presence of 

PI(4,5)P2 within active receptor signaling complexes. Detected by A488-phalloidin 

labeling, we observe a substantial reduction in F-actin recruitment to EGF patterns with 2 

"M PAO or 20 "M quercetin treatment (Figure 2.6A). These are different inhibitors: 

PAO inhibits PI4-kinase-dependent production of phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 

(PI4P) while quercetin more directly blocks PI5-kinase production of PI(4,5)P2 from 

PI4P. Not only do these results suggest that PI(4,5)P2 synthesis is important for 

recruitment of F-actin, but that PI(4,5)P2 and F-actin at the plasma membrane may 

depend on the levels of precursor PIs, including PI4P. 

We also performed experiments to more selectively probe for PI(4,5)P2-dependent 

F-actin clustering at EGF patterns with a set of plasma membrane targeted inositol 5-

phosphatases (Inp54p). In this scheme, NIH-3T3 cells were transfected to co-express 

EGFR-EGFP with either L10-Inp54p or S15-Inp54p (Figure 2.7A). The phosphatase L10-

Inp54p has a preference for ordered lipid membrane domains, whereas the phosphatase 
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S15-Inp54p prefers disordered membrane regions. The GFP-tagged versions of these 

phosphatases have been characterized previously26 and, after removal of the fluorophore, 

were recently used in our lab.27 Figure 2.7B shows A647-phalloidin labeling of control 

cells (EGFR-EGFP and pcDNA) or cells expressing EGFR and L10-Inp54p or S15-

Inp54p on EGF patterns. PCC and radial fluorescence analysis (Figure 2.7C) quantifies 

observations made from confocal imaging to highlight the reduced F-actin clustering with 

EGF receptor signaling complexes as a consequence of phosphatase expression. 

Importantly, these results provide evidence for compartmentalization in PI(4,5)P2-

dependent signaling as predicted by differences in cell membrane domains. 

Finally, we took advantage of a rapamycin (rapa)-recruitable 5-phosphatase (5-

ptase)28 to further evaluate the effects of PI(4,5)P2 in EGFR signaling complexes. Rapa 

induces heterodimerization of the FRB domain of the mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR) with FKBP12. In the case of the constructs used here, rapa recruits the FKBP12, 

with a 5-ptase attached, to the plasma membrane-bound FRB to evoke rapid changes in 

P(4,5)P2 levels (Figure 2.8A and 2.8B). Addition of 100 nM rapa prior to allowing NIH-

3T3 cells to settle on EGF patterns results in acute recruitment of the 5-ptase to the 

plasma membrane. From representative images in Figure 2.9A and quantified by radial 

analysis in Figure 2.9B, we find that 5-ptase recruitment significantly reduces the 

localization of F-actin at EGF patterns. Taken together, these results using both 

pharmacological inhibitors and specific recruited phosphatases, provide a strong case for 

PI(4,5)P2, and possibly other PIs, playing a role in the stabilization of F-actin-associated 

EGFR signaling complexes at patterned EGF sites. 
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Figure 2.6 PI(4,5)P2 synthesis is implicated in the recruitment of F-actin to EGFR 

signaling complexes. (A) NIH-3T3 cells treated with PI4/5-kinase inhibitors, 

phenylarsine oxide (PAO) and quercetin, respectively, show a clear reduction in EGF 

pattern recruitment of F-actin. Cells were labeled with A488-phalloidin (green) and anti-

phosphotyrosine 4G10 antibody (blue) after fixation. Scale bar 20 !m. (B) PCC 

quantifies F-actin clustering at EGF patterns. N = 30 cells from at least 2 independent 

experiments. Error bars represent SEM. **** p " 0.0001, *** p " 0.001. (Reproduced 

from reference29). 
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Figure 2.7 Plasma membrane PI(4,5)P2-targeted phosphatases, L10- and S15-Inp54p, 

reduce F-actin clustering to EGF patterns. (A) The two phosphatase constructs are 

illustrated with their membrane anchors that incorporate either the first 10 amino acids of 

Lck (L10) or the first 15 amino acids of c-Src (S15).51 Myr and Palm indicate sites of 

myristoylation and palmitoylation, respectively, on the indicated residues and establish 

the different membrane-anchoring signals. (B) NIH-3T3 cells co-expressing EGFR-

EGFP and either L10- or S15-Inp54p were fixed after incubation on EGF patterns and 

labeled with A647-phalloidin (blue channel) to visualize F-actin responses. Scale bar 10 

!m. (C) Radial fluorescence analysis on 25 individual cells from at least 3 separate 

experiments substantiates reduced actin cytoskeleton clustering observed from confocal 

imaging. Error bars represent SEM. **** p " 0.0001, ** p " 0.01. 
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Figure 2.8 Rapamycin-induced recruitment of an inositol 5-phosphatase (5-ptase) in 

NIH-3T3 cells. (A) NIH-3T3 cells co-expressing PM-CFP-FRB and FKBP12-5-ptase are 

briefly treated with rapamycin (rapa). Rapa treatment leads to FRB and FKBP12 

dimerization and the recruitment of the type IV 5-ptase to the plasma membrane where 

PI(4,5)P2 is hydrolyzed to PI4P. (B) Fluorescence imaging of this process shows a 

dramatic enhancement in mRFP-FKBP12-5-ptase signal at the plasma membrane 

following brief rapa treatment. Scale bar 10 !m. 
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Figure 2.9 Rapamycin-dependent recruitment of an inositol 5-phosphatase (5-ptase) 

supports a role for phosphoinositides in F-actin localization to EGFR signaling 

complexes. (A) NIH-3T3 cells co-expressing PM-CFP-FRB and FKBP12-5-ptase, briefly 

pretreated with 100 nM rapamycin (rapa), are allowed to settle on EGF patterns and are 

subsequently fixed and labeled for F-actin with A647-phalloidin (blue channel). In > 86% 

of imaged cells, rapa treatment reveals reduced F-actin clustering at patterned EGF. Scale 

bar 10 !m. (D) Radial fluorescence analysis on 22 cells from at least 2 independent 

experiments. Error bars represent SEM. *** p " 0.001, ** p " 0.01 
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2.3.4 !1-integrin is recruited to patterned EGF features 

In recent years, EGFR and other RTKs have been observed stimulated by 

heterologous signals that can arise from a diversity of sources, ranging from membrane 

depolarization52 to cellular stress,53 and targeted physical forces54 to interactions with 

other membrane receptors.55–57 For integrin receptors, in particular, there is an abundance 

of evidence for cross-activation as well as significant means of reciprocal regulation.  

The various !" integrins bind collagens, laminins, or RGD-containing proteins, 

e.g., fibronectin, within the extracellular matrix (ECM) as they assemble focal adhesion 

complexes important for modulating the nature and extent of physical interactions a cell 

has with its environment (Figure 1.3). At these adhesion sites, it is increasingly clear that 

while integrins regulate adhesion, at the same time they can physically constrain and 

direct responses to growth factors toward proliferation or survival stimuli. Indeed, past 

studies demonstrate that integrin ligation can synergize to achieve maximal activation of 

growth factor receptors, thereby generating robust intracellular signals to direct cell fate 

(reviewed in references58–60). 

 Paxillin and F-actin are observed to concentrate in focal adhesions nucleated by 

integrins61 and, as a result of our finding these proteins clustered at patterned EGF,29 we 

examined integrin localization within EGFR signaling complexes. Upon labeling with an 

anti-"1 mAb, a majority of NIH-3T3 cells (> 94%) are identified with positive integrin 

clustering to EGF patterns. A fluorescent "3-integrin-mEGFP is also observed to 

colocalize with EGF patterns in these NIH-3T3 cells, but its specific association with 

individual patterned sites appears different from that of the "1-integrin (see Appendix 1, 

Figure A1.3). Figure 2.10A shows with several confocal images that "1-integrin strongly 
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associates with clustered EGFR and, through radial analysis, it appears to do so 

preferentially at peripheral patterns compared to those patterns in the middle of spread 

cells. Stimulated EGFR recruitment and tyrosine phosphorylation, on the other hand, are 

more uniformly localized to all EGF patterns in contact with the cells (highlighted by 

image analysis presented in Figures 2.3C and 2.10C, respectively). These results suggest 

that this integrin concentration at EGF patterns depends on processes stimulated by EGF 

that are downstream of tyrosine phosphorylation. 

Additionally, this recruitment of !1-integrin to EGF patterns appears to be 

regulated by actin polymerization. After a ~ 3 minute pretreatment with 2 "M 

cytochalasin D (CytoD), !1-integrin clustering at EGF patterns is reduced. Confocal 

imaging here reveals a noticeably diffuse pattern of integrin labeling across the surface of 

adherent cells (Figure 2.11A). Radial analysis quantifies this altered integrin response to 

find a ~ 40% decrease in fluorescence at patterned EGF (comparing Entire Cell columns 

in Figure 2.11B). 

Results provided here (and in Appendix 1, Figure A1.3 and Figure A1.4) offer 

further support for the shared signaling potential between integrins and EGFR while 

highlighting novel characteristics in the extent of this dynamic receptor association at the 

plasma membrane.  

 

2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Comparison of patterned image analysis approaches 

Our laboratory has utilized various approaches in the analysis of cellular 

responses on patterned surfaces.32,62 The most straightforward of these simply looks for  
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Figure 2.10 !1-integrin exhibits preferential localization to peripheral EGFR 

signaling complexes. (A) NIH-3T3 cells plated on patterned EGF surfaces are 

immunolabeled with an anti-!1-integrin primary antibody and A488-tagged secondary 

antibody (green). Scale bar 10 "m. (B) Subsequent immunolabeling with a 4G10 anti-

phosphotyrosine antibody and A633-tagged secondary antibody reveal differences in 

protein localization. Scale bar 10 "m. (C) Radial analysis performed on !1-integrin and 

phosphotyrosine labeling provides a measure of the average cell response for protein 

recruitment at patterned EGF while highlighting the differential localization of these two 

labels. N = 25 cells from 2 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. 
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Figure 2.11 !1-integrin recruitment to EGF patterns depends on actin 

polymerization. (A) Pretreated of NIH-3T3 cells with 2 !M cytochalasin D (CytoD) are 

allowed to settle on EGF patterns, and are subsequently fixed and immunolabeled with an 

anti-"1-integrin primary antibody and A488-tagged secondary antibody (green). These 

cells are also labeled with A647-phalloidin (blue), confirming reduced F-actin 

localization to thee same patterns. Scale bar 10 !m. (B) Radial analysis supports the 

decreased "1-integrin clustering for CytoD treated cells observed with confocal imaging. 

N = 22 cells from 2 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. *** p # 0.001 
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clear enhancement in cell fluorescence coinciding with patterned surfaces, counting cells 

as positively activated. Image overlay methods can help establish better visual estimates 

of colocalization events in this case. Yet, relying on merged images alone to explain 

cellular activities is often insufficient and the misinterpretation of relative proportions of 

molecular overlap may result. To overcome these issues, careful cross-image analysis is 

important and several intensity correlation coefficient-based analyses have been 

devised.63 

The Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) is one of these methods used in our 

work that applies linear regression to calculate the relationship between the intensities of 

two corresponding images. From the equation provided in the Materials and methods 

section 2.2.5, the PCC gives an effective measure of colocalization when there is near 

complete overlap and when the two images have similar fluorescent intensities. 

Complications arise, however, when the images have partial colocalization or exclusion, 

especially if images contain noise and/or noticeable differences in pixel intensities. The 

capacity of the PCC to discriminate among these cases can unfortunately generate 

overestimates in positive correlation or fail to clarify the extent of negative correlation.64 

Further, the inclusion of background fluorescence in the PCC calculation of the 

mean can establish unrealistically low values. A low mean will result in a 

disproportionately large number of individual pixel intensities above the mean and a 

correspondingly small number of pixel intensities below the mean. Thus, positive 

differences from the mean within each image become very large, and negative 

differences from the mean become quite small. This causes image intensity pairs closer to 

the mean to have less of an impact on the final PCC value while those at the extremes of 
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the intensity range become highly influential.65 A strong bias then toward positive values 

will result and obtaining negative values becomes less likely.  

In a systematic study carried out using both theoretical and biological data, 

Barlow et al. found that by applying a thresholded PCC - where pixel intensities were 

above the mean in both image channels - a more accurate measure of specific 

colocalization could be provided.66 A calculation of a correlation coefficient describing 

the relationship between a known pair of labels (thresholded PCC) is likely to be of 

greater biological relevance and more informative than the calculation of a correlation 

coefficient quantifying the relationship between two entire images (global PCC). 

The PCC analysis used in this thesis chapter attempts to minimize the effects from 

a global PCC through the drawing of a border around individual cells, reducing the 

amount of background and excluding non-colocalizing signal between the cell and 

pattern images. No image preprocessing is generally required here and the application of 

the PCC to pre-aligned confocal images becomes both relatively simple and protected 

from user bias. However, a number of the concerns in PCC analysis just described are 

still present in identifying fluorescent colocalization with EGF patterns. 

Consequently, an alternative quantification method has been developed to 

overcome shortcomings in reported PCC values, while similarly providing a quantitative 

measure of the extent of protein clustering. A versatile radial analysis scheme calculates a 

fluorescence intensity ratio for individual cells on patterned features as described in the 

Materials and methods section 2.2.5. Several key advantages with this method include its 

independence from shared image intensities, its tractability with this patterned system for 

identifying cell responses, and its ability to offer a more detailed assessment of 
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fluorescence for distinct regions of a cell. This method uses the patterned ligand image as 

a template to direct subsequent analysis and ultimately does not rely on it further for 

calculation. Moreover, spatial information on protein clustering is readily obtained 

through the plotting of cell fluorescence intensities as a function of distance. This 

additional information has proven useful in emphasizing differences in recruited cellular 

components to patterned sites. For example, integrin recruitment that extends beyond 

patterned features with asymmetric localization (described in greater detail later in this 

discussion) can be easily distinguished from the more uniform concentration of EGFR at 

patterned EGF sites. 

However, this approach is not without its own challenges. Clear pattern position 

localization - needed for preparing a template to analyze cell responses - may be affected 

by variations in fluorescence intensity. Slight differences in pattern size can also 

influence this position localization (shifting the pattern center x y coordinates) while 

potentially leading to underestimates of the final reported Cell Fluorescence ratio value. 

With this, patterns slightly larger than the average size would contribute to a lower ratio 

value as a result of higher fluorescence intensities being counted as part of the cell 

fluorescence off pattern. For patterns identified as slightly smaller than the average size, a 

lower ratio value would also develop, but now from the situation where more cell 

fluorescence off pattern (typically with lower intensities) would be unintentionally 

counted as cell fluorescence on pattern. Differences in pattern sizes can appear most 

noticeably as a broadening in the neck of fluorescence found along the ‘Pattern Edge’ 

(dotted line plotted in F in Figure 2.2). To help avoid or reduce these size effects, an 

Average Pattern is generated (image B in Figure 2.2) and both the ‘On Pattern’ and ‘Off 
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Pattern’ averages (red and green lines, respectively, in F in Figure 2.2) do not incorporate 

any intensities bordering the ‘Pattern Edge’ with in about ~ 0.1 !m.  

An additional concern with this analysis method involves determining patterns at 

the ‘cell middle’ or ‘cell edge.’ Identification may be obscured due to irregular cell 

morphology and/or user bias if not careful. However, a clear definition labels ‘cell edge’ 

patterns as those that make contact with the boundary of the cell and/or are those that are 

farthest from the center of the cell. Patterns counted as ‘cell middle’ are those that 

remain, having an opposite definition of ‘cell edge’ patterns. 

For both PCC and radial analysis, confocal imaging of labeled cell components at 

the ventral plasma membrane is required. Analysis should be largely independent of cell 

morphology in the vicinity of the patterned features. However, some cells (< 10%) 

occasionally appear markedly distorted due to dynamic membrane extensions anchored 

by receptor binding to the patterned ligand. While in extreme cases this could enhance 

apparent values for colocalization of labeled components with patterned features, this 

effect is expected to be small as collected PCC and radial intensity values are averaged 

over multiple cells. 

 

2.4.2 Immobilized growth factor for regulating EGFR signaling 

The epidermal growth factor receptor, ubiquitously encountered in signaling 

mechanisms and thus in human cancers, is among the most studied and yet least 

prototypic of receptor tyrosine kinases.67 Like all cell surface receptors, the EGFR 

transmits environmental stimuli from the outside of the cell to within via biochemical 

signals and effector proteins. The coordinated activities of these effectors govern a wide 
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spectra of cell physiology, such as proliferation, differentiation, and migration. Binding 

extracellular ligand is clearly the primary means for initiating these signaling responses, 

activating the EGFR through conformational/allosteric changes. Yet the details on how 

subsequent receptor activity is controlled and the connections to downstream signaling 

have not been as straightforward to identify. 

The abundance of cell surface EGFR is predominantly mediated by endocytosis; 

receptor numbers at the plasma membrane can become internalized and ultimately are 

recycled or degraded in the attenuation of signaling.68 Surface patterned ligand arrays, 

however, prevent receptor internalization and serve as a valuable tool in studying the 

interactions of cytoplasmic and membrane bound proteins with ligand-activated EGFR. 

Clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) aid in the endocytosis of activated EGFR69 and recent work 

has demonstrated that clustered receptor and CCPs are stabilized at surface patterned 

sites.70 This finding has been corroborated in our studies as clathrin labeling visibly 

concentrates at EGF patterns (A. Singhai, unpublished results). 

Further, a number of studies using surface immobilized EGF have revealed that 

ligand presentation has important consequences for receptor activation and cell fate. 

Sustained EGFR signaling with surface, polymer tethered EGF appeared to increase 

osteogenic differentiation and matrix mineralization of multipotent stromal cells71 as well 

as the survival of mesenchymal stem cells;72 self-assembled monolayers with Ni(II)-

chelated EGF-His provided an exceptional surface for promoting neural stem cell 

differentiation;73 and only in Chinese hamster ovary cells adhering to EGF-immobilized 

regions could tyrosine phosphorylation be detected.74 
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Other approaches for exposing cells to growth factor have involved EGF 

conjugation with micelles,75 presentation on gold surfaces,76 and immobilization on 

chitosan membranes.77 With FRET-FLIM and EGF attached to 0.8 !m polystyrene 

beads, Verveer et al. were able to observe rapid and extensive propagation of EGF 

receptor phosphorylation across entire cells as a result of localized stimulation.78 Despite 

evidence that this effect may depend largely on receptor over expression,79 amplification 

in EGFR signaling has been further supported by work with surface patterned EGF, 

suggesting receptor cluster size may play a leading role,18 and single-molecule imaging, 

where the extent of ligand binding could serve as a major determinant.80 The NIH-3T3 

cells used in our work have EGFR moderately overexpressed.10 We observe tyrosine 

phosphorylation primarily confined to patterned EGF features, quantified both by PCC 

and radial analysis, but we cannot exclude components of more distal phosphorylation, 

such as the low levels of off-pattern labeling shown in Figure 2.10B. 

The physiological consequences of non-diffusible ligand were first recognized 

with the discovery of cell membrane-bound growth factors in the 1990s.81,82 Some of 

these include the EGF family of growth factors, heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor 

(HB-EGF), transforming growth factor-", and tumor necrosis factor-#. Limited 

internalized and long-term activity, even after receptor binding, have been observed. For 

example, HB-EGF in its membrane-anchored form (proHB-EGF) can generate a complex 

that clusters EGFR, #3"1 integrin, and diphtheria toxin receptor-associated proteins to 

help mediate cell adhesion.83 The possibility of designing surface bound growth factors 

with specific activities84 has widespread implications for controlling a range of cell 

responses. 
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2.4.3 EGFR signaling complexes include protein tyrosine phosphorylation, F-actin, 

and PI(4,5)P2 

Our experiments utilized biotin-EGF tightly bound to A568-streptavidin, 

covalently attached to surfaces, within spatially confined micron sized regions. The EGF 

receptor, stably expressed in NIH-3T3 cells, accumulates at these sites (Figure 2.3A) and 

subsequent tyrosine phosphorylation accompanies these isolated receptor clusters (Figure 

2.4A). Our results indicate that a sufficiently high concentration of EGF is active at 

surface patterned features, such that the transphosphorylation of specific receptor tyrosine 

residues, Y1068, Y1173, and others, may provide for downstream signaling. As shown 

through confocal imaging, PCC and radial analysis confirms that EGF is required for 

receptor clustering and activation (Figure 2.3C). Additional radial analysis on 

phosphorylated Y1068 and Y1173 reveals a largely uniform pattern of labeling across the 

cell in contact with EGF patterns (Figure 2.4C). The slightly higher fluorescence 

quantified with the Y1173 antibody may be attributed to minor differences in cell 

labeling, less fluorescence observed off patterns, and/or may potentially be suggestive of 

any differences in distinct, activated signaling pathways.36,85 

In preventing receptor endocytosis, these patterned surfaces have enabled the 

direct visualization of EGFR interactions with various downstream signaling partners as 

well as the actin cytoskeleton. Demonstrated in Figure 2.5, F-actin recruitment in our 

NIH-3T3 cells is enhanced at EGF sites and, highlighted through radial analysis in Figure 

2.7C, this association displays some preference for the cell periphery. This finding is 

likely in agreement with evidence that actin in spreading fibroblasts is observed to 

polymerize predominantly at the cell edges.86 Moreover, the pattern of clustering we see 
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here is significant in light of information suggesting that the EGF receptor can bind F-

actin87,88 and that actin-dependent mechanisms (e.g., migration and filopodia extension)89 

or actin-associated membrane compartmentalization (i.e., cortical cytoskeleton)90,91 can 

direct EGFR activities. 

Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) appears to play a significant 

role in maintaining F-actin association with clustered EGFR and our results with lipid 

kinase inhibitors and PI(4,5)P2-targeted phosphatases, in particular, offer convincing 

evidence for this interaction. The functional integrity of transmembrane proteins, such as 

ion channels and transporters, often depend on PI(4,5)P2 activities42 and the EGF receptor 

is no exception. Studies indicate PI(4,5)P2 associates with the juxtamembrane domain of 

the receptor through electrostatic interactions and that these are important for potentiating 

active receptor signaling.92,93 In addition to modulating EGFR, PI(4,5)P2 has also been 

identified with cytoskeletal organization.94,95  

Using PAO and quercetin as inhibitors for PI(4,5)P2 synthesis, we find the 

recruitment of F-actin to EGF patterned sites is substantially diminished. PI4P, generated 

by PI4-kinase, is dynamically coupled to PI(4,5)P2 pools at the plasma membrane and, 

consequently, F-actin involvement with PI(4,5)P2 and EGFR signaling complexes seems 

to depend largely on the levels this precursor PI. Our experiments with several PI(4,5)P2-

specific phosphatases further support this F-actin PI(4,5)P2-dependent recruitment. 

Expression of membrane-anchored phosphatases has previously provided evidence for a 

role for PI(4,5)P2 in maintaining interactions between the plasma membrane and 

underlying actin cytoskeleton.96 NIH-3T3 cells expressing a 5!-PI(4,5)P2-phosphatase 

(Inp54p) with either one of two membrane anchors, Lck residues (L10) with 
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myristoylation and palmitoylation or c-Src residues (S15) with myristoylation and a 

polybasic sequence, show reduced F-actin clustering at EGF patterned sites after 

phalloidin labeling (Figure 2.7). Distinct changes in the membrane pool of PI(4,5)P2 

resulted in altered F-actin localization and some observable effects on cell phenotype, 

consistent with previous work.26 Slightly more pronounced membrane ruffling and cell 

spreading, for example, were seen in L10- or S15-Inp54p cells, in comparison to the 

control, with the L10-Inp54p having a greater influence on the extent of F-actin clustering. 

Lastly, the expression of another 5!-PI(4,5)P2-phosphatase (5-ptase) specifically and 

effectively recruited to the plasma membrane with rapamycin, also reveals that the actin 

cytoskeleton at EGFR signaling complexes relies on PI(4,5)P2. Taking advantage of this 

established rapamycin inducible mechanism28 in NIH-3T3 cells, there is a ~50% decrease 

in F-actin (phalloidin labeling) at all EGF sites in contact with the cells (comparing Entire 

Cell columns in Figure 2.9B). 

Altogether, our findings here provide evidence for hydrolysis or inhibition of PIP2 

synthesis as a successful approach to characterizing F-actin association with EGFR 

signaling. While there appears to be little or no observable effect on stimulated protein 

phosphorylation (Figure 2.6A), some consequences for EGFR localization or specific 

receptor phosphotyrosines may be possible and further experiments could be carried out 

to assess altered downstream signaling. 

 

2.4.4 Integrins cluster with EGFR signaling complexes  

Supported by our finding that paxillin clusters with EGFR at patterned growth 

factor,29 in addition to the actin cytoskeleton, we observe colocalization of integrin 
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receptors with EGFR. The association of !1- and !3-containing integrins in NIH-3T3 

cells with surface-patterned EGF presents several interesting features, while building off 

a large body of work describing reciprocal cross-talk between integrins and RTKs. The 

range of receptor interactions appears to comprise several hierarchical mechanisms.59 

Integrins may trigger ligand-independent97,98 or ligand-dependent99,100 RTK activation, 

leading to a full repertoire of receptor activities. Integrin and growth factor receptor 

signaling may act on parallel pathways to achieve synergistic biological responses.101,102 

Or, integrins may guide the expression of RTKs,103 and vice versa,104 to aid in the 

progression of various cancers. 

Radial fluorescence analysis quantifies and supports visual impressions obtained 

from confocal images: !1-containing integrins are more enriched at peripheral EGF 

patterns than at patterns located under the middle of these cells (see Figure 2.10 and 2.11 

for examples). In contrast, 4G10 antibody labeling shows that phosphotyrosine 

concentration is similarly distributed at EGF patterns in the middle and periphery of 

attached cells (Figure 2.10B). EGFR activation likely precedes the recruitment of this 

integrin, and perhaps the striated pattern of !1-integrin clustering and noticeable 

concentration near the edges of certain EGF patterns reveals specific details on the 

progression of coordinated EGF-integrin receptor activation in the NIH-3T3 cells. 

Preferential recruitment of !1-integrins to EGF features closer to the edges of the cell is 

consistently more pronounced compared to the differential F-actin recruitment, 

suggesting F-actin localization with EGFR does not depend on integrin recruitment or 

filopodia extension. In contrast, recruitment to peripheral EGF sites is strongly reduced 

by inhibition of actin polymerization, as highlighted in Figure 2.11. Downstream 
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signaling proteins paxillin and pERK, that stably associate with EGFR in an F-actin-

dependent manner, do not appear to associate preferentially with peripheral EGF features, 

and this suggests some differences in the mechanisms for their recruitment compared to 

integrins. Further, our results presented in chapter 3, with !1-containing integrins in RBL 

cells, point toward stimulated trafficking105 as an important process contributing to 

integrin localization and accumulation at peripheral patterned features. 

Integrins are given additional attention as mechanotransducers.106,107 They convert 

physical forces that act on cells or that cells exert on their environment into specific 

responses. Emphasizing these properties, the clear concentration of integrin label we 

observe at the edge of patterns may suggest a ‘pulling’ or ‘pushing’ aspect to cell 

behavior in response to growth factor engagement at patterned sites. Indeed, the integrin 

striations shown often appear directional, pointing largely in toward the middle of the 

cell. The cell is likely to be anchored at these sites with EGFR binding and, as shown 

more specifically in other work,108 a greater number of integrins could be brought to 

these sites in order to maintain a threshold level of tension (perhaps evidenced as striated 

labeling). Integrin clustering has been found to increase in size with time, in a force-

dependent manner,109,110 and this feature is important for securing integrin activation and 

thus connections to the actin cytoskeleton for the assembly of focal adhesion complexes. 

Watching the process of integrin clustering at EGF patterns unfold in real-time would be 

a valuable next step here to shed more light on the dynamic nature EGFR-integrin 

interactions. 

In conclusion, patterned EGF surfaces have proven to be a useful tool to study the 

spatial aspects of the EGFR signaling. We have recently been able to identify many 
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proteins and downstream signaling partners clustered at EGF patterns (see Table A1.1).29 

Our experiments with surface immobilized EGF demonstrate the formation of 

macromolecular EGFR signaling complexes in NIH-3T3 cells that contain Ras, MEK, 

and ERK, as well as paxillin, F-actin, and integrins. PCC and a novel radial analysis 

approach offer informative quantification of cell responses and help to define the extent 

of recruitment, activation, and F-actin dependence of these different proteins. Future 

work with this approach could be effective in offering new details on other EGFR 

signaling pathways (e.g., PI3K-Akt), for investigating EGFR endocytosis and recycling, 

and in better defining the relative influence of ligand density on EGFR signaling. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The Fc!RI Signaling Cascade and Integrin Receptor Trafficking  

Converge at Patterned Ligand Surfaces 

 

Abstract 

Our previous studies of IgE receptor (Fc!RI) signaling in rat basophilic leukemia 

(RBL) mast cells used surface-patterned lipid bilayers to present DNP antigen (ligand). 

We now find that these surfaces yield more uniform accumulation of receptor than 

surfaces with patterned DNP-conjugated protein. This distinction suggests mast cells 

undergo differences in membrane reorganization when engaging ligand: larger, more 

dense clusters of IgE-Fc!RI form when bound to mobile bilayer DNP patterns, whereas 

IgE-Fc!RI strongly concentrates at and around the edges of immobilized DNP protein 

patterns. These spatial differences in receptor clustering may also depend upon ligand 

density but clearly propagate to the arrangement of downstream signaling proteins. We 

observe these effects for spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk), phospholipase C gamma 1 

(PLC"1), linker for activation of T cells (LAT), and the small GTPase, H-Ras. Further, F-

actin polymerization is observed to differentially regulate the accumulation of these 

signaling molecules at patterned DNP surfaces. Focal adhesion proteins in RBL cells also 

concentrate with sites of ligand, as found previously, and these may serve to provide 

Fc!RI connections with the actin cytoskeleton and integrin receptors. Here we find #1-

containing integrins, including very late antigen 4 (VLA-4), co-cluster with IgE-Fc!RI at 

patterned ligand surfaces in a process that appears to rely on ligand mobility, integrin 

ligand accessibility, endosomal trafficking, and F-actin polymerization. Soluble RGD 
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peptide and antibodies specific for integrins significantly reduce the association of 

integrins with patterned ligand. Together, our results demonstrate that the nature of ligand 

presentation and the participation of the actin cytoskeleton are important factors in 

directing the formation of Fc!RI and integrin-containing signaling complexes at the 

plasma membrane. 

 

Keywords  

Fc!RI . Syk . PLC"1 . LAT . integrins . recycling endosome . supported lipid bilayers 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The high-affinity receptor for immunoglobulin E (IgE), Fc!RI, serves as a model 

immunoreceptor that mediates cell activation in response to foreign ligand. Ligand-

induced aggregation of Fc!RI at the surface of basophils and mast cells initiates a 

complex biochemical signaling cascade with nonreceptor tyrosine kinases as key 

participants.1 

Mechanistically, the signaling pathway through Fc!RI in mast cells proceeds from 

ligand cross-linking of IgE to receptor engagement with the tyrosine kinase Lyn on the 

inner-leaflet of the plasma membrane. Lyn phosphorylation of immunoreceptor tyrosine-

based activation motifs (ITAMs) on Fc!RI # and " subunits results in recruitment and 

phosphorylation of the cytoplasmic Syk tyrosine kinase, of the Syk/Zap-70 family. Syk in 

turn phosphorylates PLC" along with several other substrates, including LAT. Further 

downstream signaling steps, including protein kinase C (PKC) activation and Ca2+ 
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mobilization, culminate in the release of secretory vesicles (degranulation) and other mast 

cell responses (see Figure 1.2). 

This stimulated release of chemical mediators is accompanied by morphological 

changes, characterized by increased mast cell spreading and membrane ruffling. These 

effects are based on actin cytoskeleton reorganization2 with significant implications for 

receptor mobility,3 receptor and downstream phosphorylation,4,5 as well as plasma 

membrane structure and the organization of lipid domains.5,6 Consequently, the actin 

cytoskeleton has been found to serve both positive and negative regulatory roles in Fc!RI 

signaling pathways. Inhibitors of actin polymerization, including the various 

cytochalasins,7 enhance ligand-dependent degranulation in RBL cells. Moreover, the 

mast cell cytoskeleton can function as a means of transport for secretory granules 

(microtubules) while simultaneously playing an opposing role as a barrier for vesicle 

secretion (cortical F-actin); regulated coordination of actin and Ca2+ oscillations make 

this dichotomy possible.8 

Additional work identifies Fc!RI downstream signaling molecules as essential to 

maintaining stimulated actin cytoskeleton responses in mast cells. Experiments with Syk 

deficient cells (Syk- cells) previously demonstrated that the redistribution of F-actin to 

membrane ruffles could only be observed following transfection to re-express Syk in 

these cells.9 Parallel results with Syk kinase inhibitors, including piceatannol, also 

indicate that Fc!RI-induced morphological changes are downstream of Syk activation. 

Wortmannin, a PI3-kinase inhibitor, was found to block ligand-stimulated ruffling and 

led to reduced inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) production, primarily as a result of 

diminished PLC"1 recruitment to the plasma membrane.10 It seems the activation of 
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PLC!1 proceeds, or depends on, its assembly into signaling complexes associated with 

actin and other cytoskeletal elements responsible for generating plasma membrane 

ruffles. Further, the activation of PKC11 and its connections to Rho GTPases12 have been 

implicated in the control of mast cell actin polymerization. Despite these various studies, 

the opposite situation where F-actin is observed to regulate the activities of these Fc"RI 

signaling molecules has not been as well characterized. 

Mast cell integrins are another component in Fc"RI signaling that have received 

limited attention. Whereas extensive study describes the signaling activities of Fc"RI and 

its major downstream proteins,1 relatively less is known about mast cell integrin activity 

with respect to sites of ligand stimulation. Integrins are, however, well documented in 

many other cell types and serve to regulate cell adhesion to extracellular matrix (ECM), 

cell-to-cell interactions, and cell shape and motility. #$ heterodimeric integrins make well 

characterized contributions to other receptor signaling pathways, including receptor 

tyrosine kinases13–15 and G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs),16,17 while complex 

intracellular trafficking mechanisms18 modulate their cell surface expression. 

On RBL mast cells, #4$1 (CD49d/CD29) integrin VLA-4 and #5$1 

(CD49e/CD29) integrin VLA-5 have been characterized as important fibronectin (FN) 

receptors, in addition to the mast cell vitronectin receptor #V$3 (CD51/CD61) integrin.19 

Where the classical FN receptor VLA-5 targets the cell-binding domain recognition 

sequence (RGD) of FN, VLA-4 acts as an alternative FN-specific receptor that binds to 

the CS-1 sequence (LDV) on the type III connecting segment of FN.20 Localization of 

mast cells and other immune cells to sites of inflammation rely on these adhesion 

receptors21 and corresponding ligand. The binding of VLA-4 to endothelial cells 
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expressing vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1), for example, appears to initiate 

important signaling steps at these sites of stimulation, for both the immune cell and the 

endothelial cell.22–24 

Existing information on integrins specifically facilitating mast cell changes in 

morphology and IgE receptor mediated activities comes from several previous 

studies.19,25,26 RBL cell adhesion and cell spreading, in particular, have been shown to 

enhance Fc!RI signaling, with integrins binding ligand and cytoskeletal reorganization 

underlying these processes. Cells incubated on surfaces coated with FN25,26 or on surfaces 

coated with antibodies specific for integrins19 exhibit clear degranulation enhancement 

when stimulated by soluble ligand. Further, mast cells with biotinylated phospholipids 

incorporated into their plasma membrane adhere to streptavidin coated surfaces, but they 

remain rounded and do not spread even after IgE-Fc!RI stimulation.26 Enhanced granule 

secretion is also not observed under these conditions and similarly reduced effects are 

observed when spreading is inhibited by soluble FN peptides (i.e., RGD). These results 

strongly suggest integrins, together with the actin cytoskeleton, regulate Fc!RI-mediated 

signaling pathways through mechanically induced molecular rearrangements. 

Using a surface-patterned ligand approach,27–29 here we examine the actin 

cytoskeleton dependence of integrins and important Fc!RI-mediated downstream 

signaling molecules Syk, PLC"1, and LAT. Evidence for stimulated endosomal 

trafficking is provided with a fluorescent H-Ras, and differential effects on clustering due 

to ligand presentation are also highlighted by the activity of this small GTPase. Further, 

we find VLA-4 and #3-containing integrins co-cluster with activated Fc!RI at patterned 

ligand sites. Our results show that this concentration is accompanied by localized FN 
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secretion and ligand-stimulated outward trafficking of integrin-containing recycling 

endosomes in an actin polymerization dependent process. Our results show that Fc!RI 

signaling complexes rely on the actin cytoskeleton and integrin trafficking to effectively 

organize mast cell adhesion and spreading. 

 

3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Materials 

All cell culture reagents, as well as A568-streptavidin, A647-phalloidin, A647-

labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG, A647-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG"1, A488-labeled donkey 

anti-rat IgG, and A555-cholera toxin subunit B (CTxB) were purchased from Invitrogen. 

FuGENE HD came from Promega. Mouse anti-fibronectin, and FITC mouse anti-rat 

CD49d (anti-#4-integrin)19 were purchased from BD Biosciences. Anti-mouse/rat CD61 

(anti-$3-integrin) was obtained from Affymetrix, and was used to label cells as 

previously described.19 FITC-labeled rat anti-mouse CD29 (anti-$1-integrin) was 

obtained from Millipore Corp. Anti-phospho-Y783- PLC"1 and rabbit anti-pERK were 

purchased from Cell Signaling Corp. Anti-phospho-Y191-LAT was purchased from 

Abcam. A488-IgE was prepared by modification of purified mouse monoclonal anti-DNP 

IgE30 with Alexa fluor 488 (A488, Invitrogen) as previously described.31 

2,4-dinitrophenyl (DNP) sulfonate (Sigma-Aldrich) was conjugated to BSA, 

similar to previously described,29 for a yield of ~ 22 DNP per BSA. DNP-BSA was 

subsequently conjugated with Cy3 NHS-ester from GE Healthcare (formerly Pharmacia 

Amersham) for fluorescence visualization. Briefly, in pH 8.5 borate-buffered saline (200 

mM boric acid, 33 mM NaOH, and 160 mM NaCl) the amine-reactive Cy3 and DNP-
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BSA were incubated in the recommended ratio overnight in the dark at room temperature. 

The reaction mixture was extensively dialyzed against pH 7.4 phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS)-EDTA to remove unbound dye and was spectroscopically measured to have 2-3 

Cy3 molecules per DNP-BSA. 

The YFP-Syk cDNA construct was a gift from Dr. T. Meyer (Stanford 

University). The cDNA construct of PLC!1-EGFP was a gift from Dr. G. Carpenter 

(Vanderbilt University).32 The EGFP-H-Ras cDNA construct33 was provided by Dr. A. 

Kenworthy (Vanderbilt University). The LAT cDNA was used and prepared as described 

elsewhere.34 "5-EGFP-integrin and avian paxillin-EGFP cDNA constructs were gifts 

from Dr. A. Horwitz (University of Virginia). The #3-integrin-mEGFP cDNA construct 

was a gift from Dr. A. Kusumi (Kyoto University). 

1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[6-[(2,4-

dinitrophenyl)amino]hexanoyl] (DNP-cap-DPPE), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (POPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine 

rhodamine B sulfonyl) (LissRhod DOPE), and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl) (NBD DOPE) were 

purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. The RGD peptide, GRGDSPC, was obtained from 

Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Cytochalasin D was purchased from Calbiochem (EMD 

Chemicals). Rhodamine-fibronectin (Rhod-FN) was a gift from Dr. J. Erickson (Cornell 

University, originally purchased from Cytoskeleton, Inc.). BSA, Bovine fibronectin, 

sulfinpyrazone, BAPTA-AM (1,2-Bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N$,N$-tetraacetic acid 

tetrakis(acetoxymethyl ester)), (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS), and N-(%-

maleimidobutyryloxy)succinimide ester (GMBS) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
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Fused silica 100 mm diameter wafers of coverslip #1.5 thickness (< 200 !m thickness) 

and silicon 100 mm diameter wafers of standard thickness were purchased from Precision 

Glass & Optics (PG&O).  

 

3.2.2 Cell culture and transfection  

RBL-2H3 cells were maintained as monolayer cultures in MEM containing 20% 

(v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 50 !g/ml gentamicin. Cells were harvested using 

trypsin-EDTA (Invitrogen) 3-5 days after passage as previously described.6 For chemical 

transfection, a complex of 1-2 µg of cDNA with 8 µL FuGENE HD in 100 µL of Opti -

MEM was added to plated cells in 1 mL of Opti-MEM per MatTek dish for 1 hour, 

followed by the addition of phorbol dibutyrate (0.1 !g/mL) for ~ 4 hours. Cells were 

returned to full serum medium for overnight culture. RBL cells deficient in Syk (Syk- 

cells, TB1A2 cell line35) were maintained and transfected under the same conditions as 

described above for RBL-2H3 cells. 

 

3.2.3 Fabrication and chemical modification of parylene patterned surfaces 

The preparation of parylene patterned silicon surfaces has been previously 

described by our lab28,36 as based on a polymer lift-off technique.37 To briefly highlight 

the specific process used in this work (Figure 3.1), fused silica (glass) or silicon wafers 

were first coated with a ~ 1 µm thick layer of parylene-C (diX C parylene dimer (Kisco) 

and a SCS Labcoter® Parylene Deposition System), then a ~ 40 nm thick layer of anti- 

reflective coating (AR3 DUV Anti-Reflectant (Shipley)), and finally a ~ 1 µm thick layer
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Figure 3.1 Patterning DNP surfaces. (1) Parylene C polymer is deposited on glass or 

silicon substrates and coated with DUV photoresist. (2) Photoresist exposure, followed 

by (3) photoresist development, yields multiple patterned arrays. (4) An oxygen-based 

etch transfers the features from patterned photoresist to the underlying parylene layer. (5) 

Removal of any remaining photoresist leaves a parylene-patterned surface. The patterned 

parylene serves as a mask for (6) depositing biomaterial on the exposed regions of 

underlying substrate. Surface functionalization with a silane and a cross-linker allows 

fluorescently labeled DNP-BSA to be covalently attached or, alternatively, surface 

incubation with liposomes allows for the presentation of a fluorescent DNP-supported 

lipid bilayer (DNP-SLB). Physically peeling off the parylene layer establishes (7) 

patterned ligand surfaces ready for (8) cell experiments.
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of photoresist (UV210 (Dow Chemical Co.) and CNF Suss MicroTec Gamma Cluster 

Tool). Using a pre-designed photomask and exposure to 248 nm light (CNF ASML PAS 

5500/300C DUV Stepper), multiple patterned arrays were created in the photoresist layer. 

An oxygen-based reactive ion etch (CNF Oxford 81 Etcher) transferred the features from 

the patterned photoresist to the underlying parylene layer. Through this etching step, 

exposed regions of substrate masked by the parylene were made available for chemical 

modification and the presentation of selected biomaterial, including ligands for specific 

receptors. Parylene-patterned wafers and/or individually cut parylene patterned pieces (! 

1 cm squares) were stored in a desiccator until ready for chemical modification. 

Either immobilized protein or supported lipid bilayers were used to present DNP 

ligand on these patterned substrates. To prepare the substrates for surface 

functionalization and protein attachment (Figure 3.1(6)), individual patterned pieces were 

sequentially rinsed with acetone, isopropanol, and water and dried under nitrogen gas. A 

brief (~ 30 second) oxygen plasma cleaning (Harrick Plasma Basic Plasma Cleaner) of 

the patterned substrates was immediately followed by treatment with 4% (v/v) MPTS in 

toluene for 30 minutes at room temperature. Substrates were then washed with absolute 

ethanol (3 times) and incubated in 2 mM GMBS in absolute ethanol for 30 minutes at 

room temperature. These steps were similar to previous work with these surfaces.29 Note: 

after rinsing with absolute ethanol several times, patterns could be stored at 4˚C, in 

absolute ethanol inside a dish sealed with parafilm (up to several months) for future use. 

Continuing with protein attachment, each patterned substrate was quickly rinsed 

with PBS (pH 7.4), placed on parafilm, and incubated with 25 µg/mL of protein ligand 

(e.g., Cy3-DNP-BSA or Rhod-FN) for 2 hours at room temperature, or overnight at 4˚C. 
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Rinsing with PBS, the parylene was peeled away using tweezers. Subsequent rinsing with 

PBS to remove any additional pieces of unattached parylene yielded patterned ligand 

surfaces ready for cell experiments (Figure 3.1(8)). Patterns were stored in PBS with 

0.01% sodium azide at 4˚C until needed for future use. 

 

3.2.4 Preparation of small unilamellar lipid vesicles and supported lipid bilayers 

Patterned supported lipid bilayers were alternatively used to present DNP, as 

shown on the right in Figure 3.1, and as previously described.29 The different lipids 

(POPC, DNP-Cap-DPPE, and LissRhod-DOPE), were first mixed in chloroform at a 

composition of 89.9:10:0.2 mol%, respectively. Drying this mixture with a stream of 

nitrogen gas, the lipid film was then placed under vacuum for > 1 hour to ensure 

complete evaporation of the solvent. The dried lipid sample was then resuspended in Tris 

buffer (50 mM Tris and 200 mM NaCl, pH 8) and subjected to several minutes of 

vortexing. To obtain small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), the hydrated lipid mixture was 

placed in an ice bath and probe sonicated (Sonics & Materials, Inc.) for about 15 minutes, 

or until transparent. Brief centrifugation and an Acrodisc syringe filter (0.2 !m pore) 

were then used to remove any particulate in the SUV suspension generated from probe 

sonication. SUVs were stored at 4˚C under nitrogen gas and sealed with parafilm until 

needed for experiments. SUVs were used within ~ 3 weeks of preparation. 

Supported lipid bilayer (SLB) surfaces were prepared via vesicle fusion.38 A short 

oxygen plasma cleaning (Harrick Plasma Basic Plasma Cleaner) was used to establish 

hydrophilic parylene-patterned surfaces. A sufficient volume of SUVs (~ 30 !L) was 

then incubated on the surfaces for 15 minutes, after which time subsequent rinsing with 
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an excess of DI water removed any unfused lipid vesicles. Important: ensure that the 

surfaces are not exposed to air during or after this step. Peeling the parylene away using 

tweezers and a final rinsing with more DI water established patterned DNP-SLB surfaces 

(Figure 3.1(7)). Experiments with cells were carried out on the same day as SLB 

preparation. 

 

3.2.5 Cell incubation on patterns, immunolabeling, and fluorescence microscopy 

RBL cells were harvested and resuspended in balanced salt solution (BSS) with 1 

mg/mL BSA at ~ 0.5 x 106 cells/mL. (BSS: 135 mM NaCl, 5.0 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl2, 

1.0 mM MgCl2, 5.6 mM glucose, and 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). After sensitization with 3 

!g/mL of IgE or A488-IgE for 30 minutes at 37˚C, cells were washed and allowed to 

settle on DNP patterned surfaces previously blocked with 1 mg/ml BSA. A ~ 40 minute 

incubation at 37°C was typically followed by fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS 

for 10 minutes and multiple washes with 1 mg/ml BSA in PBS. 

For immunofluorescence, fixed cells were labeled with primary antibody (5-10 

!g/mL) at room temperature for ~ 1 hr in PBS with 10 mg/mL BSA. If cytoplasmic 

labeling was needed, 0.1% Triton-X100 was added with the antibody. After additional 

washing, fluorescent secondary antibody (5-10 !g/mL) in PBS with 10 mg/mL BSA was 

added to the samples at room temperature for another ~ 1 hr. A final series of PBS 

washes were used before storing samples in 2 mL of PBS with 0.01% sodium azide at 

4˚C until taken to the microscope for imaging. With F-actin labeling, fixed cells were 

incubated with 5 !g/mL A647-phalloidin in PBS (10 mg/mL BSA) with 0.1% Triton-

X100 for ~ 20 minutes at room temperature before rinsing with PBS.  
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The epitope for anti-!1-integrin antibody binding was identified as sensitive to 

aldehyde fixation, and thus necessitated prefixation labeling of cells. Following 

incubation at 37˚C, cells on patterned surfaces were placed on ice and primary and 

secondary antibody labeling in BSS/BSA was performed for ~ 30 minutes each, washing 

with BSS/BSA between these labeling steps. Cells were then fixed as described above. 

The epitopes for the anti-"4-integrin and anti-!3-integrin antibodies did not appear to be 

as significantly affected by fixation, but better plasma membrane labeling for these was 

observed prior to fixation (Appendix 2, Figure A2.1).  

In experiments buffering intracellular calcium, cells were preloaded with 

BAPTA-AM (5 µM) in BSS/BSA with 0.5 mM sulfinpyrazone for 30 min at 37°C. 

Subsequent incubation of the cells on DNP patterned surfaces was carried out in Ca2+ free 

BSS buffer with sulfinpyrazone (Figure 3.9F). 

For the live cell imaging of LAT-mEGFP, cells were sensitized with IgE and 

resuspended in imaging buffer at a sufficiently high density (> 106 cells/mL). Cells were 

pipetted onto the patterned surfaces, already in position on the microscope, and the high 

number of cells provided for easy identification of a single cell within the initial minute 

of its settling on the patterned surface (Figure 3.6E). 

Silicon chips with adherent fixed cells were inverted in a coverslip MatTek dish 

for imaging. Samples were imaged on a Zeiss LSM 710 inverted microscope with a 

motorized stage using a 63x Oil Plan-Apochromat objective lens. A DF 488/561/647 

filter set was used to perform sequential 1/2/3 color imaging of the samples. For 

collecting YFP fluorescence, a HFT 458/514 filter set was used for imaging. The area of 

the focal plane was adjusted for optimal image quality. 
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Due to variation in fluorescent protein expression, specific criteria were set to 

provide more consistency in the imaging of cells expressing a particular Fc!RI signaling 

molecule. Cells were not imaged if the target protein was visibly localized to 

endoplasmic reticulum structures or clearly over or underexpressed (either of these 

conditions are seen throughout the cytoplasm or on the plasma membrane) and further 

determined by saturating or weak fluorescence intensities, respectively, at low laser 

power. Importantly, cells showing very little or no protein recruitment were still imaged 

as long as they did not exhibit any of the qualities just described. 

 

3.2.6 Quantification of cell and patterned surface colocalization 

A radial analysis method was developed to quantify the extent of recruitment of 

fluorescently labeled cellular components to micron-sized patterned features of ligand. 

As shown in Figure 3.2, a series of image operations in Matlab were used to capture 

information on the spatial distributions of these clustered cellular components. First, a 

polygon region of interest (ROI) drawn around a single imaged cell excluded any 

adjacent cells as well as any partial patterned features found at the image border. This 

same ROI, applied to the pattern image (1), was used to localize the centers of each 

patterned DNP feature. Patterned feature localization was readily accomplished by 

determining the center-to-center distance and strengthened through the application of a 

common Matlab edge detection algorithm (e.g., the ‘sobel’ method). Further, patterned 

features not in contact with the cell and any patterned features not within the 

predetermined region of analysis (Entire Cell, Cell Middle, or Cell Edge) were manually 

selected for exclusion at this step (red slashes). Thus, only Cell Middle patterned features 
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Figure 3.2 Individual RBL cell radial fluorescence analysis. Image processing as 

described in section 3.2.6 allows specific cell responses at patterned sites to be readily 

quantified (for specific patterned features at the Cell Middle in this example). Matlab 

code offers an interactive method to localize patterned features, radially plot fluorescent 

intensities as a function of distance, and prepare a single ratio intended to represent the 

extent of concentrated fluorescence at patterned sites with a single cell. An average is 

taken from the on and off patterned regions in the Pattern Fluorescence image and the 

point between these defines the Pattern Edge (dotted line in 5 and 6). (A) This RBL cell 

on DNP-SLB patterns has been sensitized with A488-IgE and the [average] Cell 

Fluorescence value in (7) indicates that A488-IgE-Fc!RI is recruited ~ 50 times more 

strongly to patterned DNP-SLB in the middle of the cell compared to the surrounding 

fluorescence of the rest of the cell not located over patterned sites. (B) Similarly, an 

A488-IgE sensitized RBL cell on DNP-BSA patterns has an [average] Cell Fluorescence 

value that quantifies receptor recruitment as ~ 7 times greater on patterned DNP-BSA in 

the middle of the cell than it is for the surrounding off-pattern fluorescence. Scale bar 10 

"m. 
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are quantified in the examples shown in Figure 3.2. Each localized patterned feature was 

then grouped together to generate an Average Pattern Feature image (2). Using the now 

known pattern locations, the same operation was performed on the Cell Response image 

(3) to establish an Average Cell Response image (4). Next, the pixel intensities for each 

of these average images were plotted (5 and 6) as a function of the distance from the 

pattern center (small blue circle in 2 and 4). Finally, to prepare the [average] Cell 

Fluorescence ratio value (7), the mean intensity of the On Pattern region (green line in 6, 

green circle in 4) was divided by the mean intensity of the Off Pattern region (red line in 

6, red circle in 4). This set of image operations was repeated for multiple cells, and the 

quotients were averaged into an overall mean to generate histograms, as shown in Figure 

3.3, Figure 3.4, and others. Additional details on quantifying Cell Edge patterned features 

are provided in Appendix 2, Figure A2.2. 

This radial approach, however, is not without several challenges in its application 

to image analysis. Clear pattern localization – needed for preparing a template to quantify 

individual cell responses – may be affected by variations in fluorescence intensity. Slight 

differences in pattern feature size can also influence this position localization (shifting the 

pattern center x y coordinates) while potentially leading to underestimates in the final 

reported Cell Fluorescence ratio value. With this, patterned features slightly larger than 

the average size would contribute to a lower ratio value as a result of higher fluorescence 

intensities being counted as part of the cell fluorescence Off Pattern. For patterned 

features identified as slightly smaller than the average size, a lower ratio value would also 

develop, but now from the situation where more cell fluorescence Off Pattern (typically 

of lower intensity) would unintentionally be counted as averaged cell fluorescence On 
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Pattern. Differences in patterned feature sizes can appear most noticeably as a broadening 

in the neck of fluorescence found along the Pattern Edge: the dotted line plotted in 6 in 

Figure 3.2. (The Pattern Edge dotted line is the midpoint of the change in intensity shown 

in 5). To help avoid and/or reduce these size effects, an Average Pattern Feature is 

generated (image 2) and both of the On Pattern and Off Pattern averages (red and green 

lines, respectively, in 6) incorporate only a limited number of fluorescence intensities 

bordering the Pattern Edge, within about 0.1 - 0.2 !m on either side. 

An additional concern with this analysis method is that patterned features 

determined to be at the Cell Middle or Cell Edge may be obscured due to irregular cell 

morphology and/or user bias if not careful. A clear definition establishes Cell Edge 

patterned features as those that make contact with the boundary of the cell and/or are 

those that are not completely surrounded by cell within another patterned feature size 

(i.e., a distance of ~ 2 !m). Patterned features counted as Cell Middle are those that 

remain, and with the opposite definition of Cell Edge patterned features. 

Further, this analysis method relies on the imaging of labeled cell components at 

the ventral plasma membrane. Quantification should largely be independent of cell 

morphology in the vicinity of patterned features. Yet, some cells (< 10%) can appear 

markedly distorted as a consequence of dynamic membrane extensions, cell spreading, 

and receptor binding to ligand. With extreme cases, apparent ratio values for concentrated 

cellular components may be enhanced, but this effect is expected to be minimal as our 

collected values are averaged over multiple cells. 

Described in further detail in the following section 3.2.7, clear differences are 

observed between cells incubated on DNP-SLB and DNP-BSA patterns and these 
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differences are made readily apparent through radial plots like the ones shown in Figures 

3.2A(6) and 3.2B(6). With a cell on DNP-SLB patterned features, the On Pattern average 

generally represents the maximum fluorescence intensity values and this corresponds to a 

relatively homogeneous distribution of On Pattern A488-IgE fluorescence. With a cell on 

DNP-BSA patterned features, however, the On Pattern average usually includes a 

definitive minimum in the radial fluorescence distribution while maximum fluorescence 

intensities are often found clustered along the Pattern Edge dotted line. The noticeable 

peak seen in the radial plot in 3.2B(6) represents only ~ 10% of the On Pattern average 

radial distance but may include a significant fraction of the highest A488-IgE 

fluorescence intensities. Thus, the Cell Fluorescence ratio values reported for DNP-BSA 

patterned features may be considered underestimates of receptor and protein clustering. A 

more effective measure of protein clustering for DNP-BSA patterned features may 

incorporate an average of the peak fluorescence intensity values along the Pattern Edge. 

The Off Pattern average would be calculated as already described, but now the On 

Pattern average may include only those intensity values falling with 0.1 - 0.2 !m on both 

sides of the Pattern Edge line. 

 

3.2.7 Characterization of A488-IgE binding and Fc!RI recruitment to different 

patterned DNP surfaces 

To ensure functional ligand presentation for binding IgE and IgE-bound RBL 

cells, 5 !g/mL of soluble A488-IgE was incubated for 15 min with DNP patterned 

surfaces (surfaces preincubated with 1 mg/mL BSA). Subsequent rinsing of patterned 

surfaces with BSS removed any unbound IgE. Clear coincidence of red (DNP-SLB or 
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DNP-BSA) and green (A488-IgE) labels demonstrated IgE binds DNP-BSA or DNP-cap-

DPPE with high specificity (Figure 3.3A). A small amount of IgE adsorption to the area 

surrounding patterned features was observed and the preincubation of surfaces with 1 

mg/mL BSA helped keep the majority of off pattern fluorescence to a minimum. An 

alternative approach to blocking unpatterned regions was also tested by backfilling with a 

supported lipid bilayer (Appendix 2, Figure A2.3), revealing an additional reduction in 

off pattern fluorescence but cell spreading after engagement with DNP on these surfaces 

was largely inhibited. On patterns with monovalent ligand (DNP-SLB, top row in Figure 

3.3A), IgE appeared to be less concentrated and more heterogeneously bound in 

comparison to IgE labeling on multivalent ligand patterned surfaces (DNP-BSA, bottom 

row in Figure 3.3A). SLBs strongly resist soluble protein adsorption,39 and an individual 

SLB patterned feature with only ~ 10 mol% of DNP-cap-DPPE binds far fewer 

molecules of IgE than an individual protein patterned feature, where each BSA molecule 

has many DNP groups to bind IgE. (There are ~ 1.4 x 105 DNP-cap-DPPE within one 

square micron40 vs. 6.5 - 9.7 x 105 DNP molecules attached to BSA in the same area, 

assuming: a BSA radius of 3.4 nm,41 a one square micron with BSA surface coverage of 

50-75%, and about 50% of the ~ 22 DNP molecules per BSA exposed for binding). The 

distribution of A488-IgE and varied fluorescence intensities for these surfaces suggests 

important differences in ligand presentation as well as ligand density. 

Incubation of A488-IgE sensitized RBL cells on the two types of patterned 

surfaces helped to reveal these differences and specific effects on Fc!RI recruitment. 

Shown in the top row of Figure 3.3B, cell engagement with patterned DNP-SLB surfaces 

resulted in a high concentration of label at individual patterned features with very low 
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fluorescence for regions of the cell located off pattern. This is in striking contrast to the 

case where SLBs were patterned but without the DNP lipid (bottom row of Figure 3.3B). 

Nearly all of the cell fluorescence was found off the patterns under these conditions. The 

significantly reduced fluorescence observed here was identified as a consequence of the 

plasma membrane being situated farther away from the ventral surface (seen through 

optical sectioning), and likely due to the absence of A488-IgE-Fc!RI binding ligand. 

Figure 3.3C shows RBL cells incubated on surfaces patterned with DNP-BSA (top row) 

or just BSA alone (bottom row). Immobilized DNP-BSA surfaces generated receptor 

clusters strongly concentrated at the edges of individual patterned features, while ligand-

free BSA patterned surfaces showed a practically uniform sheet of fluorescence across 

the entire cell when allowed to adhere to these surfaces. Radial analysis in Figure 3.3D 

quantifies the different patterned surface cases shown in Figures 3.3B and 3.3C for 

multiple cells. 

The results presented here (Figure 3.3 and the analysis in Figure 3.2), highlight 

differences in ligand presentation, specifically DNP mobility and density, as these 

properties are observed to have a direct influence on A488-IgE-Fc!RI cluster size, spatial 

organization, and downstream signaling molecule recruitment. DNP-presenting SLBs 

yield more uniform accumulation of IgE-Fc!RI within patterned features, suggesting 

receptors may continue to diffuse and more easily aggregate on the surface of the cell 

when bound to DNP that is also free to move. With such a small fraction of the patterned 

site containing DNP (only ~ 10 mol%), transient interactions between receptors with and 

without ligand-bound may do more to promote enhanced clustering. DNP-presenting 

patterned features in this case – to generate a “ring” of fluorescence. As shown in Figure 
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Figure 3.3 A488-IgE sensitized RBL cells display specific receptor clustering on 

different DNP patterned surfaces. (A) Fluorescent IgE is incubated with patterned 

DNP-SLB or patterned DNP-BSA surfaces. A line trace across several patterned features 

for both of these surface types shows A488-IgE binds to DNP-BSA patterned features to 

a greater extent than DNP-SLB patterned features. Scale bar 5 !m. (B) A488-IgE 

sensitized RBL cells, however, binding DNP-SLB presenting patterns show significant 

clustering of receptor to these mobile DNP sites. No receptor clustering is observed 

without patterned DNP, and an average radial fluorescence ratio of less than one 

characterizes the markedly lower fluorescence (excluded) at patterned sites. (C) RBL 

cells on immobilized DNP-BSA surfaces show considerable receptor clustering to the 

edges of individual patterned features. A488-IgE-Fc"RI does not concentrate, or show 

any lack of fluorescence, from patterned protein features without DNP. Scale bar 10 !m. 

(D) Radial analysis supports confocal images taken of multiple cells for the different 

pattern types shown. N = 25 cells from 3 independent experiments. 
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3.3A, IgE may bind across the entire DNP-BSA patterned feature but when IgE is bound 

to Fc!RI on cells, diffusion within the patterned DNP site becomes greatly reduced. 

Hence, not only ligand mobility, but also ligand density appear to underlie receptor 

interactions with patterned surfaces. Multiple receptors already bound to DNP-BSA, 

upon initial contact from the settling cell, may form a diffusion barrier and cause any 

subsequent receptor clustering to build up around the patterned feature edge as the cell 

begins to spread on the surface. In contrast, the lower density of DNP with the SLBs 

allows for unimpeded receptor clustering and thus a significant reduction can be seen for 

the cell fluorescence located off patterned sites. Radial plots of fluorescence (e.g., Figure 

3.2A(6)) provide a quantitative method to characterize these distinctions in ligand-

receptor mobility and density.  

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Syk clustering at DNP patterns is independent of F-actin polymerization 

We previously observed the colocalization of Lyn kinase (Lyn-EGFP) with Fc!RI 

in RBL cells at patterned ligand surfaces.28 The plasma membrane anchored tyrosine 

kinase Lyn is responsible for ITAM phosphorylation of Fc!RI " and # subunits, and these 

serve as the key docking sites for Syk activation and subsequent signaling.42  

To assess the spatial organization and extent of Syk clustering with Fc!RI, RBL 

cells were transiently transfected with YFP-Syk. These cells were harvested, sensitized 

with IgE, and incubated on the different patterned ligand surfaces as detailed in Materials 

and methods. Shown in Figure 3.4, fixed samples of YFP-Syk cells and micron-sized 
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DNP patterned features were imaged using confocal fluorescence microscopy and 

quantified via a radial analysis method (described in Materials and methods). 

The pattern of Syk recruitment mirrored clustering observed with A488-IgE 

sensitized cells on the two types of patterned DNP surfaces (comparing Figures 3.3B and 

3.3C to Figures 3.4A and 3.4B, respectively). The ratio of cellular fluorescence of on-vs-

off patterned sites for YFP-Syk is quantified through radial analysis for multiple cells and 

is summarized in Figure 3.4C. Compared to Syk recruitment on patterned DNP-BSA, 

Syk recruitment to patterned DNP-SLBs was more uniformly distributed across 

individual patterned features. Syk localizes to where Fc!RI is clustered and a similar 

accumulation of Syk can be detected at and around the edges of patterned DNP-BSA 

sites. A nearly 50% difference in the fluorescence ratio for Syk clustering between 

patterned DNP-SLB and patterned DNP-BSA features is consistent with the differences 

observed for concentrated A488-IgE-Fc!RI on either of these two surface types. Further, 

radial analysis in Figure 3.3D shows effectively no variation in Syk recruitment across 

the patterned sites making contact with the cell middle and periphery, suggesting this 

primary step in Fc!RI-mediated signaling occurs with similar strength irrespective of 

where DNP stimulation is located relative to the cell. 

Our earlier work showed that cytochalasin D (CytoD) inhibits Lyn concentration 

at micron-sized SLB features of ligand,28 indicative of a strong actin polymerization 

dependence for this level of Lyn association with clustered Fc!RI. This same CytoD 

treatment on YFP-Syk expressing cells caused little or no changes in Syk clustering with 

DNP patterned sites (lower rows in Figures 3.4A and 3.4B, and quantified in Figure 

3.4C), even though F-actin accumulation was dramatically affected (Appendix 2, Figure 
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Figure 3.4 Syk kinase stably associates with Fc!RI at DNP patterns independent of 

F-actin polymerization. RBL cells transiently transfected with YFP-Syk (green) show 

clear concentration of fluorescence at both (A) patterned DNP-SLB and (B) patterned 

DNP-BSA surfaces (red). Negligible effects on recruited Syk, for either pattern type, are 

observed for cells treated with 2 !M CytoD (lower rows in A and B). Scale bar 10 !m. 

(C) Radial analysis highlights the difference in Syk recruitment to SLB and BSA 

patterned DNP surfaces while confirming the insignificant changes observed in Syk 

recruitment after CytoD treatment. N = 24 cells from 3 independent experiments. Error 

bars represent SEM. NS indicates non-significant statistical difference.
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Figure 3.5 F-actin polymerization regulates PLC!1 clustering with Fc"RI in 

response to patterned DNP. (A) PLC!1-EGFP (green) in ~ 80% of transfected RBL 

cells (see criteria outlined in Materials and methods) is observed to concentrate with 

surface-patterned DNP-BSA (red). As shown in the lower row, reduced clustering of 

PLC!1 results from 2 "M CytoD treatment. (B) Labeling with an anti-PLC!1-pY783 

mAb (blue) reveals enhanced protein activation for all patterned sites in contact with 

cells. Scale bar 10 "m. (C) Quantification of PLC!1-EGFP and PLC!1-pY783 

recruitment to patterned DNP is provided by radial analysis on multiple cells. N = 30 

cells from at least 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. **** p # 

0.0001. (D) Cells lacking Syk show no clustering of PLC!1-EGFP to patterned DNP-

BSA.
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A2.4C). Whereas visible recruitment of Lyn appears tightly regulated by cytoskeleton 

activity,5 Syk recruitment, on the other hand, displays an independence from F-actin 

polymerization within DNP pattern-localized Fc!RI signaling complexes. CytoD does not 

prevent Fc!RI accumulation at patterned DNP sites28 and moreover, Lyn-dependent 

tyrosine phosphorylation of Fc!RI does not rely on detectable Lyn accumulation at DNP 

patterned sites.28 Although the concentration of protein tyrosine phosphorylation (4G10 

antibody) is observed,28 the recruitment of YFP-Syk represents the earliest signaling step 

detectable in live RBL cells with this patterned ligand approach. 

 

3.3.2 F-actin polymerization supports PLC!1 recruitment to DNP patterns 

To ask if other, more downstream proteins in the Fc!RI signaling pathway are as 

strongly recruited as Syk to sites of DNP stimulation, RBL cells were transfected to 

express a fluorescent PLC"1. Allowing PLC"1-EGFP expressing cells to settle on these 

surfaces resulted in the clear enhancement of fluorescence coincident with patterned 

DNP-BSA features (Figure 3.5A; see Appendix 2, Figure A2.5 for patterned DNP-SLB 

result). The spatial organization of PLC"1 recruitment to patterned DNP sites also 

appeared to mimic trends observed with Syk and Fc!RI clustering. PLC"1-EGFP 

fluorescence was highly concentrated at and around the edges of individual patterned 

DNP-BSA features. But, as can be seen in Figure 3.5A, this was often further 

characterized by discrete patches of fluorescence forming the “ring” around the patterned 

feature, providing some indication that PLC"1 recruitment may be spatially regulated in a 

way distinct from Syk. 
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In further exploration of how the actin cytoskeleton regulates Fc!RI downstream 

signaling components, PLC"1-EGFP cells were treated with 2 #M CytoD as shown in the 

lower row of Figure 3.5A. In contrast to YFP-Syk, 2 #M CytoD treatment showed an 

almost 50% reduction in PLC"1 clustering to patterned ligand surfaces. Radial analysis in 

Figure 3.5C supports this observation from multiple cells and revealed that these effects 

on PLC"1 clustering were strongest at peripheral DNP-BSA patterned features in contact 

with the cell. Note that the radial analysis characterized for responses on DNP-BSA 

patterned features (see Figure 3.2B(6)) does not fully account for the higher 

concentration of fluorescence at the edges of individual patterned features and thus the 

ratio values shown in Figure 3.5C are underestimates of complete PLC"1 accumulation. 

Positive activation of PLC"1 in RBL cells at patterned ligand sites was confirmed 

through antibody labeling of phosphorylated tyrosine residue 783 (pY783). As shown in 

Figure 3.5B, and by radial analysis in Figure 3.5C, clear On Pattern signal and very low 

Off Pattern signal characterized the concentration of PLC"1-pY783 at individual DNP-

BSA features for a majority of cells. This result suggests a significant proportion of the 

receptors clustered in the “ring” pattern at immobilized DNP-BSA sites (see Figure 3.3C) 

are could be activated and capable of establishing strong downstream signals leading to 

the activation of PLC"1. 

Cells lacking Syk (Syk- cells)35 were also tested for Fc!RI stimulated recruitment 

of PLC"1 to patterned sites and dependence on activated Syk.43 Transfecting these Syk- 

cells (Figure 3.5D) revealed essentially no concentration of PLC"1-EGFP to any 

patterned DNP-BSA surfaces for all cells imaged in two separate experiments. These 
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cells remained largely rounded after the standard incubation conditions such that cell 

identification often required a more equatorial focal plane. 

Together, our results here provide strong evidence for Syk and dynamic F-actin 

polymerization as playing significant roles in directing PLC!1 to cross-linked Fc"RI 

signaling complexes. 

 

3.3.3 LAT colocalizes with clustered IgE-Fc!RI at surface patterned ligand 

LAT is a known substrate for Syk and, once phosphorylated, binds PLC!1. This 

transmembrane adaptor protein regulates the progression of signaling and calcium 

responses not only in T cells,44,45 but also in mast cells.46,47 

We found for RBL cells that LAT (LAT-mEGFP) strongly clustered with IgE-

Fc"RI at micron-sized features of surface-patterned DNP. Significant fluorescence from 

LAT-mEGFP was seen colocalized with patterned ligand, as shown in Figures 3.6A and 

3.6B. Ligand surface mobility and density, again, appeared to be major influences on the 

extent of protein recruitment. DNP-SLB patterned surfaces enabled LAT-mEGFP to form 

more dense clusters nearly covering entire patterned sites. Whereas surface immobilized 

DNP-BSA restricted LAT-mEGFP accumulation largely to the border of individual 

patterned features. 

To address whether F-actin polymerization is critical for driving LAT co-

clustering with activated Fc"RI, RBL cells were incubated with 2 #M CytoD. As 

depicted in the lower row of Figures 3.6A and 3.6B, LAT-mEGFP recruitment to 

patterned DNP was reduced but not completely abolished following this treatment. 

Clustering at patterned DNP-BSA, in comparison to patterned DNP-SLB, was 
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Figure 3.6 Maximal LAT recruitment to patterned DNP surfaces requires actin 

polymerization. Prominent accumulation of LAT-mEGFP (green) in transiently 

transfected RBL cells appears at both (A) patterned DNP-SLB and (B) patterned DNP-

BSA surfaces (red). 2 !M CytoD treatment (lower row in A and B) shows a noticeable 

reduction in LAT-mEGFP clustering at DNP-SLB patterns while only a negligible effect 

is observed for DNP-BSA patterns. Scale bar 10 !m. (C) Radial analysis highlights the 

differences in LAT-mEGFP clustering across the two pattern types, with and without 

CytoD treatment. N = 25 cells from 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent 

SEM. **** p " 0.0001, NS indicates a non-significant statistical difference. (D) A488-

IgE-Fc#RI (green) colocalizes with antibody labeled LAT-pY191 (blue) at patterned 

DNP-BSA features (not shown). (E) TIRF imaging of a single RBL cell shows dynamic 

clustering of LAT-mEGFP to patterned DNP-SLB features. The time-dependent 

fluorescence ratio of on-vs-off patterned sites for LAT-mEGFP is calculated at each 15 

second interval and individually for the different colored ROI circles: four circles are on 

patterned features and one circle (magenta) is located off patterned features and, 

eventually includes fluorescence from the cell. Scale bar 10 !m. 
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substantially less affected by the inhibition of actin polymerization. Radial analysis 

(Figure 3.6C) quantifies this observation in addition to highlighting a relatively similar 

distribution of LAT fluorescence seen across all patterned regions contacting the cell, 

including those at the Cell Middle and Cell Edge. However, an uneven distribution of 

fluorescence within individual patterned features is clear and this points toward the key 

differences in ligand mobility and density between the two pattern types. 

Specific LAT phosphorylation was found to accompany Fc!RI clustering 

dependent LAT recruitment. Tyrosine residue 191 (Y191), one of three Grb2 binding 

sites on LAT,48 showed weakly concentrated levels of antibody labeled phosphorylation 

at patterned DNP sites for ~ 56% of all imaged cells. Figure 3.6D offers one of the more 

clear examples of concentrated LAT-pY191 observed for RBL cells incubated on 

patterned DNP-BSA surfaces.  

The formation of active Fc!RI signaling complexes and specific mast cell 

responses can be monitored dynamically on these DNP-presenting surfaces.49 Live RBL 

cells and TIRFM imaging were used to shed more light on the spatial and temporal 

characteristics of LAT clustering at DNP-SLB patterned surfaces. As shown in Figure 

3.6E, almost immediately after adding cells, a small region of LAT-mEGFP fluorescence 

would typically be seen entering the TIRF field (left image) and imaging then proceeded, 

acquiring images every 15 seconds, until the cell was observed to show little to no further 

spreading on the surface (this was often around 30 minutes, right image). Within the first 

~ 5 minutes, clustered LAT-mEGFP typically displayed > 80% of its final fluorescence 

ratio value at individual DNP-SLB features (e.g., the green and blue traces in Figure 
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3.6E). A similar result was obtained from multiple cells, and the radial plot in Figure 

3.6C effectively captures the extent of LAT clustering from these live cell experiments.  

Together, these results demonstrate that LAT constitutes an important signaling 

component of clustered IgE-Fc!RI and that connections to F-actin serve to regulate LAT 

organization at these receptor sites. Moreover, the recruitment of LAT may help to 

explain why we do not see a complete loss of PLC"1 at patterned DNP after CytoD 

treatment, as recruitment of LAT unaffected by the inhibition of actin polymerization 

may still allow for PLC"1 recruitment, albeit limited. 

 

3.3.4 H-Ras clusters are stabilized with immobilized patterned DNP, but not with 

mobile patterned DNP 

The four distal tyrosine phosphorylation sites on LAT48 may serve as a scaffold 

for downstream signaling in both Fc!RI and Ras-ERK pathways. Initiation of Ras 

signaling in mast cells may occur much like the process well studied in B cells50 and T 

cells,45 where Grb251 binding to Shc/LAT recruits the guanine nucleotide exchange factor 

Sos to the plasma membrane for the subsequent activation of Ras.52 

Our finding that LAT-mEGFP strongly clusters with surface-patterned DNP led 

us to predict that Ras is also specifically recruited to these sites. RBL cells were 

transfected with an EGFP-H-Ras, sensitized with IgE, and allowed to settle on the 

different patterned DNP surfaces. Confocal imaging of fixed samples showed clear 

plasma membrane labeling and the appearance of characteristic Ras micro/nanoclusters53 

across unstimulated (not shown) and DNP stimulated cells (Figures 3.7A and 3.7B). 

Unlike the more upstream Fc!RI signaling events investigated thus far, EGFP-H-Ras was 
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observed to concentrate quite prominently with patterned DNP-BSA features but not with 

patterned DNP-SLB features. Furthermore, as emphasized through radial analysis (Figure 

3.7C), this concentration of fluorescence was observed almost exclusively at patterned 

DNP-BSA sites in contact with the cell periphery. A count of only these Cell Edge 

patterned features (Figure 3.7C) revealed that most cells, ~ 80%, showed either just one 

or two peripheral patterned features with enhanced EGFP-H-Ras fluorescence (Figure 

3.7D); the cell shown in Figure 3.7B serves as a representative example. 

In addition to providing signals from the plasma membrane, Ras can also localize 

to internal membranes, such as the Golgi54 and endosomes,55,56 to initiate signals 

independent of those originating from the plasma membrane. Here, orthogonal image 

projections (Figures 3.7E and 3.7F) revealed a clear intracellular pool of EGFP-H-Ras, 

often positioned above the ventral surface and central to the cell, which may include 

recycling endosomes. Many smaller fluorescent clusters (endosomes) were also visible, 

some of which could be seen directly above individual patterned features. 

H-Ras trafficking57 and differences in ligand presentation and density are likely 

among the factors responsible for the particular accumulation of EGFP-H-Ras we 

observe. 

 

3.3.5 Nominal DNP-stimulated trafficking of H-Ras is observed from recycling 

endosomes to the plasma membrane in RBL cells  

As shown previously, ganglioside GM1 with bound cholera toxin subunit B 

(CTxB) is internalized by RBL cells, and colocalizes with a perinuclear pool of recycling 

endosomes,58 and furthermore, these endosomes are targeted to patterned DNP surfaces.49  
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To more closely investigate Ras trafficking-dependent responses to ligand, IgE 

sensitized and EGFP-H-Ras expressing cells were labeled with fluorescent A555-CTxB. 

Some of these cells were subsequently stimulated with soluble DNP-BSA prior to 

fixation. As highlighted in Figure 3.8A, and in the orthogonal image projections (Figure 

3.8B), EGFP-H-Ras strongly colocalized with A555-CTxB at the plasma membrane and 

with an internal pool of recycling endosomes (REs). Along with pronounced membrane 

ruffling, brief stimulation with DNP-BSA was accompanied by the appearance of more 

REs separate from the larger perinuclear pool, often in close proximity to the plasma 

membrane (see orthogonal image projections).  

Assessment of stimulated exocytosis for both CTxB and H-Ras is presented in 

Figure 3.8C. The histogram shown incorporates a fluorescence ratio, taking the average 

fluorescence of the RE pool (small circle dotted line region of interest (ROI) in Figure 

3.8A) divided by the average fluorescence of the entire cell (outer circle dotted line ROI 

in Figure 3.8A). On an image-by-image basis, a subtraction of the average background 

fluorescence was also incorporated into the averaged ratio values. The size of the inner 

RE circle was kept constant as all RE pools imaged were of roughly similar size. This 

quantification revealed that CTxB undergoes a ~ 30% reduction in RE fluorescence after 

soluble DNP-BSA stimulation, while EGFP-H-Ras in the RE pool was reduced by ~ 

13%. Thus, it seems that H-Ras is involved in very limited outward trafficking in 

response to ligand, consistent with other studies on Ras54–56 and our results with surface-

patterned DNP described above.  

In summary, results with EGFP-H-Ras suggest trafficking-dependent signaling 

has the potential to occur with more spatial organization and directed responses when  
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Figure 3.7 H-Ras localizes more clearly to DNP-BSA patterned surfaces. RBL cells 

expressing EGFP-H-Ras (green) show dramatic differences between responses to (A) 

patterned DNP-SLB and (B) patterned DNP-BSA surfaces (red). Scale bar 10 !m. (C) 

Radial analysis captures the extent of H-Ras clustering for multiple cells on these two 

types of patterned surfaces. N = 30 cells from 3 independent experiments. Error bars 

represent SEM. (D) Specific analysis of EGFP-H-Ras clustering at peripheral DNP-BSA 

patterns quantifies a small number of these Cell Edge patterns corresponding to a 

majority of cells. Orthogonal image projections are shown for cells on (E) patterned 

DNP-SLB and (F) patterned DNP-BSA surfaces. 
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Figure 3.8 CTxB and H-Ras colocalize with recycling endosomes in RBL cells. (A) 

Suspended EGFP-H-Ras (green) RBL cells are IgE sensitized, A555-CTxB labeled (red), 

and stimulated for 10 min with soluble DNP-BSA at 2 !g/mL. Scale bar 10 !m. (B) 

Orthogonal image projections help show the structure of the internal, perinuclear pool of 

recycling endosomes (REs). (C) The average ratio of RE to plasma membrane 

fluorescence is plotted for both CTxB and EGFP-H-Ras, for with and without DNP-

stimulation. N = 33 cells from 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. ** 

p " 0.01, * p " 0.05. 
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IgE-Fc!RI clusters at the micron scale. Immobilized receptors at DNP-BSA patterns 

provide for stronger localization of H-Ras, while receptor complexes that are free to 

diffuse at DNP-SLB patterns do not seem to promote as strong of a localized response 

from H-Ras at the plasma membrane. 

 

3.3.6 !1-integrin accumulates at DNP-SLB, but not DNP-BSA, patterned surfaces in 

a stimulated trafficking-dependent process 

Integrins have been implicated in the regulation of Fc!RI responses26 and we have 

previously explored the capacity of integrins to participate in localized DNP- stimulated 

IgE-Fc!RI signaling.29 

Here we have observed the concentration of "1-containing integrins at surface-

patterned DNP-SLB features. This clustering, visualized with an anti-"1-integrin 

antibody, appeared most prominently at patterned features in contact with the mast cell 

periphery (Figure 3.9A). This labeling was clear for ~ 70% of all cells imaged and, 

interestingly, was not identified with any cells incubated on DNP-BSA patterned surfaces 

(right image in Figure 3.9A). ("3-containing integrins were also observed recruited to 

DNP-SLB sites, see Appendix 2, Figure A2.8). Thus, significant cross-talk between 

Fc!RI and "1 (or "3) integrins is substantiated through this finding and moreover, the 

extent of interaction between these receptors seems to depend greatly upon on the 

presentation of ligand. 

Based on our result with H-Ras, previous work with CTxB,49 and reported 

studies,59 we were prompted to explore the possibility that the integrin association we 

observed at patterned sites was a direct consequence of DNP-stimulated trafficking. The 
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pattern of clustering for !1-integrin – found almost exclusively at DNP features 

contacting the cell edges – was completely inhibited following incubation at 4˚C (Figure 

3.9B) instead of at 37˚C. IgE-Fc"RI can still concentrate under these conditions, (right 

image in Figure 3.9B) but the absence of !1-integrin at low temperature suggested that 

patterned feature localization might depend on an intracellular trafficking process. A 

similar result was previously seen with CTxB at low temperature.49 

Further evidence for integrin trafficking in mast cells was supplied by the 

experiments shown in Figure 3.10. Labeling of IgE-sensitized cells with A555-CTxB and 

subsequent cell permeabilization to label with an anti-#4-integrin antibody (and an A488-

tagged secondary Ab) revealed a prominent intracellular, perinuclear pool of integrin-

containing endosomes. Figure 3.10A illustrates the clear colocalization for this label with 

endocytic CTxB, and, in the lower row, the changes observed following brief stimulation 

with soluble DNP-BSA. A reduction in fluorescence of the internal RE pool with DNP-

stimulated cells corresponded with the emergence of bright puncta, mostly REs with 

labeled #4!1 integrin VLA-4, primarily localized near or at the plasma membrane. This 

was often more readily visualized in orthogonal image projections (Figure 3.10B). As 

described with EGFP-H-Ras, an average fluorescence ratio was similarly used to quantify 

the extent of CTxB and integrin trafficking. Highlighted in Figure 3.10C, a strong 

outward trafficking response to DNP ligand for intracellular VLA-4 was characterized by 

a ~ 30% loss of internal RE fluorescence, a result that appears consistent with prominent 

!1-integrin clustering observed at DNP-SLB patterned surfaces (Figure 3.9A). 

An important distinction with the integrin labeling showed that the mAb for VLA-

4 on RBL cells is an inhibitory antibody,19 specific for blocking VLA-4 binding to the 
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LDV epitope on FN.20 Very limited concentration of this integrin was detected at 

patterned DNP sites (Appendix 2, Figure A2.1), possibly because most VLA-4 at 

patterned sites could be bound to FN (see Figure 3.11A). In contrast, the !1-integrin mAb 

should not prevent integrin-ligand binding, as verified by our previous work36 (see 

chapter 2, Figure 2.10), but its ability to label the mast cell surface appears to be weak 

except where !1-integrin is stimulated to traffic to sites of Fc"RI activation (Figure 

3.9A). The preferential !1-integrin localization we see at DNP sites peripheral to the cell 

suggests that this pool represents a substantial fraction of cell surface !1-integrins as well 

as a spatial requirement for their activity under these conditions. Indeed, the intracellular 

delivery of VLA-4 and !1-integrins to the leading edge of the cell has been established as 

an important process in cell spreading and efficient cell migration.60,61  

Together, our results indicate that the preferential localization of !1-integrins, 

VLA-4 in particular, may facilitate efficient IgE-Fc"RI binding to ligand as these 

integrins engage ECM or other adhesion molecules, dependent upon the nature of the 

Fc"RI stimulus (i.e., DNP-SLB vs DNP-BSA). 

 

3.3.7 VLA-4 recruitment to patterned DNP sites relies on F-actin, integrin ligand-

binding, and intracellular Ca2+ 

To explore other intra- and extracellular processes regulating this !1-integrin 

engagement at patterned DNP, cells were subjected to several other treatments, including 

CytoD, soluble RGD peptide, soluble anti-#4-integrin (anti-VLA-4) mAb, and BAPTA-

AM to chelate intracellular Ca2+. A clear reduction, ~ 30%, in !1-integrin localization to 

peripheral patterned DNP-SLB features was observed from the inhibition of F-actin  
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Figure 3.9 !1-integrin co-clustering with IgE-Fc"RI at patterned DNP-SLB is the 

result of stimulated trafficking in an actin polymerization and intracellular Ca2+-

dependent process. (A) Labeling of live RBL cells with an anti-!1-integrin mAb (green) 

on patterned DNP-SLB surfaces (red) reveals concentrated fluorescence largely 

associated with those patterned features in contact with the cell edge. As shown on the 

right, !1-integrin does not cluster however on DNP-BSA surfaces (red). (B) Incubation 

of cells at 4˚C on these surfaces shows a complete inhibition of !1-integrin localization to 

patterns, while A488-IgE-Fc"RI can still cluster. (C) Cells treated with 2 #M CytoD 

reduce !1-integrin concentration at peripheral patterned sites. (D) Preincubation of cells 

with 1 mg/mL RGD peptide for ~ 30 min prior to plating on the patterned surfaces also 

leads to a substantial loss of !1-integrin clustering. (E) Cells preincubated with 10 #g/mL 

of an anti-$4-integrin mAb or 10 #g/mL of an anti-!3-integrin mAb (data not shown) 

results in no concentrated !1-integrin fluorescence at patterned sites, with negligible 

effects on the recruitment of A488-IgE-Fc"RI. (F) Cells pretreated with 5 #M BAPTA-

AM, chelating intracellular Ca2+, also show a marked absence of !1-integrin clustering at 

DNP-SLB patterned features, while A488-IgE-Fc"RI clustering is also negatively 

affected. Scale bar 10 #m. (G) Radial analysis on multiple cells treated with CytoD or 

RGD confirm the reduction in !1-integrin clustering observed from confocal images. N = 

30 cells from 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. ** p % 0.01. 
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Figure 3.10 CTxB and VLA-4 colocalize with recycling endosomes in RBL cells. (A) 

IgE sensitized cells were labeled with A555-CTxB (red), stimulated with 2 !g/mL DNP-

BSA for 10 min, and finally fixed and permeabilized to label for VLA-4 (green). Scale 

bar 10 !m. (B) Orthogonal image projections reveal the internal, perinuclear RE pool 

with VLA-4 and changes in fluorescence following DNP-BSA stimulation. (C) The 

average ratio of RE to plasma membrane fluorescence is plotted for both CTxB and 

VLA-4, with and without DNP-stimulation. N = 23 cells from 3 independent 

experiments. Error bars represent SEM. ** p " 0.01, *** p " 0.001.
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Figure 3.11 Fibronectin concentrates with clustered !1-integrin and Fc"RI at 

patterned DNP-SLB features. (A) A488-IgE sensitized RBL cells (green) were allowed 

to settle on DNP-SLB patterns (red) and were subsequently fixed and labeled for 

fibronectin (FN) with a primary and secondary antibody (blue). (B) SLB patterned 

features without the 10 mol % DNP-capped lipid, however, show a more diffuse pattern 

of FN labeling, mostly localized to the cell edges and not colocalized with patterned 

features. (C) DNP-BSA patterned features show minimal accumulation of FN.
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polymerization using CytoD (Figure 3.9C). In addition, a loss of fluorescence at 

patterned sites resulted from the preincubation of cells with 1 mg/mL RGD peptide 

(Figure 3.9D), now with a ~ 40% reduction compared to the control. !1-integrin 

connections to the actin cytoskeleton, whether as part of trafficking REs or within a focal 

adhesion complex at the plasma membrane, appear to be important for !1-integrin 

accumulation with Fc"RI, as is the need for available integrin ligand (i.e., RGD) at these 

sites of IgE-Fc"RI bound to DNP. The radial fluorescence ratios, averaged from multiple 

cells, for the control and these two treatments (CytoD and RGD) are summarized in 

Figure 3.9G. 

Some of the clearest effects on the stable association of !1-containing integrins 

with surface-patterned DNP were observed after pretreatment of RBL cells with 10 

#g/mL soluble anti-VLA-4 mAb. The cells remained largely rounded after the standard 

incubation on patterns, but no concentration of !1-integrin at patterned sites could be 

detected (Figure 3.9E). A similar result was seen after preloading cells with BAPTA-AM 

for 30 min prior to incubation on patterns, as shown in Figure 3.9F. (Ca2+ was withheld 

while cells were allowed to settle on the DNP-SLB surfaces at 37˚C). Interestingly, 

A488-IgE-Fc"RI clustering at patterned sites was also affected by calcium chelation, 

reducing the strong, homogeneous concentration of fluorescence typically observed on 

DNP-SLB patterns (compare the right image in Figure 3.9F to the top image in Figure 

3.3B). The reason for this effect on IgE-Fc"RI accumulation is not altogether clear, but 

previous work with RBL cells noted diminished IgE-Fc"RI binding on supported lipid 

bilayers when calcium and magnesium were withheld.62 The absence of !1-integrin 

fluorescence at patterned sites following either anti-VLA-4 mAb or BAPTA-AM 
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treatment resulted in average radial fluorescence ratios below 1 and these are not plotted 

in Figure 3.9G. Thus, minimal cell spreading and no integrin clustering under these 

conditions strongly suggests !1-integrins, including VLA-4, are key participants in Fc"RI 

engagement with ligand and that Ca2+ is a required component for maintaining !1-

integrin trafficking63 and is particularly important for the regulation of VLA-4 activity 

and conformational state.64–66 

Finally, to specifically address whether VLA-4 and !1-integrins can bind to RGD 

ligands when the cells adhere to patterned surfaces, we evaluated FN localization with an 

mAb for FN. In addition to observing diffuse FN labeling across the cell ventral surface, 

we found that this anti-FN label strongly colocalized with patterned DNP-SLB features 

(Figure 3.11A). This concentration of FN seemed to mimic the preferential recruitment of 

!1-integrins to patterned DNP features in contact with the cell edge, and with a similar ~ 

70% of imaged cells. Further, no FN accumulation was observed at patterned SLB 

features without the DNP-cap-DPPE ligand (Figure 3.11B) and a similar absence of FN 

labeling could be seen with patterned DNP-SLBs when cells were incubated at 4˚C (data 

not shown). As shown in Figure 3.11C, limited concentration of FN was found 

colocalized with DNP-BSA patterned features. Thus, localized DNP-stimulated secretion 

of FN may accompany, the dynamic regulation of !1-integrin trafficking and 

subsequently facilitate integrin ligand binding in association with activated IgE-Fc"RI in 

RBL cells. 

 

3.4 Discussion 
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3.4.1 Patterned ligand surfaces provide insight into the spatial organization of early 

Fc!RI signaling partners 

A complex series of intracellular signaling processes, initiated with IgE-Fc!RI 

aggregation, orchestrate ligand-dependent mast cell activation. Although the immediate 

receptor-proximal signaling events appear to be essential for the release of chemical 

mediators, receptor-distal signaling events diverge to regulate the various mechanisms by 

which these mediators are released and key molecules are incorporated into the larger 

signaling complex.  

Our results establish that the mast cell actin cytoskeleton provides an important 

support system for many of these molecules, helping to organize their distribution at the 

plasma membrane in response to localized DNP-stimulation. Properties associated with 

extracellular binding of IgE-Fc!RI to ligand also appear to play a major role in this, 

depending on whether DNP is free to diffuse or covalently tethered to a surface. 

Diffusion-mediated trapping on DNP-SLB patterned surfaces likely results in a high 

density of mobile receptors,40 and enough collisions within the defined micron-sized 

regions, may promote transient Fc!RI oligomerization and transphosphorylation of 

ITAMS by Lyn kinase to initiate signaling. DNP-BSA patterned surfaces, on the other 

hand, confine receptor mobility, preventing clustered receptors from accumulating within 

the middle of the small patterned area, and yet downstream signaling molecules are 

clearly recruited and a significant degranulation response is possible,40 owing to the fact 

that (nearly) every activated receptor is strictly bound to ligand. Our results suggest that 

Fc!RI ligand mobility and density initially determine the spatial regulation of various 
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downstream signaling components while the actin cytoskeleton may accumulate at DNP-

stimulated sites to further organize the progression of signaling. 

The mechanism by which CytoD inhibits actin polymerization and prevents the 

micron-scale accumulation of Lyn,28 but not initial tyrosine phosphorylation4 or Syk 

kinase accumulation, contributes to the understanding that the participation of the actin 

cytoskeleton changes as signaling progresses. Despite evidence for direct interactions 

between Lyn and Syk in mast cells,67 and in B cells,68 the association of Syk SH2 

domains with the IgE receptor69 are recognized as the predominant means for activating 

and connecting Syk to downstream signaling and thus the recruitment we observe 

remains unaltered after inhibiting F-actin polymerization. Phosphorylated Fc!RI, 

specifically phosphorylated " subunits, recruit Syk whose consequent phosphorylation 

seems indispensable to many,70 if not all, receptor downstream responses. In the absence 

of extracellular calcium, receptor-induced morphological changes and actin redistribution 

are still visible,71 but with Syk inhibitors and Syk-negative cells actin remodeling is 

effectively abolished, and these adverse effects are seemingly tied to the loss of focal 

adhesion kinase activity,72 which underlies F-actin activity. 

This necessity for receptor bound and activated Syk is consistent with our finding 

a strong signal from phosphorylated PLC"1 (PLC"1-pY783) at patterned sites and, 

additionally, in Syk- cells we do not observe PLC"1 recruitment to patterned ligand. 

PLC" isoforms are primary targets of immune receptor signaling and among the different 

phospholipases, PLC" is distinct in that tyrosine kinases tightly regulate its activation.73,74 

Mast cells have two PLC" isoforms, PLC"1 and PLC"2, and their PH and SH3 domains 

have the potential to interact with membrane lipids and proteins, and with cytoskeletal 
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proteins.75,76 In contrast to the B and T cell systems, both isoforms are phosphorylated in 

mast cells in response to cross-linked Fc!RI, but only PLC"1 is specifically directed to 

specialized regions of the plasma membrane.10 These regions are detergent-resistant 

membrane domains and, in addition to being identified as sites of PI(4,5)P2 synthesis – 

PI(4,5)P2 is the substrate for PLC"1 – they are also known sites for ligand-stimulated 

actin polymerization.77 Our results support this model to reveal that a significant fraction 

of PLC"1 is intimately linked to an F-actin scaffold that allows PLC"1 to concentrate 

with patterned DNP activated Fc!RI. 

Whereas Syk and PLC"1 are largely cytosolic in resting cells, LAT, on the other 

hand, is a transmembrane protein with important C26 and C29 palmitoylation sites.78,79 

This membrane localization and palmitoylation may establish the basis for some of the 

different responses we observe for LAT at patterned DNP surfaces. Significant debate 

has questioned the extent to which the membrane domain localization of LAT influences 

its function. Early work using cysteine mutants concluded LAT association with ordered 

membrane domains was required for its function,79 while later studies demonstrated LAT 

targeting to the plasma membrane was sufficient, irrespective of its lipid domain 

preference.78,80 Further still, recent work in RBL cells used a panel of LAT variants with 

a range of affinities for ordered membrane domains, to reveal that palmitoylation and 

transmembrane properties (domain length and sequence) were both critical factors for 

LAT membrane partitioning.81 

However, our results suggest that the intrinsic membrane properties of LAT alone 

are not sufficient to explain the selective compartmentalization we observe after ligand 

stimulation of Fc!RI. Ligand presentation and the actin cytoskeleton appear to provide 
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important contributions to the activities of LAT as well. Differences in LAT 

accumulation, along with the occasional appearance of concentrated LAT fluorescence 

off patterned sites, may be suggestive of the ability of LAT to operate as a separate 

signaling hub82 independent from activated Fc!RI. Accordingly, direct effects from 

CytoD treatment may diverge for the two pattern types tested if activated LAT serves as a 

binding partner for a number of signaling molecules, including PLC"1, Grb2, and PI3K, 

and these are stabilized differently between patterned DNP-SLB and patterned DNP-BSA 

features. In the context of T cells, microclusters enriched in LAT, and in TCR, connect to 

actin filaments via linker proteins83,84 (e.g., WASP and Nck). Interactions within Fc!RI 

signaling complexes in RBL cells could be similar in that by restricting F-actin 

polymerization and, as a result, these linker proteins, LAT activity may be negatively 

affected.  

Moreover, the recruitment of LAT to patterned DNP-BSA sites may help to 

explain why we do not see a complete loss of PLC"1 at patterned DNP-BSA after CytoD 

treatment, as LAT recruitment unaffected by the inhibition of actin polymerization may 

still allow for PLC"1 recruitment, albeit limited. LAT clearly associates with patterned 

ligand sites, but the scale of clustering we observe here, and previously,85 is significantly 

larger than the LAT clustering identified in earlier work with immuno-gold labeling.86,87 

In this regard, a complete picture of the differences for LAT activity between DNP-SLB 

and DNP-BSA stimulating surfaces may not be readily explained at the optical resolution 

used here for imaging entire cells. 

The signaling we observe at patterned surfaces also elicits distinct intracellular 

trafficking events. This revolves around complex exocytotic machinery that helps to 
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maintain and modulate plasma membrane composition and function.88 Membrane 

trafficking mechanisms are in place to provide both positive and negative signals in 

immune cells for activating specific molecular targets, generating second messengers, 

inducing cytoskeletal changes, promoting granule fusion, and even recruiting proteins to 

the immune synapse, like an intracellular pool of LAT.89 

In particular, Ras signaling seems to be linked to IgE-Fc!RI activation52 and our 

patterned surface approach confirms this to further show that membrane localized H-Ras 

relies on DNP-stimulated trafficking of recycling endosomes. An intracellular pool of H-

Ras can be seen through confocal imaging and significantly reduced H-Ras localization 

to patterned DNP-BSA sites was observed at 4˚C (data not shown). Quite clearly, H-Ras 

concentrates at a subset of DNP-BSA patterned sites in a process that seems tightly 

correlated with the mobility and/or density of ligand.  

Several lines of evidence may provide some explanation for why only peripheral 

patterned sites, and why only so few, show this H-Ras clustering. Previous work has 

found that active, GTP-bound H-Ras appears primarily within membrane ruffles and at 

cell edges following stimulation.56 It seems possible then that active H-Ras in mast cells 

could concentrate at the cell edge but now this shows up most dramatically as 

concentrated fluorescence at individual patterned sites in contact with the periphery of the 

cell. As for why such a small number of patterned sites show clustered H-Ras, earlier 

work demonstrated that mast cells are not solely dependent upon the Fc!RI for classical 

Ras signaling to activate ERK.90 Even though stimulation of Fc!RI appears capable of 

activating ERK, mast cells may bypass H-Ras altogether (in activation of Raf)90 and, 

hence, H-Ras may only be recruited to very few peripheral patterned DNP-BSA sites. In 
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complement to these results with H-Ras, antibody labeling of RBL cells for 

phosphorylated ERK (pERK) shows minimal activation at DNP-BSA patterns (Appendix 

2, Figure A2.4), but this step may be too far downstream to reveal clear concentration of 

activated molecules. 

Despite DNP-SLB features being capable of providing a region densely packed 

with many (~ thousands of) mobile receptors, DNP-BSA patterned features appear to 

establish a more sustained, stable, and/or confined response for Fc!RI stimulation of H-

Ras. H-Ras trafficking to the plasma membrane and individual fusion events are expected 

to be dynamic and accumulation at patterned DNP-BSA sites may occur through one or 

more conditions: membrane fusion events and exocytotic machinery are altered,88 more 

H-Ras endosomes simply do not fuse readily and appear to concentrate, and/or these 

endosomes fuse but now H-Ras becomes confined to an environment at the plasma 

membrane that is conducive to its activation and signaling and thus localized 

fluorescence accumulates. Like CTxB, H-Ras prefers ordered membrane domains due to 

its palmitoylation anchors and an interesting comparison would study K-Ras, which is 

anchored by a polybasic sequence and farnesylation (or geranylgeranyl when 

farnesyltransferase is inhibited), and localizes predominantly to disordered plasma 

membrane domains.55 Future live cell imaging will offer decisive information on these 

activities with Ras and likely help to reveal why DNP-SLB patterned features do not 

show concentrated H-Ras: are H-Ras clusters simply able to diffuse away following 

activation at DNP-SLB contact sites? 

Together, our results here emphasize how the membrane cytoskeleton, Fc!RI, and 

trafficking processes in mast cells make significant contributions to specific signaling 
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steps, stabilize the development of receptor associated complexes, and oversee the spatial 

arrangement of key signaling molecules at the plasma membrane. 

 

3.4.2 VLA-4 and !1-containing integrins mediate RBL cell spreading and facilitate 

Fc"RI signaling in response to localized, surface patterned DNP 

Previous studies with RBL mast cells have not explicitly investigated integrin 

organization with respect to sites of Fc!RI activation nor their distribution with respect to 

the actin cytoskeleton and resulting mechanical forces. Toward characterizing these 

structure-function relationships, our patterned surface approach has enabled the direct 

visualization of VLA-4 and a closer study of mast cell "1-containing integrins clustered 

with activated Fc!RI. 

Sites of inflammation correspond with an increase in the concentration of ECM 

proteins91 and these molecules can be chemotactic for mast cells,92 as well as enhancers 

for Fc!RI-mediated degranulation.19,25 An increasing number of mast cells are recruited 

to these sites and this leads to an amplification of the inflammatory response to either 

accelerate the elimination of the allergen source or, paradoxically, result in the expansion 

of a chronic allergic reaction. Thus, the modulation of mast cell adhesion via integrins to 

the ECM represents a critical step in in vivo Fc!RI signaling. 

Our result with pattern-localized, DNP-stimulated FN secretion reveals that mast 

cells themselves are capable of fine-tuning their adhesion response for the benefit of 

efficient spreading and degranulation. (Mast cells may also synthesize laminin and 

collagen93). "1-containing integrins, including VLA-4, are more likely prepared to 

colocalize with Fc!RI if FN (RGD) ligand is present at patterned DNP sites; significantly 
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reduced !1-intergin clustering results from preincubation of cells with soluble RGD. 

Stimulated outward trafficking of both the integrin and its ligand could be a particularly 

effective mechanism for regulating adhesion, spreading, and motility. This simultaneous 

organization of the essential outside-in and inside-out signaling cues has the potential to 

maximize integrin function, cytoskeletal assembly, and contributions to other signaling 

pathways.59,94,95 

For mast cells, this combined effect seems to translate most visibly into enhanced 

spreading. Indeed, when FN was incorporated into micron-sized patterned features (e.g. 

Rhodamine-FN) RBL cells were noticeably more spread (see Appendix 2, Figures A2.9 

and Figure A2.10B). IgE-Fc"RI recruitment to surface bound DNP in the presence of FN 

was clearly altered, giving rise to some of the most uniform accumulation of IgE-Fc"RI 

within individual patterned sites, and even more uniform than that seen on DNP-SLB 

patterned sites (compare Figure A2.10B with the top row in Figure 3.3B). Cells establish 

a large contact surface under these FN-presenting conditions and this may prove 

advantageous for the targeted release of cytokines, histamines, and other inflammatory 

mediators in mast cells. Indeed, the modification of cell shape has been characterized as 

an important component for enhanced secretion,19,25,26 and this could be the result of 

additional signaling cues, potentially coming from stretch-sensitive ion channels in mast 

cells,96 along with integrins and focal adhesion proteins. Vinculin97 and talin98 are 

observed recruited to patterned DNP sites,29 and moreover, these molecules have been 

found upregulated by mechanical force.97,98 RBL cell spreading on FN markedly 

potentiates Fc"RI-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of FAK99 and paxillin,100 and these 

are also primary constituents in the assembly of focal adhesion structures.101  
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The !1-integrin clustering we find at patterned DNP-SLB sites relies on actin 

polymerization and F-actin dynamics are directly linked to physical forces across the cell, 

and within focal adhesion complexes. The membrane associated actin network can 

redistribute regulatory molecules and alter the mobility and function of integral 

membrane proteins,102 including integrins.103 Exactly why we do not see !1-integrin 

recruited to DNP-BSA, and only DNP-SLB, patterned features is not altogether clear, but 

the actin cytoskeleton as well as the form of ligand presentation (mobility and density) 

are among the factors that contributing to this discrepancy. 

The capability of immune cells to respond to different stimulatory surfaces has 

been shown to have significant consequences on the lateral mobility and activation state 

of integrins.104 With patterned DNP-BSA, Fc"RI is immobilized and F-actin appears 

thoroughly confined to these clusters (see Appendix 2, Figure A2.4B). A rigid actin 

network may not be able to mobilize the necessary forces for shuttling !1-integrins to 

these signaling sites as seen on DNP-SLB patterns, especially if specific trafficking 

mechanisms are also required for integrin localization and/or activation. Specialized 

trafficking processes may be a strong underlying cause as differential H-Ras trafficking is 

also found between the two pattern types. While H-Ras preferentially localizes to DNP-

BSA patterns, this may translate to kinetic segregation or molecular crowding105 on these 

DNP-BSA patterns and thus !1-integrin trafficking is largely altered or excluded. 

Furthermore, IgE-Fc"RI could be doing more to mediate adhesion at these DNP-BSA 

sites than !1-integrins and the IgE-Fc"RI clustering seen primarily at the edges of these 

patterned features in a “ring-like” shape could be preventing micron-scale integrin 

accumulation. Perhaps the reduced localization of DNP-stimulated FN secretion found at 
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DNP-BSA patterns (Figure 3.11C) could be of the clearest explanations for the lack of 

integrin recruitment. Less FN ligand is present and !1-integrins may neither be readily 

trafficked nor recruited from the plasma membrane to these sites. 

Together, our results using patterned DNP surfaces expose significant 

participation from the actin cytoskeleton and integrins within Fc"RI signaling activities. 

Integrin clustering with the Fc"RI is a novel finding that offers key information on where 

mechanical signaling may tightly couple with biochemical signaling in RBL mast cells. 

In fact, working toward a more detailed investigation of this, we have begun employing 

molecular tension sensor (MTS) surfaces, developed by the Salaita lab,106 to compare the 

localization of integrins, F-actin, Fc"RI, and associated signaling components, with sites 

of induced mechanical forces (Appendix 2, Figure A2.11). Preliminary results indicate 

that mast cell integrins binding ligand, and Fc"RI binding a DNP-based MTS, do not 

need to exert substantial forces (only ~ 8 pN) in order to mediate adhesion and spreading. 

We also observe that these MTS ligand-binding events are differentially distributed 

across the ventral surface depending on the ligand (i.e., FN domains 9-10 vs RGD 

peptide) and, along with our results shown in Figures 3.9A and A2.8A, this may point 

toward specialized functions for the various mast cell integrins in mechanochemical 

signaling.107 

In summary, patterned DNP surfaces have proven to be a useful tool to study the 

spatial aspects of the Fc"RI signaling. This technique has allowed us to identify a number 

of downstream signaling partners that cluster at DNP patterns in an F-actin and ligand 

mobility dependent manner (see Table A2.1). Our experiments with surface-patterned, 

mobile and immobile, DNP show that the formation of macromolecular Fc"RI signaling 
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complexes in mast cells contain Syk, PLC!1, LAT, and H-Ras, as well as paxillin, F-

actin, and integrins. A novel radial analysis approach offers an informative quantification 

of cell responses to help define the extent of recruitment, activation, and/or F-actin 

dependence of these different proteins. Future work with this patterned approach will 

offer new details on other spatial and temporal aspects of Fc"RI signaling, provide for 

further study of endocytosis and membrane recycling mechanisms, and enable a better 

understanding of the relative influence of ligand density on Fc"RI signaling activities. 
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Chapter 4 

Summary and Future Directions 

 

4.1 Patterned ligand surfaces in studying receptor mediated signaling 

Parylene-patterned surfaces have provided our laboratory with an effective tool 

for answering specific questions, and uncovering new details, in both the EGFR and 

Fc!RI systems. This approach has thoroughly demonstrated its utility in allowing us to 

study the activities of these two receptors, their downstream signaling partners, and the 

contributions from the actin cytoskeleton and other plasma membrane-associated 

molecules.1–3 

Capturing transmembrane receptors in living cells with surface-patterned ligands 

or antibodies has been pioneered and successfully applied by many others.4–9 A few 

advantages of a parylene patterning approach over other methods (e.g., microcontact 

printing) include the preparation of uniform features at micron and submicron sizes with 

high fidelity, as well as the versatility to present diverse biomaterial, either covalently 

attached or as part of a fluid lipid bilayer, for a range of applications.10 The ability to 

mechanically peel away the parylene to establish spatially defined features provides this 

technique with another positive point. However, this can come at the cost of damaging 

patterned features if not careful with tweezers for lifting off the parylene; fortunately 

parylene removes easily as a contiguous sheet when patterned at appropriate thicknesses 

and this greatly minimizes the loss of patterned features. 

In the Baird-Holowka laboratory, parylene-patterned surfaces have provided an 

amenable and precise method to spatially confine the presentation of receptor ligands. 
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Paired with fluorescence microscopy, we have been able to visualize the formation of 

macromolecular EGFR and Fc!RI signaling complexes and assess to what extent 

signaling molecules are physically associated and what key signaling steps regulate their 

interactions (e.g., phosphorylation and/or F-actin polymerization). Some novel findings 

include: the components of the Ras-ERK pathway colocalizing with EGF patterned sites3 

(phospho-ERK is an important nuclear translocation signal11), phosphoinositides 

stabilizing EGFR signaling complexes by way of F-actin (chapter 2), intracellular vesicle 

trafficking and plasma membrane targeting is spatially regulated (chapter 3 and previous 

work12), and focal adhesion structure in mast cells relies on the activity of paxillin, 

integrins, and other F-actin linked proteins (chapter 3 and previous work2). Inverting the 

traditional ligand-binding-receptor paradigm with this patterned approach has expanded 

our understanding of the spatial and temporal cues associated with EGFR and Fc!RI 

signaling, bringing to light a complex hierarchy of local and external factors that these 

signaling complexes must organize for a specific cell response(s). 

The molecular interactions underlying the assembly and dynamics of these 

complexes can be especially challenging to study in the case of low densities and a 

homogeneous distribution across the plasma membrane. More traditional techniques to 

quantify protein interactions in live cells, such as FRET13 or FCS,14 may not always 

provide a clear picture where transient interactions, low affinity for ligand, or large 

multiprotein complexes are present. Thus, a surface-patterned ligand approach, like the 

parylene patterning technique described here, offers significant advantages in controlling 

membrane-mediated signaling events and specific interactions for the benefit of analysis. 

These processes can be spatially confined and various complicating factors associated 
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with distance and position can be offset or more easily accounted for. Stated another way, 

the location of the particular response is now known, or predicted, and quantification can 

then be specifically directed to these sites. 

While other methods have been explored in the analysis of cellular responses on 

patterned surfaces,15,16 the radial analysis method presented in this thesis supplies an 

assessment of protein clustering without having to rely on detailed cross-correlations15 or 

the development of complicated image manipulations.17 The relatively uniform patterned 

feature size and periodicity provide for systematic quantification via Matlab code that 

may be utilized to detect changes in image intensities and spatially map distributions 

within and across patterned features. Further, the fluorescence ratio, as a measure of 

protein clustering, is explicit in its meaning as on-vs-off pattern fluorescence can be 

readily compared within and between individual cells. However, specific selection 

criteria for On Pattern and Off Pattern regions have the potential to obscure information 

on the extent protein recruitment (e.g., IgE-Fc!RI and downstream protein clustering at 

DNP-BSA patterns in chapter 3). Under or overestimates in reported values may also 

result if certain patterned features are distorted and/or if high or low fluorescence 

intensities are inadvertently incorporated into the On Pattern and Off Pattern averages, 

based on the localized patterned center and feature size. The plotting of pixel intensities 

as a function of distance with this analysis approach serves as an additional means to help 

interpret the fluorescence ratio and identify specific characteristics in the distribution of 

fluorescence at or near patterned sites. 

Alongside improvements for quantifying results, parylene-patterned surfaces have 

the potential to incorporate other new strategies to attach functional ligands and present a 
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range of biomolecules18 for studying specific cellular responses. A parylene masked 

surface could be used to help establish a gradient of receptor ligand densities, where the 

arrangement of functionalized regions could be further determined through an applied 

electric field.19 Patterned ligands or the scaffold on which they sit may incorporate 

photocleavable or photoactivated molecules to provide greater temporal and spatial 

control over when a cell is triggered to respond.20–22 Superresolution microscopy would 

be a significant addition to investigating these aspects with a new level of detail. 

Designing parylene feature sizes on the order of tens of nanometers could pair well with 

superresolution microscopy and, incorporation more varied spatial arrangements, this 

could aid in revealing distinct cellular activities. (Feature dimensions in parylene below 

100 nm have been achieved through the use of an ultra-thin aluminum layer to act as an 

etch mask23). Even 3D structures could be prepared beneath the parylene prior to 

photolithographic patterning and ligand attachment. Thick parylene masks have been 

used previously as a stencil to generate structures with many different shapes and 

dimensions.24 Many current surface-based methods for presenting receptor ligands could 

benefit from a patterned approach. In fact, as part of our collaboration with the Salaita 

lab, initial experiments have been performed to use parylene coated surfaces to pattern 

the DNA-based molecular tension sensor (MTS) probes in order to study integrin and 

Fc!RI activities (preliminary results for MTS surfaces are shown without patterning in 

Appendix 2, Figures A2.11-A2.13).   

Combining a parylene patterned approach with the range of techniques just 

described could offer significant, additional versatility and insight into signaling 

mechanisms central to EGFR, Fc!RI, and other cell surface receptor systems. 
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4.2 Future directions in patterned ligand surfaces to study EGFR, Fc!RI, and 

integrin signaling 

Future work with these receptor systems will involve obtaining dynamic 

information, monitoring the progression of receptor engagement with surface-patterned 

ligand as well as tracking intracellular recruitment of signaling molecules and surface 

targeted exocytosis events. A significant component in this would also evaluate 

functional consequences of localized signaling; a readout for Ca2+ mobilization and 

determining if actin cytoskeleton-dependent protein recruitment translates to strong 

regulation of signaling outcomes via actin polymerization are among the potential next 

steps in this work. 

While nearly all of the experiments described in the previous chapters included 

observations from roughly a single time point (~ 40 min to allow the majority of cells to 

adhere and respond to ligand), data from live cell imaging12 would provide an important 

contribution to the results presented thus far. New details on the kinetics of receptor 

signaling complex formation, in response to mobile and immobilized surface-patterned 

ligand, would be very instructive. Perhaps regulating temperature as an added feature 

here could be useful, detecting protein recruitment differences at 4˚C and 37˚C 

(experiments and molecular modeling of EGFR point toward strong temperature 

dependencies25). Assessing recruitment and kinase activation as a function of ligand 

density may help answer questions regarding the size of receptor clusters and if negative 

and/or positive binding cooperativity is present for different methods of ligand 

presentation. Mobile and immobile receptor ligand presentation appears to have 

significant consequences for EGFR cluster size and subsequent activation.26 Further 
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analysis on results from chapter 3 and follow up experiments may offer some explanation 

if similar effects are observed in Fc!RI activation.  

As highlighted in our study of the EGFR, phosphoinositides, and specifically 

PI(4,5)P2, contribute to the regulation of F-actin clustering with receptor complexes,27 

and observing perturbations to the plasma membrane pool of PI(4,5)P2 in real-time28 

could offer new details on cytoskeletal redistribution and EGFR localization at patterned 

sites. Live cell characterization may help define the rate at which acute manipulation of 

PI(4,5)P2 affects F-actin polymerization. The relative importance of PI(4,5)P2 for 

receptor internalization29 could also be addressed while in monitoring clathrin coated pits 

at patterned sites (surface immobilized ligand prevents receptor endocytosis). 

Endocytic and recycling pathways sort cargos to a range of subcellular 

compartments as distinct lipid and protein constituents are transported in a 

spatiotemporally regulated manner. Our surface patterning approach has been invaluable 

for identifying important mast cell endocytic trafficking, including recycling endosomes 

with CTxB, H-Ras, and integrins. Mast cells depend on SNARE membrane fusion 

proteins for the controlled release of vesicles with these components as well as secretory 

granules. One of these SNARE proteins, vesicle-associated membrane protein-8 (VAMP-

8), has been previously used to monitor stimulated exocytosis in RBL cells.30 Several 

recent, preliminary experiments with surface-patterned DNP and a fluorescent, pH 

sensitive VAMP8-pHluorin show specific, localized fusion events at the plasma 

membrane. Continued work with this approach will be useful to learn more about the 

spatiotemporal organization of VAMP8 at the plasma membrane. Further, there is the 
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potential to shed new light on evidence for VAMP8 differentially regulating granule and 

cytokine exocytosis pathways.31 

Other SNARE proteins (i.e., VAMP2 and VAMP3) have been shown to regulate 

!1 integrin trafficking,32 and our ability to present a well-defined stimulus could be 

extended to study this and other related integrin activities. Integrin trafficking events 

underlie a significant number cellular process,33 and by using live cells, a patterned 

surface with different ECM ligands, or MTS probes, could prove invaluable to 

investigating integrin dynamics and answering a number of questions, including: Do 

different mast cell integrins play different roles in cell adhesion and 

mechanotransduction?34 What functional outcomes (e.g., degranulation) correlate with 

spatially localized, mechanical forces in Fc"RI and integrin ligand binding? Additional 

information on the regulatory contributions from F-actin and integrins to other receptor 

signaling complexes may be readily identified as a consequence of future work. 

Several important limitations are worth considering with this patterning technique 

as applied to the study of cell responses. Receptor internalization is arrested with surface 

tethered ligand and the fact that ligand is presented on a surface may not fully represent 

physiological conditions. While membrane-anchored growth factor has been 

characterized as biologically active in juxtacrine signaling,35,36 soluble ligand still serves 

an important role in transmitting essential signals to cells throughout the surrounding 

tissue and the internalization of ligand-bound receptor is a significant part of RTK signal 

regulation.37 With immune cell signaling, antigen-presenting cells (APCs) are a required 

source of surface bound ligand for stimulating T cell receptors.38 Recent work points out 

mast cells, with primed Fc"RI, make contact with dendritic cells for significant 
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modulation of cytokine production and ligand transfer for subsequent T cell activation.39 

However, mast cells are almost exclusively presented with freely diffusing ligand, and as 

demonstrated by previous work in our laboratory, RBL cells will chemotax to ligand in a 

dose-dependent manner.40 Thus, patterned ligand surfaces may help illuminate important 

receptor mediated activities, but a complete understanding of the conditions affecting 

receptor-ligand binding necessitates further in vivo study. 

Still, ligands of well-defined structure and valency have provided detailed 

information about the fundamental requirements for IgE-Fc!RI cross-linking and 

functionally active signaling complexes.41,42 Greater insight into cross-linking-dependent 

changes at the nanoscale43 and signal initiation through downstream components have 

been characterized through a number of biochemical and biophysical methods.1,44,45 More 

work however will be important to establishing a complete picture of Fc!RI signal 

propagation, connecting cytoskeletal rearrangements, integrin mediated adhesion, and 

specific signaling molecules with the mast cell immune allergic response. 

Continued study of other RTKs and their signaling activities is also needed, and a 

ligand patterning approach may provide novel insight.46 Significant progress has been 

made in the RTK field since Stanley Cohen first observed that EGF causes advanced 

incisor growth and eyelid opening in neonatal mice.47 Yet, while many of the individual 

molecules involved in RTK and EGFR signaling are characterized, a complete 

understanding of how these networks function in homeostasis – or malfunction in disease 

– will require further definition. 

Novel micro- and nanodevices48 have been able to contribute immensely to the 

fields of cell biology, molecular biotechnology, and medicine. The parylene patterned 
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approach serves as just one example of how it is now possible to study the details of 

biological systems at the cellular and molecular scale, and design new synthetic systems 

that can alter physiological responses by capitalizing on these findings. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

 

 
Table A1.1 Many proteins are recruited to EGFR signaling complexes. “Yes” 
indicates the protein was observed colocalized with patterned EGF as determined by a 
PCC value of ! 0.5 or an average radial fluorescence value > 1. “No” indicates the 
protein was not observed colocalized with patterned EGF as defined by the PCC value of 
< 0.5 or an average radial fluorescence value of ~ 1. A “-” indicates that the experiment 
was not performed. Experiments were carried out as described in chapter 2 Materials and 
methods, section 2.2.4, (and previously1) in the absence (control) or presence of 
inhibitors as indicated. Abbreviations: Src kinase inhibitor (PP2); EGFR tyrosine kinase 
inhibitor (Iressa); inhibitors of PI(4,5)P2 synthesis phenylarsine oxide (PAO) and 
quercetin; F-actin polymerization inhibitor cytochalasin D (CytoD). 
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Figure A1.1 Procedure for gluing parylene patterned glass chips to MatTek dishes. 

Recently cleaned glass parylene patterned surfaces (A), MatTek dishes with a 10 mm 

hole (P35-10-C-NON), and NOA glue (Norland Optical Adhesive P/N 68T01) (B) are 

placed in the fume hood. NOA glue is stored at 4˚C and protected from light; the glue is 

allowed to come to room temperature before use. MatTek dishes are cleaned with ethanol 

and dried with nitrogen to remove plastic particulate. In the fume hood, the least amount 

of glue possible is applied (using a pipet tip or other tool with a fine tip (C)) around the 

edge of the MatTek dish opening, on the underside of the dish (D). A syringe needle has 

proven particularly effective for this. With tweezers, patterned chips are placed over the 

opening on the bottom side of the dish and as centered as possible (E). Important: the 

parylene-patterned side must be facing down before setting the chip onto the MatTek dish 

with glue. The tweezers are used to gently press down to ensure all glue has formed a seal 

around the MatTek dish hole and placing additional weight (e.g., a liquid filled 50 mL 

falcon tube) on the glued chip (F) helps ensure a more even seal. The MatTek dishes with 

patterns are then placed on a bench UV lamp (UVP Benchtop Transilluminator) for ~ 15-

30 seconds depending on the amount and age of the glue (G). NOA product information 

suggests allowing the glue to fully cure after this for several days, and optimum adhesion 

to glass will come with aging over a period of about one week (product details: 

https://www.norlandprod.com/adhesives/NOA%2068T.html). Alternatively this optimum 

adhesion can also be obtained by heating at 50°C for 12 hours. 
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Figure A1.2 Radial analysis of cell responses at peripheral EGF patterned features. 

Incorporating a few additional image processing steps, patterned features in contact with 

the periphery of a cell are also analyzed with this radial method (the same cell here is 

shown in Figure 2.2). To select this subset of patterned features for analysis, a Matlab 

interface can be opened as shown in H. After clicking specific patterned features to 

exclude from subsequent analysis, a black and white mask is generated to help confirm 

this set of “Patterned Features For Analysis.” A “Difference From Threshold” image is 

also created to offer further assurance that the centers of the selected patterned features 

have been correctly localized. Next, the approximate “cell center” (green circle in C) is 

determined from a polygon drawn around the individual cell (I). The x y coordinates of 

the cell center are then compared with the x y coordinates of each localized patterned 

feature. Using several conditional statements coded in Matlab, patterned feature locations 

relative to the cell center are identified (as they appear in one of the Cartesian coordinate 

quadrants). The necessary angle of rotation is then calculated to reorient each patterned 

feature with the cell center now positioned on its right; an example is shown in I. The 

Average Cell Response image is generated by collecting each of these rotated peripheral 

patterned features (D). For radially plotting pixel intensities (F), a region is defined that 

includes only the cell fluorescence and this typically fills one quarter of the circle defined 

in the Average Cell Response image (yellow arc in D). Finally, the [average] Cell 

Fluorescence ratio value (G) is then prepared, as described in chapter 2 section 2.2.5. 
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Figure A1.3 !3-integrin is recruited to patterned EGF and patterned fibronectin 

surfaces. NIH-3T3 cells transfected with a !3-integrin-mEGFP (green) are allowed to 

settle on (A) patterned EGF (red) or (B) patterned fibronectin (FN) surfaces (red) for ~ 40 

minutes at 37˚C and are subsequently fixed. Two representative examples are shown for 

A from two independent experiments. (!3-integrin-mEGFP cDNA was a gift from Dr. A. 

Kusumi (Kyoto University)). Among the cells identified as expressing an appropriate 

level of this !3-integrin, modest fluorescence enhancement at patterned EGF surfaces is 

observed in A, whereas minimal concentration of !3-integrin appears on patterned FN 

surfaces in B, surfaces that are presenting the ligand for this particular integrin. A ~ 10 

minute treatment with 500 ng/mL EGF at 37˚C (lower row in B), prior to fixation, causes 

additional !3-integrin-mEGFP recruitment to patterned FN, along with noticeable cell 

ruffling. One explanation for these differences, at least in part, may come from previous 

work where sustained activation by EGF of EGFR and Raf signaling (i.e., the Raf-MEK-

ERK pathway) leads to increased !3-integrin expression.2 Indeed, more cells show 

clustered !3-integrin on EGF surfaces in A (~ 65%) than cells on the FN surfaces in B 

following brief stimulation with EGF (~ 47%). Follow up experiments will be useful to 

test the reproducibility of these results and eventually quantify the distribution of this 

label, comparing different subsets of patterned features in contact with the cells. Carrying 

out other experiments with manganese (Mn2+) treatment,3 Mn2+ has been identified as a 

strong activator of integrins and increases ligand binding affinity,4 may reveal clearer 

preferential recruitment of this integrin to patterned EGF or patterned FN surfaces. Scale 

bar 10 "m.  
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Figure A1.4 EGFR is recruited to patterned fibronectin surfaces. (A) In a single 

experiment paired with the one shown in Figure A1.3B, NIH-3T3 cells transfected with 

EGFR-EGFP (green) were allowed to settle on patterned fibronectin (FN) surfaces (red) 

for ~ 40 minutes at 37˚C. These cells were subsequently fixed and antibody labeled for 

phosphorylated EGFR tyrosine residue Y1173 (blue). The two panels shown highlight 

noticeable EGFR-EGFP clustering at FN patterned sites, with a majority (> 80%) of 

imaged cells showing preferential receptor localization to the patterned sites in contact 

with the periphery of the cells. From a visual impression, pY1173 labeling indicates 

some, albeit weak, EGFR activation at these patterned sites. The integrin clustering 

shown in Figure A1.3B (upper row) could be significantly contributing to the EGFR 

recruitment and activation shown here. These images provide evidence for the connected 

signaling mechanisms between integrins and growth factor receptors. (B) Treatment of 

the sample shown in A with soluble EGF (500 ng/mL) causes the appearance of bright 

puncta/small clusters of EGFR on most cells, in addition to a ~ slight reduction in EGFR-

EGFP concentration at patterned sites, by comparison to the cells imaged before 

treatment shown in A. This result suggests EGFR is still capable of binding EGF 

independent of any co-engagement with integrins and corresponding ligand (i.e., FN). 

However, consistent with evidence for EGFR binding to, and activation by, FN in the 

absence of EGF,5,6 the clustering we observe in A is possible and the stimulation with 

EGF now shown in B may suggest this EGFR binding to FN is weak, transient, or not all  
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clustered and activated EGFR is specifically bound to patterned FN. Binding sites for 

both integrins and EGFR on the same FN molecule5 implies a requirement for the 

juxtaposition of these two receptors, and perhaps a greater set of interactions than merely 

downstream cross-talk.7 Additional experiments will be important for identifying the 

extent of, and mechanisms behind, this receptor co-engagement at FN patterned surfaces. 

Scale bar 10 !m. 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

 
Table A2.1 Many proteins are recruited to Fc!RI signaling complexes. “Yes” 
indicates the protein was observed colocalized with patterned DNP as quantified by a 
PCC value of ! 0.5 or an average radial fluorescence value > 1. “No” indicates the 
protein was not observed colocalized with patterned DNP ligand as defined by the PCC 
value of < 0.5 or an average radial fluorescence value of ~ 1. A “-” indicates that the 
experiment was not performed. A result labeled with “Enhanced” indicates a PCC value 
or average radial fluorescence greater than the value calculated for the control, while 
“Reduced” indicates a value less than that of the control. Some of the results listed here 
were obtained previously1,2 and are marked by an asterisk (*). Experiments were carried 
out as described in chapter 3 Materials and methods section 3.2.5, in the absence 
(control) or presence of 2 "M CytoD on either DNP-SLB or DNP-BSA patterned 
surfaces. Abbreviations: F-actin polymerization inhibitor cytochalasin D (CytoD); focal 
adhesion kinase (FAK); Integrin (Itg); phosphorylated PLC#1-Y783 (pPLC#1); 
phosphorylated LAT-Y191 (pLAT). 
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Figure A2.1 Different integrin labels, !4, !5, and "3, show very little or no 

concentrated fluorescence in response to patterned ligand while focal adhesion 

proteins, FAK and paxillin, cluster at patterned ligand. The plasma membrane 

labeling of RBL cells prior to fixation with an (A) anti-!4-integrin (green) or an (B) anti-

"3-integrin (blue) antibody is shown. It was previously found that RBL cell adhesion and 

degranulation were considerably reduced when cells were incubated with either of these 

antibodies.3 Thus, very limited or no integrin localization observed at patterned ligand 

sites is probably due to the inability of these mAbs to label those integrins already 

engaged with FN ligand at clustered IgE-Fc#RI. (C) Also described in earlier work,2 RBL 

cells expressing an !5-integrin-EGFP show clear exclusion from DNP patterned surfaces. 

However, focal adhesion proteins, including (D) focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and (E) 

paxillin, along with the actin cytoskeleton, do cluster at DNP patterned surfaces. Thus, 

despite the lack of integrin clustering shown in A, B, and C, labeling with an anti-"1-

integrin mAb (Figure 3.9) or expressing a "3-integrin-mEGFP (Figure A2.8) offers more 

conclusive evidence for integrin involvement in IgE-Fc#RI-stimulated signaling. These 

integrins potentially establish the link to the actin cytoskeleton with the different focal 

adhesion proteins observed clustered at patterned DNP sites. Scale bar 10 $m. 
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Figure A2.2 Radial analysis of cell responses at peripheral DNP patterned features. 

(A and B) Incorporating a few additional image processing steps, patterned features in 

contact with the periphery of a cell are also analyzed with this radial method (the same 

two cells here are shown in Figures 3.2A and 3.2B on DNP-SLB and DNP-BSA, 

respectively). To select this subset of patterned features for analysis, a Matlab interface 

can be opened as shown in 8. After clicking specific patterned features to exclude from 

subsequent analysis, a black and white mask is generated to help confirm this set of 

“Patterned Features For Analysis.” A “Difference From Threshold” image is also 

generated to offer further assurance that the centers of the selected patterned features 

have been correctly localized. Next, the approximate “cell center” (green circle in 3) is 

determined from a polygon drawn around the individual cell (9). The x y coordinates of 

the cell center are then compared with the x y coordinates of each localized patterned 

feature. Using several conditional statements coded in Matlab, patterned feature locations 

relative to the cell center are identified (as they appear in one of the Cartesian coordinate 

quadrants). The necessary angle of rotation is then calculated to reorient each patterned 

feature with the cell center now positioned on the right on the individual feature; an 

example is shown in 9. Grouping each of these rotated peripheral patterned features 

together, the Average Cell Response image is generated (4). For radially plotting pixel 

intensities (6), a region is defined that includes only the cell fluorescence and this 

typically fills one quarter of the circle defined in the Average Cell Response image 

(yellow arc in 4). Finally, the [average] Cell Fluorescence ratio value (7) is then 

determined, as described in chapter 3 section 3.2.6. 
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Figure A2.2 (Continued) 
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Figure A2.3 Supported lipid bilayer backfilling of patterned surfaces. Surfaces 

prepared as described in chapter 3 Materials and methods section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 can be 

backfilled with a supported lipid bilayer. (A) Incubation of nonfluorescent lipid vesicles 

containing only POPC on DNP-BSA patterned surfaces (red) establishes a supported 

lipid bilayer in the area surrounding patterned features. A fluorescence intensity line 

profile supports the visual impression given in the overlay image where soluble A488-

IgE (green) still binds to patterned DNP-BSA under these conditions. Compared to 

blocking the surrounding surface with BSA (Figure 3.3A), the supported lipid bilayer 

here serves to further minimize background fluorescence and surface adsorption of A488-

IgE. (B) Patterned DNP-SLB (red) surfaces can also be backfilled with a supported lipid 

bilayer. This backfill POPC SLB here also contains an NBD-capped DOPE (green), 

showing clear evidence for SLB mixing. The rough edges can be seen on individual 

DNP-SLB patterned features and the accompanying intensity line profile confirms 

noticeable NBD fluorescence within these same regions. Effectively no cells were 

observed adherent on this contiguous SLB surface (data not shown), and possible 

explanations for this include the backfill SLB covering the patterned DNP lipid or 

perhaps a significant dilution of the 10 mol% of DNP, initially confined to the patterned 

features, does not allow for effective cell binding. Scale bar 5 !m. 
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Figure A2.4 F-actin concentration with clustered IgE-Fc!RI at patterned ligand 

sites is lost following cytochalasin D treatment. (A) RBL cells expressing a LifeAct-

GFP (green) show F-actin co-clustering with Dy654-IgE (blue) on DNP-SLB patterned 

surfaces (red). (B) Alternatively, cell permeabilization and A647-phalloidin labeling 

(blue) can be used to visualize actin cytoskeleton concentration with DNP-BSA patterned 

sites (red). (C) YFP-Syk expressing RBL cells (green) were treated with 2 !M 

cytochalasin D (CytoD) while incubated on DNP-BSA patterned surfaces. A647-

phalloidin labeling at patterned sites is markedly reduced following this treatment to 

inhibit F-actin polymerization. YFP-Syk clustering, however, remains unaffected and this 

is quantified in Figure 3.4C. Scale bar 10 !m. 
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Figure A2.5 F-actin clustering at DNP patterned sites may not depend on PI(4,5)P2 

at the plasma membrane. (A) RBL cells co-expressing plasma membrane-targeted 

CFP-FRB domain (PM-CFP-FRB) and mRFP-tagged FKBP12-5-phosphatase (mRFP-

FKBP12-5-ptase) are briefly treated with rapamycin (Rapa). Rapa treatment causes FRB 

and FKBP12 dimerization and the recruitment of a type IV 5-ptase to the plasma 

membrane, where PI(4,5)P2 can be hydrolyzed to PI4P. (See Figure 2.8 for an illustration 

of this process). PM-CFP-FRB and mRFP-FKBP12-5-ptase cDNA4 were provided by Dr. 

M. Korzeniowski (Cornell University). (B) RBL cells co-expressing PM-CFP-FRB and 

FKBP12-5-ptase (with the mRFP now removed) are briefly pretreated with 100 nM 

Rapa, before settling on DNP-BSA patterns. Subsequently these cells are fixed and 

labeled for F-actin with A647-phalloidin (blue). Scale bar 10 !m. (C) Radial analysis 

reveals that F-actin recruitment to DNP-BSA patterned sites may be slightly enhanced 

following Rapa treatment. This result is in contrast to those found with NIH-3T3 cells 

expressing the 5-ptase where F-actin clustering at EGF patterns is considerably reduced 

after Rapa treatment (Figure 2.9). As described in more detail in chapter 3, the actin 

cytoskeleton in RBL cells serves distinctly positive and negative roles in Fc"RI signaling 

and thus perturbing its interactions at the plasma membrane may influence its localization 

in different ways than seen with the NIH-3T3 cells. N = 30 cells from at least 3 

independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. * p # 0.05, NS indicates non-

significant statistical difference. 
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Figure A2.6 PLC!1 concentrates with Fc"RI at DNP-SLB patterned surfaces while 

pERK shows weak accumulation at DNP-BSA patterned features in contrast to 

tyrosine phosphorylation at these sites. (A) PLC!1-EGFP expressing RBL cells (green) 

show enhanced concentration of this enzyme to patterned DNP-SLB features (red). The 

spatial organization of clustering is more uniform at these patterned surfaces than that 

found with PLC!1-EGFP at DNP-BSA patterned surfaces (Figure 3.5A). The lower row 

shows a cell treated with 2 "M CytoD, resulting in almost no PLC!1 localization to 

patterned ligand sites. (B) This difference is captured by a line trace across several 

patterned sites for both cells shown in A. This loss of PLC!1 concentration was seen for 

~ 70% of cells from 2 experiments. (C) Limited phosphorylated ERK1/2 (pT202/pY204), 

or pERK, concentrates at patterned DNP-BSA surfaces, found with ~ 60% of cells from a 

single experiment, and a representative example is provided. This result is likely related 

to the limited accumulation of H-Ras observed at patterned DNP features (H-Ras 

signaling is upstream of ERK), shown in Figures 3.7A and 3.7B. (D) Phosphorylated 

protein tyrosine residues, however, labeled with a 4G10 anti-phosphotyrosine (pTyr-

4G10) antibody (blue), show clear colocalized fluorescence with A488-IgE (green) at 

patterned DNP-BSA surfaces (red), for ~ 90% of cells from three separate experiments. 

The spatial organization of the fluorescence here mirrors the strong accumulation of 

A488-IgE-Fc#RI at the edges of individual patterned features. Scale bar 10 "m. 
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Figure A2.7 !3-integrins concentrate near the ventral surface inside unstimulated 

RBL cells. RBL cells were transfected with a !3-integrin-mEGFP (green). (The cDNA 

was a gift from Dr. A. Kusumi (Kyoto University)). (A) These !3-integrin-mEGFP 

expressing cells were cultured on a glass coverslip, fixed, and subsequently labeled for 

paxillin (red) and for F-actin using an A647-labeled phalloidin (blue). Limited, if any, 

colocalization of !3-integrin-mEGFP with A568-labeled paxillin was observed in these 

cells. Scale bar 10 "m. (B) However, !3-integrin-mEGFP and F-actin appear to show 

some overlap, seen at the plasma membrane as well as within a larger region that is 

organized at or near the ventral surface of the cell. This integrin and F-actin region is 

most apparent in migrating cells (seen in A, B, and C) characterized by long protrusions. 

(C) Orthogonal image projections confirm that the localized !3-integrin-mEGFP 

fluorescence is near the ventral surface. As observed in ~ 70% of cells from 3 separate 

transfections, the concentrated !3-integrin-mEGFP fluorescence may suggest the 

accumulation of endosomes with !3-integrins near the ventral surface (see Figure A2.8 

for supporting evidence). Note: the images shown here were acquired at the Cornell 

BRC-Imaging Facility using the shared, NYSTEM (CO29155)- and NIH 

(S10OD018516)-funded Zeiss LSM880 confocal/multiphoton microscope. 
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Figure A2.8 !3-integrins preferentially cluster at more cell middle DNP-SLB 

patterns while an intracellular pool of !3-integrin colocalizes with CTxB labeled 

recycling endosomes. (A) !3-integrin-mEGFP expressing RBL cells (green) show 

distinct fluorescence colocalized with DNP-SLB patterned features (red). (B) A second 

cell example is shown here and an equatorial view of this cell suggests an intracellular 

pool of !3-integrin is stimulated to traffic to patterned ligand sites. (C) Radial 

fluorescence analysis on confocal images quantitatively shows that the Cell Middle 

patterned features recruit more !3-integrin than Cell Edge patterned features. N = 24 cells 

from 3 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. * p " 0.05. (D) A specific 

count of Cell Middle patterned features with !3-integrin fluorescence reveals a majority 

of cells, ~ 60%, display this clustering for either 1 or 2 patterned features. (E) Similar to 

results with H-Ras and VLA-4, !3-integrins are also observed to colocalize with an 

intracellular, perinuclear pool of REs labeled with A555-CTxB (red). Stimulation of 

suspended cells with 2 #g/mL DNP-BSA for ~ 10 min results in some qualitative 

changes to the !3-integrin RE pool and overall fluorescence, but a clear, quantifiable 

difference in the extent of DNP-stimulated trafficking is largely obscured due to 

variability in !3-integrin expression. Scale bar 10 #m. 
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Figure A2.9 Soluble DNP-BSA stimulates cells on FN patterns to reveal an 

additional mode of receptor cross-talk between Fc!RI and "3-integrins. (A) RBL 

cells expressing !3-integrin-mEGFP (green) adhere to surfaces with patterned 

immobilized Rhodamine-fibronectin (Rhod-FN) (red). Noticeable cell spreading is 

observed and concentrated !3-integrin-mEGFP fluorescence appears at multiple 

patterned Rhod-FN features. No DNP is present with these patterns, and the addition of 

soluble DNP-BSA (lower row) results in some enhancement of !3-integrin-mEGFP 

clustering with (mostly peripheral) patterned Rhod-FN sites as found with ~ 50% of cells 

imaged in two experiments. (B) A488-IgE labeled cells (green) are also incubated on 

these Rhod-FN patterns. The representative cell shown in the top image displays some 

slight enhancement of A488-IgE-Fc"RI fluorescence at peripheral patterned features, in 

addition to noticeable cell spreading suggestive of integrin engagement. The middle and 

lower rows are two examples of cells after the addition of soluble DNP-BSA (~ 10 min at 

37˚C) with consequent aggregation of A488-IgE-Fc"RI into nanometer-sized fluorescent 

clusters. Counting cells from 2 separate experiments indicates that about ~ 60% have 

some identifiable redistribution of A488-IgE-Fc"RI fluorescence to FN patterned sites 

after DNP-BSA stimulation. (C) !3-integrin-mEGFP is also observed to concentrate 

weakly to DNP-BSA patterned features from a single experiment and a clear example is 

shown here. (D) !3-integrin-mEGFP, on the other hand, shows strong accumulation at 

SLB patterned features incorporating 1 mol% of an RGD-capped PEG2000-DSPE lipid. 

(E) However, no concentration of antibody labeled !1-integrin (green) is seen on these 

same RGD-containing SLB patterns. Scale bar 10 #m. 
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Figure A2.10 Different patterns of IgE-Fc!RI clustering are observed on different 

DNP presenting surfaces. (A) A488-IgE sensitized cells (green) are incubated on 

surfaces patterned with DNP-BSA plus 25% m/v streptavidin (SA) (DNP-BSA-SA, red). 

As highlighted by this cell and multiple cells quantified by radial analysis in D, the 

accumulation of A488-IgE at DNP-BSA-SA patterned sites is greater than that of A488-

IgE at patterns with DNP-BSA alone (compare green and blue bars in D). This may be 

attributed to the reduced concentration of DNp-BSA at patterned sites. (B) Alternatively, 

A488-IgE sensitized cells (green) may be incubated on patterned surfaces with DNP-

BSA incorporating 25% m/v bovine FN (DNP-BSA-FN, red). Cells on these surfaces are 

noticeably spread (compared with A and cells shown in Figures 3.3B and 3.3C), while 

IgE-Fc!RI clustering is particularly uniform between and within individual patterned 

sites. Scale bar 10 "m. (C) Radial analysis on DNP-BSA-FN patterned features confirms 

this homogeneous distribution in fluorescence. While the On Pattern average for both 

Cell Middle and Cell Edge patterned features is high, the Off Pattern average is also 

relatively high and thus the calculated ratio values are lower that of the other pattern 

types quantified in D. (D) The histogram shown summarizes the radial analysis averages 

of A488-IgE-Fc!RI fluorescence on DNP-SLB (red bars), DNP-BSA (green bars), DNP-

BSA-SA (blue bars), and DNP-BSA-FN (yellow bars) patterned surfaces. The A488-IgE-

Fc!RI radial fluorescence average on patterned DNP-SLB features is the largest, with a 

very high On Pattern average and very low Off Pattern average factoring into the 

calculated ratio values. The other pattern types display more Off Pattern fluorescence for 

many cells and, except in the case of DNP-BSA-SA Cell Middle, the radial fluorescence 

averages are consequently reduced. N = 25 from at least 3 independent experiments. 
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Figure A2.11 Molecular tension sensor surfaces reveal specific forces associated 

with integrin ligand binding in RBL cells. While it is understood that mechano-

chemical signal conversion can involve force-induced alterations of protein functions,5 it 

is still not fully clear how these physical and biochemical factors are coupled, and how 

they may integrate to facilitate mechanical sensing. To explore these aspects in RBL 

cells, different molecular tension sensor (MTS) probes were used, as developed in the 

laboratory of Dr. K. Salaita (Emory University).6 These MTS probes are designed to 

generate up to a 20- to 30-fold increase in fluorescence upon experiencing a threshold 

piconewton (pN) force. Attached to a 9 nm gold nanoparticle (AuNP), immobilized DNA 

hairpins with a tunable force response threshold (~ 8 pN in this case) were prepared with 

a dye (Cy3B), quencher molecule (BHQ2), and the different ligands shown in the three 

panels in (A): FN domains 9-10, RGD peptide, or DNP-BSA to stimulate Fc!RI. As 

illustrated in (A) with the left panel, when a cell binds to the MTS ligand the fluorophore 

is pulled away from the quencher and AuNP such that a significant increase in 

fluorescence results. (B) A single RBL cell is shown adhering to the FN-DNA MTS 

surface and diffuse fluorescence can be observed across the cell ventral surface. 

Treatment with 200 nM thapsigargin (Tg) is intended to induce additional cell spreading7 

and a greater increase in fluorescence. However, further imaging and a fluorescence 

intensity line profile detect limited changes following Tg treatment. (C) Another single 

RBL cell shown adheres to the RGD-DNA MTS surface and a more punctate pattern of 

fluorescence can be seen at the cell and MTS interface. Again, Tg treatment does not 

generate any enhanced response. From the fluorescence intensity line profile, along with 

the profile in B, only a 3- to 4-fold increase in fluorescence above background is apparent 
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for unstimulated and stimulated cells. Further experiments are needed, but these 

preliminary results suggest that adherent RBL cells and their integrins may exert at least a 

force of ~ 8 pN in order to engage ECM proteins, like FN. Note: Kornelia Galior 

prepared the MTS surfaces and performed all cell experiments shown, as well as those in 

Figures A2.12 and A2.13. 
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Figure A2.12 MTS surfaces reveal specific forces associated with IgE-Fc!RI binding 

DNP. The DNP-DNA MTS, shown in Figure A2.11A on the right, was also developed to 

investigate the mechanical forces involved in the binding of IgE-Fc!RI to ligand. A time-

lapse series of images are shown for a single RBL cell. This cell makes contact with the 

surface within the first several minutes, generating a ~ 5-fold increase in fluorescence at 

the contact site as IgE-Fc!RI binding DNP progresses and mechanical forces visualized. 

After ~ 30 min the cell has spread and noticeable fluorescence can be seen across the 

contact surface with some fluorescence enhancement more centrally located. An hour 

later and the cell does not appear to have spread further while the MTS maximum 

fluorescent intensity has not especially decreased (see fluorescence intensity line profile), 

but the overall fluorescence has become more homogeneous/dispersed (compare the 

images for 30 and 90 min). These initial results with the DNP-DNA MTS reveal that 

forces, on the order of ~ 8 pN and perhaps greater, are connected with IgE-Fc!RI binding 

ligand. The mechanical aspect to ligand binding could have significant implications for 

subsequent Fc!RI signaling and future experiments could be performed to study the 

distributions and responses of downstream signaling molecules with respect to localized 

sites of generated tension, even using a MTS and patterned surface approach. 
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Figure A2.13 RBL cells do not generate forces greater than 150 pN in binding to FN. 

(A) An illustration is shown for a different MTS surface than those used in the 

experiments in Figures A2.10 and A2.11. Instead of a DNA hairpin, this MTS probe 

exploits the mechanical tension from unfolding the single immunoglobulin-like domain 

(I27) of the muscle sarcomere protein titin.8 Similar to the DNA-based MTS probe, this 

one also uses the FN domains 9-10 as an integrin ligand but now a greater threshold force 

of ~ 150 pN is required to extend the sensor due to the single titin I27 protein 

immobilized on the AuNP surface. The dye in this case is an AlexaFluor 647 (A647) and 

here the AuNP serves as the fluorescence quencher. (B) Incubation of RBL cells on this 

I27-A647-FN MTS for ~ 30 min does not yield any significant enhancement in 

fluorescence (compare with the MTS surfaces in Figure A2.11). Additionally, 200 nM Tg 

treatment does little to improve this signal. (C) NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells incubated on the 

same MTS surface, however, are capable of providing the necessary forces for pulling on 

FN and extending the titin I27 protein. It appears then that RBL cells cannot supply 

sufficient forces to open the titin sensor, suggestive that FN integrins on RBL cells are 

different from those FN integrins on fibroblast cells in directing mechano-chemical 

signals. 
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Figure A2.14. Nanometer scale topography of IgE-Fc!RI bound to DNP-SLB 

surfaces is revealed with SAIM. Scanning angle interference microscopy (SAIM)9 

excels at imaging topography and structure along the optical axis with nanometer 

precision, and potential cellular features under investigation may include: plasma 

membrane organization, cytoskeletal polymerization, receptor-mediated interactions with 

ligand or ECM, and trafficking processes such as endo/exocytosis. SAIM requires that 

samples be prepared on or positioned near a reflective surface such that sequential 

scanning with an excitation laser at varying angles of incidence establishes an 

interference pattern. Generated by the incident and reflected illumination, this 

interference pattern creates standing waves of excitation potential along the optical axis, 

as shown in the upper left image in A. The resulting emission intensity profile in angle 

space depends on the distance of the fluorophore from the reflective surface. The 

fluorescence intensity profiles of labeled molecules can be fit to an optical model9 to 

localize their position along the z-axis with 5-10 nm precision and diffraction-limited 

lateral resolution. Here, SAIM is used to provide new and more detailed characterization 

of the vertical structure associated with IgE-Fc!RI engaging DNP patterned sites. (A) The 

image shown on the right is an A488-IgE sensitized RBL cell (blue) that has been 

allowed to settle for ~ 40 min at 37˚C on a coverslip thick glass surface patterned with 

DNP-SLB (red). The sample was subsequently fixed, and to provide the necessary 

reflective surface, a silicon chip was placed over the patterned region and excess buffer 

was removed to bring this reflective surface in close proximity to the patterned ligand 
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surface for imaging. Varying the angle of incidence, the sample is illuminated and the 

differences in fluorescence (height) are captured. Widefield images are prepared by 

taking the sum projection of the entire SAIM image series. (B) An individual patterned 

feature and overlaid A488-IgE fluorescence are shown, with the corresponding angles of 

incidence. Differences in red and blue intensities are due to the phase shift in angle space. 

(C) Prior to processing, pixels below a minimum intensity and interference contrast 

threshold are culled, resulting in only a subset of pixels shown from the cell in A. 

Specifically, those pixels at and near the patterned sites, with significant receptor density, 

are computationally fit to the optical model in order to reconstruct the sample 

topography. The reconstructions seem to indicate that DNP ligand binding brings A488-

IgE-Fc!RI into close proximity with the patterned surface on the order of tens of 

nanometers, as a consequence of membrane deformation.  Compared with the receptors 

directly over the patterns, the height of A488-IgE-Fc!RI-enriched regions on the 

periphery of the patterned sites suggests the recruitment of unbound receptors. With the 

mirror resting atop the sample, the color range shown here uses red to represent a greater 

distance from the mirror, and thus red pixels are closest to the sample surface. The SAIM 

instrument and altered sample geometry used in this study are entirely new and still in 

development, and thus only relative differences in height can be provided at this time. 

Note: I prepared the cell sample and Marshall Colville (Paszek lab) helped with all 

imaging experiments, as he built the SAIM instrument, and wrote the Matlab code for 

image analysis. 
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APPENDIX 31 

Alzheimer’s Disease: Amyloid Degradation by Secreted Lysosomal Enzymes 

 

A3.1 Introduction 

In Alzheimer's disease (AD), portions of the brain associated with 

neurodegeneration present abundant amyloid-beta (A!) fibrillogenesis. This is the result 

of gradual changes in the steady-state levels of A! peptides (~ 42 amino acids) along 

with mutations and/or differential processing of the integral membrane protein, amyloid 

precursor protein (APP). APP is cleaved by a number of enzymes to give rise to 

monomeric A! peptides, and these peptides appear to form a plethora of aggregate 

species (oligomeric, protofibrillar, and fibrillary species which have the greatest 

propensity to aggregate).1 Beta-sheet fibrils (fA!) form deposits in the brain, known as 

senile plaques, and these are clearly visualized with microscopy using various stains, 

such as Congo red or Thioflavin S. Despite extensive work toward disease diagnosis and 

characterization, there remains a significant debate on whether A! plaques are causative 

of AD pathological effects.2 For a small number of AD patients, this disease is directly 

linked to increased A! peptide production while in the vast majority of cases it is unclear 

whether faster buildup or slower clearance contributes to plaque accumulation. 

Work from the Maxfield laboratory has shown that microglia cells, found within 

the brain, can bind and internalize fA! via receptor-mediated endocytosis using specific 

receptors on their surface (i.e., scavenger receptor type A, or SRAs).3 However, other 

mechanisms may also account for bulk soluble (sA!) and fA! internalization.4 Once 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 I prepared the patterned surfaces while Santiago Solé-Domènech prepared the fA!, 
attached patterned surfaces to imaging dishes, and performed all cell experiments.!
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internalized, fA! is typically delivered to lysosomes for degradation, but in quiescent 

microglia, fA! can resist degradation due to poor acidification of lysosomes. Stimulation 

of microglia by various treatments, however, increases lysosomal acidification and can 

allow for effective fA! degradation (Figure A3.1A).  

Significant interest exists to learn how microglia, and also infiltrating 

macrophages, in the brain can proteolytically degrade fA! and A! plaques that are 

considerably larger than the cells themselves. A possible mechanism, presented by Haka 

et al. 2009, demonstrates that macrophages can degrade large aggregates of low-density 

lipoprotein (LDL) by creating an extracellular, acidic compartment termed the 'lysosomal 

synapse’ into which lysosomal contents are secreted (Figure A3.1B).5 With microglia 

cells, the formation of a lysosomal synapse may serve as a primary mechanism for A! 

plaque removal from AD patients. 

Work highlighted in this appendix is part of a collaboration with the Maxfield 

laboratory toward characterizing macrophage and microglia cell lysosomal synapse 

formation in response to fA!. Preliminary experiments with patterned surfaces of 

immobilized fA! are used to track lysosomal secretory events while large fA! 

aggregates, labeled with a pH-sensitive fluorophore, are incubated with cells to visualize 

extracellular acidic compartments. 

 

A3.2 Materials and methods 

A3.2.1 Materials 

DMEM cell media was and fetal bovine serum (FBS) used in J774-macrophage 

cultures werw purchased from Gibco, whereas low endotoxin FBS used in primary  
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Figure A3.1 fA! internalization by microglia and the formation of the lysosomal 

synapse. (A) Resting microglia (left) maintain a pH of ~ 6.0 in their lysosomes. This 

limits the hydrolytic activity of the lysosomal acid hydrolases, thus restricting fA! 

degradation. When microglia are activated by M-CSF (right), a chloride transporter (ClC-

7) and its heterodimeric partner, Ostm1, show increased colocalization with and 

mobilization to lysosomes. This allows for full lysosome acidification (pH measurements 

indicate acidification to pH 5.0), thus leading to increased lysosomal fA! degradation. 

(B) When macrophages encounter aggregated low-density lipoprotein (LDL) in a blood 

vessel wall, they form a tight seal using actin-dependent membrane rearrangements. V-

ATPase proton pumps (red H+) acidify this sealed area while lysosomes fuse with the 

plasma membrane here. The extracellular, acidic compartment allows for the hydrolysis 

of cholesteryl esters in the LDL, and the free cholesterol can then be internalized by the 

macrophage. (Figure A3.1A and B reproduced from reference6) 
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microglia cultures was purchased from Atlanta Biologicals. All other reagents used in 

cell culture were purchased from Gibco. FITC-dextran, cholera toxin B (CTxB), A647-

streptavidin, and phalloidin were purchased from Life Technologies. CypHer5E 

succinimidyl ester was purchased from GE Healthcare Life Sciences. Amyloid-beta was 

purchased from Millipore (recombinant) and Bachem (synthetic). 

Fused silica 100 mm diameter wafers of coverslip #1.5 thickness (< 200 !m 

thickness) were purchased from Precision Glass & Optics (PG&O). The (3-

mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTS) and N-("-maleimidobutyryloxy)succinimide 

ester (GMBS) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Wax from Fisher Scientific 

(TissuePrep catalogue #T565) was used for sealing glass surfaces to plastic imaging 

dishes.  

 

A3.2.2 Cell culture and labeling of lysosomes and fA! 

J774 macrophage cells were obtained from the American Tissue Culture Center 

(ATCC). Primary microglia cells were extracted from neonatal C57BL6 mice and 

maintained in DMEM media containing low endotoxin FBS. 

J774 macrophages, shown in Figure A3.5, were loaded with FITC-labeled dextran 

at 1.3 mg/mL in media, overnight. FITC-dextran appears to be internalized by the cells 

through bulk endocytosis, as taken up by early endosomes. Overnight incubation allowed 

the early endosomes enough time to mature into lysosomes and the dextran can stay 

inside these organelles for an extended period of time. No known cellular enzyme is 

capable of digesting the dextran polymer (composed of many glucose moieties). After 

overnight incubation, cells were chased in fresh DMEM media for 2-4 hours. DMEM 
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media without phenol-red and sodium bicarbonate, but containing 10 mM HEPES, was 

used during imaging in order to maintain optimum pH in a non-controlled atmosphere. 

Large A! deposits for pH measurements were prepared by fibrillation, at 37˚C in 

constant rotation, from a mixture containing monomeric A! and a 5-10% monomeric A!, 

previously labeled with Alexa488 and CypHer5E at a maximum total A! concentration of 

1 mg/mL (221 "M). Monomeric A! labeling with CypHer5E and Alexa488 succinimidyl 

esters was carried out in sodium borate buffer pH 9.3 and dialyzed overnight, following a 

1-hour spin at 14K. fA! was delivered to cells at 1:50 to 1:100 of the fibrillary mixture 

(about 2-4 "M fA!). 

 

A3.2.3 Preparation and shipment of parylene patterned surfaces 

The preparation of parylene patterned glass surfaces, used in the work presented 

here, are the same as those described in chapter 2 of this thesis, Materials and methods 

section 2.2.2. The surface functionalization procedure was also essentially the same, with 

minor differences in the final steps as the surfaces are prepared for overnight shipment. 

Subsequent to incubation with 50 µg/mL of A647-streptavidin (SA), the parylene 

patterned glass chips were thoroughly washed with PBS. Patterned chips were then 

loaded with tweezers one at a time into a 3D printed slide holder designed specifically for 

coverslip thick chips of 16 mm square or smaller. This holder, described in detail in the 

following section A3.2.4, was kept submerged in PBS with 0.5 mM EDTA while loading 

the chips. The holder with the chips was then carefully loaded into a 50 mL conical tube 

and immediately filled with PBS-EDTA. Ensuring the tube cap was sealed and wrapped 

with parafilm, the protein-coated surfaces were ready for shipment. 
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Patterned glass surfaces were sent overnight, via FedEx®, to the Maxfield 

laboratory (Weill Cornell Medical College). Upon delivery, patterns were kept sealed and 

stored at 4˚C until needed for experiments. For experiments, individual patterns were 

removed from their holder and incubated with 50 !g/mL of biotinylated fA"42 for which 

1% of these were previously labeled with Cy3 (Figure A3.2). After ~ 1 hour of 

incubation, subsequent washing with PBS, parylene removal, and a final sequential wash 

with PBS, the fA"42 coated surfaces were ready for imaging dish attachment and cell 

experiments. 

 

A3.2.4 3D printed holder for shipping protein coated parylene patterned surfaces 

Here at Cornell, a specialized 3D printed holder was prepared for the shipping of 

wet samples, specifically protein-coated parylene patterned surfaces, inside a 50 mL 

conical tube. This holder was designed using SOLIDWORKS CAD software.7 Several 

important design features were incorporated into this holder, including: multiple slots for 

coverslip thick substrates of # 16 mm squares, overall dimensions for a ~ snug fit into a 

50 mL conical tube, and small holes at one end for easy un/loading using tweezers 

(Figure A3.3). After conversion of the design to the appropriate file type (“.x3g”), a 

MakerBot Replicator,8 maintained at the Cornell BRC Imaging Facility, was used to print 

the coverslip holder. 

 

A3.2.5 Procedure for sealing patterned surfaces to imaging dishes with wax 

Santiago Solé-Domènec developed a convenient method for attaching parylene 

patterned surfaces to imaging dishes with wax. Three volumes of wax (Figure A3.4a,b)  
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Figure A3.2 fA!42 patterned surfaces. (A) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images of patterned surfaces show biotinylated Cy3-A!42 fibrils of 100 - 200 nm in 

length. (B) Confocal fluorescence microscopy reveals immobilized A647-SA (green) 

colocalizes with fA!42 aggregates (red) at patterned surface features, and a zoomed in 

view shows heterogeneous labeling within individual patterned features. (C) A more 

detailed representation of the chemical attachment of biotin-fA!42-Cy3 on patterned 

surfaces is shown. (fA! structure adapted from Protein Data Bank 2BEG and streptavidin 

structure adapted from http://www.streptavidin.org/). 
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Figure A3.3 3D printed coverslip holder. (A) CAD software provided for easy 

preparation of a 14 slot coverslip holder with dimensions, 8.8 cm x 2.0 cm, necessary to 

fit inside a 50 mL conical tube. Parameters for printing the holder from acrylonitrile-

butadiene-styrene (ABS) copolymer filament are shown on the right. (B) Further, the 3D 

printed holder can be modified/trimmed to accommodate 25 mm diameter coverslips and, 

with the holes at one end, tweezers can be used to position, or remove, the holder from 

within the 50 mL tube. 
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Figure A3.4 Sealing patterned surfaces onto plastic imaging dishes using wax. As 

described in section A3.2.5, Santiago Solé-Domènech developed a procedure for 

attaching protein-patterned surfaces to imaging dishes using wax. 
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Figure A3.5 J774 macrophage cells release lysosomal contents when in contact with 

fA! patterned surfaces. (A) Macrophage cells previously incubated with FITC-dextran 

are incubated on patterned glass surfaces with immobilized fA! (the fA! patterns are 

located below the cells, but not visible here). TIRFM imaging reveals rapid flashes in 

fluorescence indicated by the white arrowheads in the time-lapse images on panels 1 and 

2, demonstrating lysosomal content release. (B) As FITC exits the lysosomes, at the 

lysosomal synapse, FITC undergoes a fluorescence increase associated with the transition 

from the highly acidic lysosomal environment to the less acidic pH of the extracellular 

environment. Measurements from several cell regions indicate that macrophages 

incubated on top of fA!-labeled patterns present higher secretory activity when compared 

to cells spread on non-fA! labeled areas (control). However, further analysis and 

additional experiments will be needed to identify if secretory events are targeted to 

patterned fA! sites. 
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Figure A3.6 pH measurements reveal acidic regions for macrophage and microglia 

cells in contact with fA!. Toward characterizing the development and acidic nature of 

the lysosomal synapse, large fA! aggregates labeled with CypHer5E, a pH sensitive dye, 

and Alexa488, a pH-independent dye, were incubated with (A) J774 macrophages, or (B) 

microglia cells (MG), and imaged for 1-3 hours. Ratiometric pH measurements and z-

stack projections show acidic domains are extracellularly located at cell-aggregate 

contact sites (white arrowheads). This suggests that the newly formed extracellular 

compartments contain acidic lysosomal contents, like hydrolases (e.g., lysosomal acid 

lipase), to establish a functioning lysosomal synapse. Note: fA! patterns were not used in 

these experiments or those shown in Figure A3.7. 
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Figure A3.7 Localized actin polymerization and membrane ruffling increase at cell-

fA! contact sites. Some of the same cell samples used in the experiments shown in 

Figure A3.6 were stained with fluorescent (A) cholera toxin B (CTxB) or (B and C) 

phalloidin. Macrophage plasma membranes show ruffling and compartment formation at 

contact sites with CTxB staining (A, white arrowheads). Further, increased local actin 

polymerization can be seen at some cell-fA! contact regions following phalloidin 

staining in microglia and macrophages (B and C respectively, white arrowheads).!Actin 

polymerization and compartment formation at contact sites suggest that microglia and 

macrophage cells may be able to establish a stable, F-actin enriched lysosomal synapse 

upon contact with fA! aggregates. 
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with one volume of common white vaseline were mixed in an appropriate glass tube. 

Melting the wax first, the volume of vaseline would then be added. It was convenient to 

prepare a large volume of this mixture (e.g., 200 mL) and aliquot this into small 

containers while still hot (Figure A3.4c). A hot water bath setup, as shown in Figure 

A3.4d, allowed the wax mixture to become fluid at about 100˚C. A thin brush (Figure 

A3.4e) was placed into the wax and allowed to warm. Placing the patterned surface over 

the opening in the plastic imaging dish (Figure A3.4f), the brush could then be used to 

apply a thin layer of wax to each of the four sides of the patterned surface (Figure A3.4h), 

making sure the wax thoroughly covered the glass-plastic surface interface. The seal 

would dry after about 10 seconds and PBS could then be added on top of the imaging 

dish surface while the wax was allowed to cure at room temperature for another 30 min. 

 

A3.3 Results 

Results are summarized within the individual captions for Figures A3.5, A3.6, 

and A3.7. 

 

A2.4 Discussion 

Formation of extracellular acidic compartments, actin polymerization and 

membrane compartmentalization near fA! aggregates, are observed from these 

experiments and are consistent with the lysosomal synapse hypothesis. Furthermore, we 

were able to image the release of lysosomal contents (FITC-dextran) from macrophages 

when in contact with patterned fA! covalently bound to glass surfaces. This strongly 
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suggests macrophages are able to release their contents in the presence of A!, likely into 

extracellular pre-acidified compartments, where digestion takes place. 

Initial degradation of large fA! aggregates appears to take place outside the cells, 

and this process is termed exophagy.9 Enhancing exophagy by macrophages and 

microglia might be a key step in the removal of aggregated fA! from patients with AD 

and serve as a potential area of therapeutic intervention. Greater understanding of the 

mechanisms behind microglia fA! degradation has the potential to help in the 

development of non-inflammatory approaches to A! plaque clearance.10,11 

Frustrated phagocytosis is observed when microglia are incapable of fully 

removing the A! plaque.12 A study of frustrated phagocytosis demonstrated macrophages 

can adhere to micro-patterned immune complex-linked surfaces (i.e., micro-contact 

printed ovalbumin cover slips opsonized with home-made anti-ovalbumin serum from 

rabbit).13 “Sealing zones” were observed to form where secreted material was confined.13 

This precedence supports our use of patterned surfaces in mimicking frustrated 

phagocytosis in microglia.  

Future experiments could utilize a biotin-streptavidin capture assay as another 

method for visualizing phagocytosis and associated lysosomal synapse formation. In this 

assay, surface patterned streptavidin-fA! would be available to bind any biotinylated, 

fluorescent dextran released from lysosomes at patterned sites. Biotinylated fluorescent 

dextran would be expected to accumulate at streptavidin-fA! and the extent of lysosome 

interaction with pattern-immobilized streptavidin-fA! could be readily quantified through 

this method. Preliminary work has been carried, but no results have been collected from 

patterned surfaces.   
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In further characterization of fA! degradation, initial work has begun toward the 

in vivo imaging of the lysosomal synapse in mice with AD. Information from the 

experiments presented in this appendix should prove helpful for our study of this process 

in situ. The Maxfield laboratory is able to prepare brain slices from AD model mice and 

these will be used to examine microglia degradation of endogenous A! deposits. 

Microglia lysosomes may be fluorescently pre-labeled and pH measurements would track 

the development of the lysosomal synapse with these cells inside the mouse brain. 

Insight gathered from studies on fA! may allow us to revisit our previous work on 

atherosclerotic plaque formation,5 and learn more about how the lysosomal synapse is 

specifically organized for the digestion of LDL. Identification of key differences and 

similarities in this process with fA! degradation may help refine the proposed model(s). 

Rapid cholesteryl ester hydrolysis and actin polymerization facilitate the transfer of free 

cholesterol from LDL aggregates to macrophage cells.5 Dynamic observations of 

macrophage interaction with LDL-presenting patterned surfaces and targeted secretion of 

lysosomal contents could offer additional, instructive details on spatial and temporal 

aspects of this process. 
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APPENDIX 41 

Microfabricated Surfaces to Study DNA-Protein Interactions 

 

A4.1 Introduction 

Recent advances in single-molecule techniques now offer direct observation of 

proteins acting on their DNA targets in real-time.1,2 Details on DNA-protein architecture, 

affinity, specificity, and dynamics can be readily measured through these single-molecule 

approaches. Some of the techniques used to probe DNA-protein interactions include: 

optical3 and magnetic tweezers,4 atomic force microscopy (AFM),5 fluorescence 

correlation spectroscopy (FCS)6 with zero mode waveguides (ZMWs),7 fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer (FRET),8 and DNA curtains.9 

With the DNA curtains approach, thousands of individual DNA strands can be 

simultaneously imaged and statistically significant information can be acquired after just 

a few experiments. Most single-molecule methodologies have typically relied on the 

attachment of one or more components, either protein or DNA, to a solid supporting 

surface. Obtaining biologically relevant data is challenging in this situation, especially if 

the molecules under investigation also nonspecifically adsorb to the surface. Thus, the 

use of a surface supported lipid bilayer is a particularly advantageous feature in the DNA 

curtains technique (Figure A4.1). Biotinylated DNA molecules are anchored at one end to 

the lipid bilayer surface via streptavidin-biotin interactions and, when placed under 

hydrodynamic flow, the lipid bilayer allows the DNA molecules to all co-align 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 I led the development of the DNA curtains fabrication process outlined in this appendix. 
Subsequent fabrication of patterned surfaces, flow cell design, and DNA imaging 
experiments were carried out with Alexander Van Slyke. 
!
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perpendicular to the chrome barriers for complete extension.10 This lipid bilayer is 

additionally significant as it helps passivate the glass surface from protein adsorption, and 

even more so if a polyethylene glycol (PEG) modified lipid is present. The success of the 

DNA curtains approach is further demonstrated as proteins and DNA can be visualized 

using high-resolution fluorescence microscopy techniques, including TIRFM. The DNA 

curtains approach also has the potential for adaptation to super-resolution imaging. Yet, 

molecular motion and sample conditions are among the present challenges facing 

straightforward integration of the DNA curtains approach with techniques such as PALM 

and STORM. 

Work presented in this appendix is part of a collaboration with the Zipfel, Lis, and 

Bogdanove laboratories in characterizing DNA-protein interactions. With the help of 

CNF staff, I was able to extend the DNA curtains approach developed in the Greene 

laboratory from the traditional electron beam lithography-based fabrication process to 

one with a photolithographic-based process. Electron beam lithography is cost prohibitive 

and can be time consuming depending on the density and complexity of features to be 

patterned. Photolithography, however, is more widely available and can allow for high 

throughput. The photolithographic process used to pattern the metallic barriers is 

illustrated in Figure A4.2. The barriers, approximately 0.5 !m wide and 20 nm tall, were 

patterned within specific regions on a glass wafer for the subsequent preparation of 

multiple single-channel flow cells for individual DNA experiments. Experiments with 

this DNA curtains approach are aimed at characterizing the kinetic and dynamic aspects 

of transcription activator-like effector (TALE) protein binding to DNA as well as 
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providing for a closer study of heat shock protein (HSP) transcriptional events on native 

chromatin. 

 

A4.2 Materials and methods 

A4.2.1 Materials 

Lambda-DNA was obtained from New England Biolabs (NEB). Alexander Van 

Slyke (Zipfel lab) and Digbijay Mahat (Lis lab) biotinylated this DNA using an exo- 

Klenow fragment (NEB) and biotin-DNA oligomers purchased from Integrated DNA 

Technologies (IDT). Native chromatin was prepared from Drosophila S2 cells by 

Judhajeet Ray (Lis lab). Fluorescent TALE was prepared by Fabio Cupri Rinaldi 

(Bogdanove lab). Streptavidin was purchased from Invitrogen. The DNA intercalating 

dye YOYO-1 was purchased from Molecular Probes. BSA and imaging buffer 

components were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Lipids DOPC, mPEG550-DOPE, 

biotin cap DOPE, and Liss Rhod DOPE were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. Fused 

silica 1 mm thick wafers for preparing the patterned surfaces were purchased from Sydor 

Optics. Double-sided tape used in the flow cell assembly was purchased from 3M. All 

fluidic components, including the tubing, NanoPort, and connectors were purchased from 

IDEX Health & Science Upchurch Scientific®. The Syringe pump used to flow buffer 

into the flow cell device was from Harvard Apparatus. The microfluidic injection valve to 

regulate buffer flow and syringes used to handle lipid stocks were from Hamilton. The 

microscope used for imaging was an!Olympus IX81 with an Olympus objective 

UPlanApo 60x 1.2 NA Water. Cameras used for imaging were from Andor (iXon Ultra 

(X-7529) and iXon (X-3622)). 
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Figure A4.1 Illustration of DNA curtains inside a microfluidic channel. (A) A side 

view (upper) and top view (lower) show DNA molecules anchored to lipid bilayer and 

their extension as a result of applied liquid flow. (Reproduced from reference11). (B) The 

overall device for the DNA curtains approach uses a single microfluidic channel 

patterned with nanobarriers designed to organize DNA and protein interactions for easy 

observation and analysis (e.g., individual fluorescent nucleosomes bound to aligned 

curtains of DNA). (Reproduced from reference12). 
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Figure A4.2 Overview of nanobarrier fabrication and flow cell assembly. Several 

steps in photolithographic patterning, deposition of a thin film of chromium, and a final 

lift of step established multiple arrays of Cr nanobarriers on glass surfaces.  
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A4.2.2 Fabrication of patterned chrome barriers 

The preparation of chrome patterned glass surfaces has been previously 

described.9 To highlight the specific process used in this work (Figure A4.2), fused silica 

(glass) wafers were first coated with a ~ 40 nm thick layer of anti-reflective coating (DS-

K101-4 (Brewer Science) and CNF Suss MicroTec Gamma Cluster Tool) and a ~ 300 nm 

thick layer of photoresist (UV210 (Dow Chemical Co.) and CNF Suss MicroTec Gamma 

Cluster Tool). Using a pre-designed photomask and exposure to 248 nm light (CNF 

ASML PAS 5500/300C DUV Stepper), multiple patterned arrays were created in the 

photoresist layer. Photoresist developer (AZ 726 MIF and CNF Suss MicroTec Gamma 

Cluster Tool) was used to expose regions of the underlying glass substrate for subsequent 

chrome (Cr) evaporation (CNF Odd-Hour Evaporator CVC SC4500). After a brief Cr 

deposition (~ 20 nm thick), the cleanroom dicing saw (K&S 7100) was then used to cut 

the wafer into rectangular pieces appropriate for a microscope stage (~ 25 mm x 40 mm). 

Finally, an ~ overnight lift-off step (Microposit Remover 1165) yielded the multiple 

arrays of chrome patterned barriers on the individual cut pieces.  

 

A4.2.3 Flow cell device assembly 

Small holes were drilled (1.5 mm drill bits from Kingsley North) at each end of 

the patterned glass pieces to start (Figure A4.2). After thorough cleaning with Hellmanex 

(Hellma GmbH & Co.), sodium hydroxide, ethanol, MilliQ water, and drying with 

nitrogen gas, surfaces were ready for device assembly, which was typically done on the 

same day as experiments. Patterned surfaces and glass coverslips were plasma cleaned 

(Harrick Plasma Basic Plasma Cleaner) for several minutes. Next, a strip of double-sided 
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tape was set on parafilm so that a section corresponding to the shape of the channel could 

be excised. As shown in Figure A4.2, this tape was then placed on the patterned glass 

surface, lining up the cut section with the drilled holes. A glass coverslip was set on top 

of this, forming a sandwich with all three layers. This sealed device was then placed in an 

oven at 75˚C for ~ 30 minutes to ensure a strong seal between the glass and tape surface. 

To complete the device, two NanoPorts (IDEX Health & Science Upchurch Scientific®) 

were attached over the openings in the glass using hot glue (Surebonder hot glue gun). 

The device was set on a hot plate for a few minutes (low heat setting) to rewarm the hot 

glue and, with gentle, even pressure, each NanoPort was pushed against the glass to 

establish a more robust seal to prevent any leaking or rupturing. 

 

A4.2.4 Preparation of supported lipid bilayers and DNA incubation 

Once the flow cells were assembled, the following protocol was used to establish 

a supported lipid bilayer and tethered DNA molecules ready for protein experiments. 

1. Prepare a 1 mg/mL stock of liposomes in lipid buffer (50mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 

8, filtered). Use liposomes within ~ 1 week of preparation. Following a similar 

procedure outlined in the Materials and methods of chapter 3 in this thesis, liposomes 

are made from 96 mol% DOPC, 3 mol% mPEG550-DOPE, 0.5 mol% biotin cap 

DOPE. (0.1 mol% Liss Rhod DOPE was used for a fluorescent bilayer.) 

2. Rinse microfluidic tubing with ethanol and purge with MilliQ water. 

3. Rinse the flow cell with excess MilliQ water to remove bubbles and check for leaks. 

4. Rinse the flow cell with 2 mL of lipid buffer. 
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5. Inject liposomes with three 200 !L volumes, allowing ~ 10 minutes between 

injections, to establish a supported lipid bilayer. 

6. Rinse with excess lipid buffer or MilliQ water to remove free liposomes and incubate 

~ 15 minutes. 

7. Inject 2 mL of BSA buffer (40 mM Tris, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mg/mL BSA) and incubate 

for ~ 15 minutes. 

8. Inject 1 mL of 20 !g/mL streptavidin in BSA buffer and incubate for ~10 minutes. 

9. Rinse with excess BSA buffer to remove free streptavidin. 

10. Inject biotinylated DNA (~ 30 ng/mL) with three 300!L volumes and incubate ~ 10 

minutes after each injection.  

11. Rinse microfluidic tubing with imaging buffer and purge bubbles from microfluidic 

injection valve (Hamilton). 

12. Flow imaging buffer (6 nM YOYO-1, 20 !L GLOX, and 200 !L 40% glucose stock 

per 10 mL of BSA buffer) through the flow cell for ~ 10 minutes at 30 !L/min. Stop 

flow and incubate for ~ 15 minutes to allow diffusing DNA to settle. 

13. For experiments, use a flow rate of 100-800 !L/min. 

14. Immediately after experiments, soak flow cells in ethanol for " 1 day to allow glass 

slides to separate from tape. Wipe off tape residue with a Kim wipe and follow 

cleaning steps with Hellmanex. 

 

A4.3 Results 

A4.3.1 Using photolithography to pattern surfaces with nanobarriers 
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Previous work in fabricating the requisite barriers for lipid diffusion has primarily 

relied on electron-beam10–12 or nano-imprint lithography.13,14 Here, we have explored the 

use of photolithography to successfully create ~ 20 nm tall barriers, with ~ 500 nm wide 

features, from evaporated chromium (Cr). Our process, described in further detail in the 

Materials and methods section A4.2.2 and shown in Figure A4.2, made use of a deep UV 

stepper tool for reproducibly achieving patterned features at and below the micron scale. 

A ‘zig-zag’ Cr pattern was incorporated into the nanobarrier design and experiments with 

lambda-DNA revealed the utility of this design for helping to more uniformly distribute 

individual DNA molecules along the barrier during buffer flow. Further, the known 

length of lambda-DNA was taken into account and each of the six Cr nanobarrier lines, 

shown in Figure A3.3A, were separated by a distance of ~ 25 !m. 

 

A4.3.2 Exploring features of TALE-DNA binding 

Preliminary work highlighted in this section is intended to address open questions 

on the specifics of TALE binding. Areas under investigation include the relationship 

between the number of repeat domains in the TALE protein and the specificity of binding 

(Figure A4.4A), the role of the N- and C-terminal domains in binding,15 and the result of 

protein collisions between TALEs and other proteins bound to DNA, such as histones and 

RNA polymerase II. 

Tracking the movement of TALE while it searches for its target, in relation to 

DNA and other bound, fluorescent proteins, will be recorded. Changes in behavior and 

the frequency of interaction events, such as hopping, pushing, and eviction (Figure 

A4.4C) will be analyzed in order to assess the effects of protein-bound DNA on TALE  
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Figure A4.3 Lambda-DNA curtains fully extend at higher flow rates. (A) SEM 

imaging shows the set of repeating Cr patterns essential for observing many DNA 

curtains within a single field of view. (B) Increasing flow rates reveal a maximum 

stretched out length of ~ 16 nm for surface tethered and YOYO-1 labeled lambda-DNA. 
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target acquisition and binding (Figure A4.4D). These experiments will be performed in 

collaboration with the Bogdanove lab, as this group has been responsible for solving 

important features in the TALE binding code. 

 

A4.3.3 DNA curtains using the LacI-LacO interaction to isolate and tether native 

chromatin   

Experiments have been designed for further study of the structure of native 

chromatin with an HSP70 transgene during the time course of heat shock.18 To do this, 

we have also proposed a new method of tethering DNA (i.e., chromatin) to the lipid 

bilayer within the traditional flow cell channel (Figure A4.5). Using the strong, well 

characterized LacI-LacO interaction,19 LacI and a biotinylated antibody to LacI will be 

introduced into the flow cell where these lipid bilayer anchored LacI molecules will bind 

their DNA target LacO repressor sites. This will serve to simultaneously tether the 

chromatin without the need for biotinylated DNA fragments. Further, this approach 

should only allow for DNA molecules with LacO to bind the LacI, thus serving to purify 

the sample within the microfluidic channel. 

This work will be carried out with the Lis lab, as its members have expertise in 

the areas of transcriptional regulation, Drosophila genetics, and heat shock responses. 

 

A4.4 Discussion 

New single-molecule techniques are having a profound impact on the way many 

biological macromolecules are now being studied. These techniques have become 

significant for revealing mechanistic details that have been challenging to discern through  
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Figure A4.4 TALE protein binding experiments on DNA. (A) Schematic of a TALE 

protein showing the repeat domains (blue) and the repeat-variable residues (underlined). 

(Reproduced from reference16). (B) A preliminary experiment with YOYO-1 labeled 

lambda-DNA (green) shows A647-labeled TALE1535 binding (red) under flow. Note: 

Alexander Van Slyke and Fabio Cupri Rinaldi performed the experiment shown here. (C) 

Future experiments are planned for tracking protein-DNA collisions and an example of 

this is shown from Lee et al., 2014.17 (D) A similar collision experiment is designed for 

capturing TALE protein interactions on lambda-DNA. 
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Figure A4.5 DNA curtains using tethered chromatin. (A) Proposed scheme for LacI-

LacO protein tethered chromatin on patterned chrome surfaces. (B) Different lengths of 

biotinylated chromatin extend under buffer flow while attached to a fluorescent lipid 

bilayer. 
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traditional ensemble experimental approaches.20,21 Single-molecule techniques are 

providing further insight into a number of systems, including protein-nucleic acid 

interactions.1 

The DNA curtains approach, originally developed in the Greene lab,22 falls into 

this growing set of tools as it offers a clear means to observe and manipulate single 

proteins and individual DNA molecules for the study of specific interactions. 

Experiments carried out in the work described here with a DNA curtains approach have 

validated nanobarrier fabrication through photolithography, initial steps have been made 

toward investigating TALE binding DNA, and the versatility of this approach 

fortethering native chromatin has been tested. 

Different barrier patterns have been previously explored to anchor DNA in 

various configurations.22 The dynamics of bound proteins may be affected by continued 

buffer flow and, as a consequence, some of these recent barrier pattern designs are 

intended to tether both ends of DNA molecules so that flow may be turned off and the 

DNA can remain extended.17 Some of these and/or other barrier arrangements could be 

explored in future work to address different questions in protein binding to its target 

DNA sequence. An additional novel “double-tether” method, to be further explored by 

Alexander Van Slyke, will involve the use of lipid bilayer bound DNA that is also 

conjugated to a magnetic particle at one end. Application of directed magnetic fields with 

this DNA curtains approach could enable flexible control over DNA stretching and 

extension while investigating protein binding without the need for hydrodynamic force. 

Further, the patterning of metallic chrome barriers on coverslip thick glass 

surfaces could also be tested in future work. (Photolithographic patterning of features on 
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thin glass is described in chapter 2, section 2.2.2.). This would provide a surface 

amenable to TIRF imaging and eliminate challenges with the current setup where the 

tethered DNA must be imaged on the patterned, thick glass surface a significant distance 

(~ microns) through sample buffer and the bottom coverslip of the flow cell (see image in 

Figure A4.2). A patterned coverslip flow cell would allow for the convenience of an 

objective-based TIRF system and avoid any complicated optics and laser alignment 

needed for a prism-based TIRF system. 
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